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EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 9, 1985

CONGRESS OF TIlE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9.30 a.m., in room SD-

106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. James Abdnor (vice
chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Abdnor and Proxmire.
Also present. Robert J. Tosterud, deputy director, Charles H.

Bradford, assistant director, and Christopher J. Prelim:, profession-
al staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ARDNOR, 1, ICE CHAIRMAN

Senator AIIDNOR. The committee will come to order.
Ms. Norwood, it gives me a great deal of pleasure to Welcome you

this morning. On behalf of the members of the Joint Economic
Committee, I would like to express appreciation for your testimony
before us each month. I would also like to make note of the fact
that 1965 marks the beginning of the second century of the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, a Government office whose objectivity and in-
tegrity is certainly well known and respected.

As I understand it, Commissioner Norwood once again brings us
good news. Employment rose 340,000 during the month of Decem-
ber to a level of 106.3 million. More Americans are now working
than ever before. The overall outlook for future improvement is
positive. The progress made to date is indeed very, very impressive.

At this hearing, we have a complete statistical record of 2 full
years of expansion. During this time, over 7 million new jobs have
been created, more than during any comparable period of recovery
in the post-World War II period. This spectacular economic per-
formance is the wonder of the world. The United States has cre-
ated more jobs in 2 years than the entire continent of Europe has
in at least 10 years.

The decline in the unemployment rate during this expansion has
been greater than any decline during the first 2 years of any U.S.
recovery since the mid-1950's. Since the index of leading indicators
suggests that economic growth is indeed picking up again, we may
expect further improvements in the employment outlook. Accord-
ing to many economists, the unemployment rate could fall, and we
certainly hope it will fall, below the 7-percent level for the first
time since mid-1980.

However, we cannot ignore the filet that the great improvement
in the economy and in labor markets over the last 2 years has not

I
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been uniform throughout all sectors of society. Nor can we rest
until the benefits of a healthy munomy are spread to those who are
now left out Though there art. a number of such groups, I would
like to focus on one of particulai interest to me. It remains a fact
that despite the optimistic economic outlook, agriculture remains
depressed Defective farm policy, depressed commodity prices, and
high interest rates are among, the primary Lauses of this problem.
If our desire to extend prosperity to all is to become a reality, we
need to urgently address the needs of America's largest single in-
dustryagriculture.

I am extremely pleased to have one of the key members of this
committee with a great interest in agriculture here with me. I
must believe that he is here because I see his picture in the paper
every month- -

[Laughter.]
Senator Ann Non [continuing). Because of his great interest in

this It is Senator Proxmire. Senator Proxmire, I in sure you must
have something to add.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRONNIIRE

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chair-
man; you must read a different paper than I do.

I don't read much abobt ho asks questions at these hearings,
and maybe you shouldn't. I think you ought to read about what
Ms Norwood has to say. I think she, after all, is the star for us.

You and I look at this a little differently, Mr. Vice Chairman. It
seems to me that the figures show that unemployment went up in
December, not down. It went up.

Furthermore, since June there has been no improvement at all
in our unemployment figures, and I think that reflects pretty much
these figures that we have on growth.

As we know, the third quarter and the fourth quarter were both
far different than the first and second quarters of the year. As a
matter of fact, we had a very exuberant growth in the first half of
the year, and then it slowed down to a pace at which we would not
expect unemployment to decline very much or to change very
much.

The discouraging fad is that we seem to have bottomed out at an
unemployment level of around 7 percent, 7.2 percent is the precise
figure.

The leading indicators also, of course, have been erratic for the
last or CI months. For something like 21 months in a row they
were favorable, and then for the last t; months they have been up
and down. They are down now below what they were in May.

So in my view, the outlook is not very good, at least for unem-
ployment. If we have the kind of growth that many people antici-
pate-- Fortune magazine, for example, anticipates we will have
growth between 2.5 and 3 percent over the next year or so if we
have that, that probably is nut enough to reduce the level of unem-
ployment.

If put the 7-percent unemployment in perspective, it is a very,
very high figure historically. It. is certainly higher than we had
during most of the 1950's, 1960's, even in periods of recession, and
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higher than most of the time in the last 30 years, with the excep-
tion, of course, of the very deep recession we had in 1982.

So I think these figures are not reassuring. I agree with you
wholeheartedly un the very, very serious problem for our agricul-
ture, but I think the outlook is not as good as it should be, and it is
particularly F.uzzling and difficult for us because we have to work
now -and Congress is dedicated to du thiswe have to work now
on reducing the deficit. That means we have less stimulus for the
economy, and whatever action Congress takes with respect to re-
ducing the deficit is likely to increase unemployment rather than
decrease it.

So it is an extraordinarily perplexing and difCcult time foreco-
numit. pulit.y. I in looking forward to whatever recommendations,
interpretations the distinguished Ms. Norwood can give us this
morning, as you say, as she so often does.

Senator ARDNOR. Thank you, Senator Proxmire.
I am sure a lot of what we are talking about will come out in the

testimony here, and I am lucking forward to hearing from Ms. Nor-
wood. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NORIA 00D, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAL OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED In KENNETH \. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS; AND
THOMAS J. PLE1% ES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF
EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS

Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much, Mr. Vice Chairman.
We are always extremely pleased and feel privileged to have this

opportunity to discuss the data that we released this morning with
the Joint Economic Committee.

As always, I have here at the table with me Kenneth Dalton,
who is in charge of our price program, and Thomas Plewes, who is
in charge of our employment and unemployment program.

Employment Luntinued to expand in December while unemploy-
ment held about steady. The overall jobless rate was 7.] percent,
and the civilian rate was 7.2 percent. Both rates had dropped
slightly in the last few months and were down a percentage point
from December a year ago. Since the November 1982 recession
trough, each jobless rate has come down 3.5 percentage points, and
the number of jobless persons has been reduced by 3.7 million.

It should be noted that, according to customary practice, the sea-
sonally adjusted series from the household survey the source of
data un the labor force, total employment, and unemployment-7
havebeen rev ised to incorporate the 198-1 seasonal experience. This
revision is dune routinely because seasonal patterns change over
time.

Both the household and business surveys recorded December em-
ployment gains in eMAISS of 300,000. With mild weather throughout
much of the Nation, construction jobs declined less than is typical
in Det-embei, producing an increase after seasonal adjustment.
Plant holiday closings generally reduce employment in manufac-
turing in December, and this year the reduction was less than
usual. After seasonal adjustment, therefore, factory jobs rose by
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q5,0no The largest gain was in automobile manufacturing, where
employment rose by 23,000. The services industry was up by almost
100,000; it has gained 1 million jobs since December 1983.

Although employinent in retail trade was about unchanged in
December after seasonal adjustment, 300,000 jobs had been added
in this industry in the 2 prey ions months. Employment in retail
trade was up by nearly 1 million from December a year ago.

In the 25 months of the current recovery, more than 7 million
jobs have been added by the Nation's business establishments. Two-
thirds of this increase has been in the service- producing sector, In
the goods producing sector, very few industries had added more
than the number of jobs lost during the recessionconstruction,
and within manufacturing, lumber, frniture, electrical and elec-
tronic equipment, transportation equipment, and rubber and plas-
tic Indeed, five of the industries published in our monthly release
had employment levels in December that were lower than at the
recession low in November 1982mining, and within manufactur-
ing, steel, tobacco, petroleum and coal, and leather.

In December, in addition to the job gains in manufacturing, the
factory workweek increased. This series, which usually rises early
in recovery periods before employment begins to increase, has re-
mained at historically high levels as the recovery has matured.

Reflecting gains in both employment and hours, the overall
index of aggregate hours rose 0.4 percent over the month, and 4.6
percent over the year. The index for manufacturing showed a
strong, over the month increase of 1.1 percentage points. In spite of
this change, however, the index of aggregate hours in manufactur-
ing is still below the level of the last business cycle peak in July
19Q1 In contrast, all of the industries within the service-producing
sector, except transportation and public utilities, are well above
their levels at that time.

While the jobless rate was little changed in December, it has
dropped a full percentage point over the past year as the number
of jobless declined by 1 million and the number of employed per-
sons advanced by more than 3 million. This employment gain was
shared about equally by adult men and women. Sizable expansion
took place in managerial, professional, sales, and construction occu-
pations Virtually all of the expansion took place in full-time jobs.
But there has been no reduction in the number of persons working
part time for economic reasons.

Because of the interest in this latter category, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics has created some new time series which isolate the
main causes of involuntary part-time work. One kind, slack work,
that is, full time jobs with hours that have been cut back by the
employer, and, second, the inability of a worker to obtain a full-
time job. Effective with the data for January, which will be re-
leas.-...i ntxt month, these new data series will be included in our
monthly release. The statistics for December show that there were
2 6 million persons working part time because of slack work, and
2 9 million persons working part time because they were unable to
find full-time jobs.

The labor force grew by 2.2 million in 198.1, the largest December
to December increase since 1979. This increase occurred even
though the teenage labor force declined by 160,000. Despite the
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strong expansion, there has been very little reduction in the
number of discouraged workers in the past year. There were still

1.3 million in this group in the fourth quarter of 1984. Blacks con-

tinued to comprise a disproportionate share of the discouraged-38
percent in the fourth quarter.

Both blacks and whites have experienced strong declines in their

jobless rates over the past year, but at 15 percent in December, the

black rate continues to be much higher than the rate for whites.

The jobless rate for adult men, which had risen so much during the

recession, continued in 1984 to come down more rapidly than the

rate for women. In December, their rates were essentially the
same-6.3 and 6.4 percent, respectively.

In December, more than 8 million people were unemployed. As I

pointed out before, there's a great deal of turnover in the ranks of

the unemployed, since each month a considerable proportion of the

jobless finds jobs or leave the labor force. They are replaced by

others who lose or leave jobs or enter the labor force searching for

work. In recent months, the proportion of the jobless who are

newly unemployed, that is, jobless for 1 month or less, has been

about 40 percent. About 17 percent of the unemployed have been

jobless for 6 months, or longer, however. Although the size of this

group of long duration unemployed dropped slightly earlier in the

year, the number of jobless for 6 months or more has held at 1.4

million since October.
In summary, the statistics for December show continued expan-

sion in employment and the labor force with little change in unem-
ployment. Job gains were widespread, with increases in two-thirds

of the industries in the BLS diffusion index. Although the job

market recovery slowed during the summer months, the fourth
quarter shows improvement. For 1984 as a whole, there were large

reductions in most unemployment categories as well as substantial

employment increases.
Senator Abdnor, my colleagues and I would be glad to try to

answer any of your questions.
[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with

the press release referred to, follows:]

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT

METHODS
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UNEMPLOYMENT RATES Of ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT

METHODS-Continued
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decline in unemployment from
work for 15 weeks or longer.

The number of job losers
about 850,000 over the year

8

December 198; took place among those out of
(See table A-7.)

was unchanged over the month but was down
. Job loom: accounted for about 50 percent of

Table A. Major indicators of labor strket activity, seasonally adjusted

Category

Quarterly
average.

Monthly data

Nov. -

Dec,
change

1984 1984

TTT TV Oct. ! Nov. ! Dee.

HOUSEHOLD DATA
Thousands of persons

Labor force 1/ 115,464 115,885 115,7211115,773 116,162 389

Total employment J/ 107,016 107,652 107,3541107,631 107,971 340
Civilian labor force 113,754 114,185 114,0161114,074 114,,64 390

Civilian employment 105,306 105,951 105,6491/05,932 106,273 341

Unemployment 8,447 8,233 8,3671 8,142 8,191 49

Not in labor fnrcc 62,841 62,948 62,9401 63,061 62,842 -219
Discouraged ,,orkers 1,211 1,303 N.A.1 N.A. N.A.

1

7111 cent of labor force
Unemployment rues:

1

All workers 1/ 7.3 7.1 7.2 7.01 7.1 0.1
All civilian workers 7.4 7.2 7.J 7.11 7.2 0.1

Adult men 6.4 6.2 6.2 6.21 6.3 0.1
Adult women 6.8 6.6 6.9 6.51 6.4 -0.1
Teenagers 18.6 18.4 18.7 17.8 18.8 1.0
White 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.1 6.2 0.1
Black 15.8 15.1 15.3 15.1 15.0 -0.1
Hispanic origin 10.6 10.3 10.7 10.1 10.2 0.1

ESTAILISHMENT DATA
Thousands of jobs

Nonfarm payroll employment 94,560195,480p1 95,154195,489p195,798p1 309p
Goods-producing 25,056125,147p1 25,080125,113p125,248pI 135p
Service-producing 69,504170,333p1 70,074170,376p170,550p1 174p

1
1 I I

Hours of work
Average weekly hours: 1 I i I 1

Total private nonfarm 35.31 33.2p1 35.11 35.2p1 35.3p1 0.1p
Manufacturing 40.5; 40.5p1 40.41 40.5p1 40.7p1 0.2p
Manufacturing overtime 3.31 3.4p1 3.31 3.6E4 3.4p1 Op

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces.
p-preliminary.
NOTE: Household data have been revised based
on the experience through December 1984.

1t3

N.m.,-not available.
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the total unemployed in December, compared with 58 percent in December

1983. (See table A-8.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment rose by 340,000 to 106.3 million in December, after

seasonal adjustment. Most of the over-the-month gain occurred among adult

women. Over the past year, civielan employment has risen by 3.2 million;

this increase was shared equally by adult men and women. The proportion of

the civilian population with jobs--the employment-population

ratio--continued to edge upward and, at 59.9 percent in December, was up by

1.1 percentage potnts during 1984. (See table A-2.)

The civilian tabor force expanded by nearly 400,000 In December to

114.5 million. Over the year, the labor force grew by about 2.2 million,

and the proportion of the civilian working-age population in the labor

force--the labor force participation rate--was 64.6 percent, one-half point

above the year-earlier figure. As with the employed, all of the labor

force growth for the year took place among adult workers. Teenagers

continued to decline, reflecting reductions in their population.

Discouraged Workers (Household Survey Data)

At 1.3 million in the fourth quarter, the number of atscouraged

workers--persons who report that they want to work but are not for

jobs because they believe they cannot find any--edged up slightly from the

third quarter level. Their number had been trending downward over the past

2 years from the recession high of 1.8 million reached in the fourth

quarter of 1982. All of the recent increase occurred among blacks, who

continue to comprise a high proportion of the discouraged total. (See

table A..43.)

Indtsttwrol./EL_m_aloentEstalsaent Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payroll employment, ac 95.8 million, was up by

310,000 in December. seasonally adjusted. Employment growth was

widespread, with two-thirds of the industries in the BLS diffusion index

registering over-the-month increases. (See tables 1-1 and 8-6.)

Manufacturing employment rose by 85,000 to 19.3 million. The biggest

gain took place in transportation equipment (30,000), mostly due to growth

in motor vehicles and equipment. Of the 1.4 million increase in durable

goods during the current recovery, 1 out of 5 has been in autos, though

employment in the industry was still 150,000 below the 1979 reco-d levels.

Moderate December employment gains were also registered, after seasonal

adjustment, in the food processing, apparel, fabricated metals, and stone,

clay, and glass products industries.

Construction employment fell less than seasonally expected in December,

partly because of unusually good weather and, after seasonal adjustment,
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registered a gain of 55,000. Since the March 1983 lcw, construction jobshave risen by 655,000.

In the service-producing sector, the services industry continued its
rapid job growth, expanding by 95,000. There were also employment gains in
wholesale trade (30,000) and finance, insurance, and real estate (20,000).Retail trade employment rose in line with usual December expansion and wasabout unchanged after seasonal adjustment. There was also littleover-the-month change in government and transportation and publicutilities.

Weekly Hours Establishment Survey Data/

The average workweek of production
or nousupervisory workers on private

nonagricultural payrolls edged up 0.1 hour in December to 35.3 hours.
Weekly hours in manufacturing rose by 0.2 hour to a ralatively high levelof 40.7 hours. Factory overtime was unchanged at 3.4 hours. (See tableB-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisoryworkers on private nonagricultural payrolls was up 0.4 percent in December
to 114.5 (1977.100). The manufacturing index increased by 1.1 percent to97.0 and vas up by 3-1/2 percent over the year. (See table 8-5.)

Hourly and Weekly EarningsiEstablishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose 0.7 percent in December, and weeklyearnings were up 1 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to seasonal
adjustment, average hourly earnings increased 4 cents to $8.47, and average
weekly earnings were up $4.80 to $300.69. Over the past year, hourly
earnings have risen 31 cents and weekly earnings $11.01. (See table 8-30

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 163.0 (1977100) in December,seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.6 percent from November. For the 12
months ended in December, the increase (before seasonal adjustment) was 3.4
percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes unrelated to
underlying wage rate movementsfluctuations in overtime in manufacturingand interindustry employment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing
power, the HEI decreased 0.4 percent during the 12-month period ended inNovember. (See table B-4.)

115
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Revisions of Seasonally Adlusted Household Survey Data

At the end of each calendar year, the BLS routinely revises the

seasonally adjusted labor force series derived from the Current Population

Survey (household survey) to incorporate the experience of that year. As a

result of the recalculation of the seasonal factors, seasonally adjusted

data for the most recent 5 years are subject to revision. (Establishment

data are similarly revised concurrent with annual benchmark adjustments

about mid-year.)

Table B summarizes the effects of the revisions on the overall and

civilian worker unemployment rates in 1984. The 1984 annual averages,

7.4 percent for all workers and 7.5 percent for civilian workers, are not

effected by seasonal ad!ustment revisions. Table C presents revised

seasonally adjusted data for major civilian labor force series for December

1983 through December :984.

The January 1985 issue of Eaplovment and Farniaec will contain the new

seasonal adjustment factors that will be used to calculate the civilian

labor force and other major series for January-June of 1985, a description

of the current seasonal adjustment methodology, and revised data for the

most recent 13 months or calendar quarters for all regularly published

tables containing seasonally adjusted household survey data. Revised

monthly data for the entire 1980-84 revision period for 440 labor force

series will be published in the February 1985 issue. Historical

seasonally adjusted data (monthly and quarterly) from the time of the

inception of the various series may be obtained from the Bureau upon

request. (Contact Gloria P. Green, (202) 523-1959.)

Table B. Seasonally adjusted unemployment rates in 1984 and change due to

revision

Month

As first computed As revised Change due
to revision

overall Civilian overall Civilian Overall Civilian

January 7.9 8.0 7.9 8.0 0 0

February 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.8 0 0

March 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.8 0 0

April 7.7 7.8 1.7 7.8 i 0 0

May 7.4 7.5 7.4 7.S 0 0

June 7.0 7.1 7.1 7.2 0.1 0.1

July 7.4 7.5 7.3 7.5 -n.t n

Augwa 7.4 7.5 7.4 7.5 0 0

September 1.3 7.4 1.2 7.4 -n.I 0

october 7.3 7.4 7.z 7.3 -0.1 -0.1

November 7.0 7.2 7.9 7.1 0 -0.1

December 7.1 7.2 7.1 7.2 0 0

L

Yb
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HOUSEHOLD DATA
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Senator ABDNOR. Well, thank you, Ms. Norwood. Thank you for
the report. Let me take a second, I think you know a little bit
about my background, we've been here before, to express my great
concern and interest in rural America, not that I think that eco-
nomics ought to be about that subject entirely, but, sometimes I
think its been quite eliminated. I'm sure both Senator Proxmire
and I show the same concern for the rural area of this country,
which, landwise, makes up a huge percentage of the United States.
It doesn't have the people, but its very much a part of our
economy.

These issues are important to me. In my new role as vice chair-
man of the Joint Economic Committee, I intend to champion some
rural issues. Beginning next month, under my instruction, this
committee is going to be undertaking a comprehensive initiative
evaluating the performance of rural America and the rural
economy.

I think sometimes it gets swallowed up in the overall figures that
come out and that its often overshadowed, I think we need to
direct some attention to it once in a while.

The agenda that I have in mind is going to cover all facets of
rural life, including the economic prospects of rural communities,
small businesses, and agriculture. I want to talk about economic
development. I want to talk about rural financial and investment
resources. I think it is very important that we cover the adequacy
of transportation, energy, water, communications, education,
health care systems, and other infrastructure needs.

I know that deregulation works well in many parts of the coun-
try, but its ruining and making miserable much of rural America.

The role of technology in rural development must be investigat-
ed. There is also the possibility that the condition of State and local
government in light of changing Federal fiscal and monetary policy
will affect agriculture. I know that public policy toward rural areas
in the context of changing rural, urban, and global economies is
going to have some very pervasive effects.

Finally, and probably most important, a thorough evaluation of
rural labor conditions, prospects, and opportunity is needed. As you
know from our discussions, I'm concerned that the Labor Depart-
ment does not collect data which adequately reflects the true rural
labor picture. I think we talked about that a number of months ago
in this thing called underemployment. Unemployment is very im-
portant but in many cases in rural America, people are earning
less than they du on unemployment compensat:an in many of our
cities. Yet, that is not reflected in the kind of figures we report.

In sum, we need to find out more about the rural labor force and
we need to find ways to foster greater opportunity for rural
America.

Fm going to be inviting you to appear at a special hearing on
rural labor issues this spring at which time we can discuss this in
greater detail. I'm very excited about pursuing this topic. I have a
feeling that Senator Proxmire might have an interest in this area
as well.

Senator PROX MIRE. I certainly would. I want to congratulate you,
Mr. Vice Chairman, for that initiative. I think we need that. We've

48-572 0 - 85 - 2
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neglected the rata' area un this committee, I think, and in Con-
gress generally.

You are absolutely right, this is the one area which is in the
deepest economic trouble. Su I think that these hearings would be
most constructive.

Senator ABDNOR. Thank you.
Senator Proxmire and I hale taken opposite 'views on this, but

isn't it true that you have to go back a lung time in your records to
find a period of time when su many new jobs have been created,
that there were su many new people coming into the labor force?

Didn't I hear you say 340,000 new jobs? Wasn't that it?
Mb. Nuitwoun. There clearly is strung growth this month and has

been for the last seseral months. During the recusery, we have had
a growth of 7.1 million nonfarm payroll jobs, and that's pretty
strong.

During the 1970's, we, also had fairly strong growth, but I can
gibe you some of the percentage figures. The cisilian employ ment
growth in this recusery period has really been about the same as
the strung growth in the seventies, in the 1975 to 1977 period. But
both of those were much higher than in earlier recessions.

Senator ABDNOR. This is because we have su many more people
coming into the tabor force. I mean that we were probably going
along at the rate from the seventies. I don't know. I haven t those
figures at my fingertips. But the amount of jobs being created
would have to be considered very good.

Am I wrong in thinking that?
Ms. NORW ODD. You're quite correct that the number of jobs that

hale been created, the job growth, is sery large. The labor force
growth has somewhat changed in composition in the eighties com-
pared to the previous couple of decades.

You will recall that we had earlier a sery large increase of young
people coming into the labor force as the result of the baby boom
generation. They hale now grown up and become more mature
members of the labor force. Su far in the eighties, a smaller propor-
tion of the labor force is being made up of youngsters than in the
past seseral decades. Based un birth rates, we project a continu-
ation of that trend through the decade.

In addition, in the seventies there was a tremendous expansion
of labor force, participation by women. That slowed down during
the early part of the eighties. Its beginning to pick up again and
may well increase even more. It is that the participation of women
is high and seems to be moving higher.

Senator ABDNOR. Thank you.
Isn't it also true that as time goes by our economy is tied to the

world economy more and more I mean, we'se said much about
being altogether now, and the importance of trade. I know what's
been happening and I'm not happy with the figures on foreign
trade. But, considering the world as a whole, this country really is
far ahead in the economic picture, isn't it? We'se come a long way
with the number of people that we're putting to work the way our
work force is grossing in comparison with other parts of the world
and the other leading countries like England and the European
economy.
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Ms. NORW WO. Our recosery has been far inure vigorous than the
recosery in some of the other countries, particularly in Western
Europe. And, in fact, if we were to look at unemployment rates and
compare the United States to some of our major trading partners-
if you set aside Japan, which has a special situation; and perhaps
some of the Scandinavian countries, like Sweden, which have very
different approaches to labor market policythe United States has
really done better in terms of the level of unemployment rates at
the moment, than Canada, France, and the United Kingdom.

Senator ARDNOR. One last question, then Senator Proxmire may
proceed.

I can't think of anybody who doesn't want full employment.
That's, of course, eserybody's goal. A lot of our problems would be
solsed, if that was the situation. The President has said on numer-
ous occasions that we should not rest until every American who
wants a job has a job.

What is your definition of "full employment," and hos', far have
we gone during the last 2 years toward achiesing that objective?
How far do we still have to go to get to that point?

Ms. NORWOOD. Senator, I don't have a particular definition of
"full employment." I agree with you that we need to have an econ-
omy that creates enough jobs so that all people who really vigor-
ously want a job and search for a job an find one.

I think the situation has changed now compared to what we used
to talk about When we talked about full employment because we've
had a lot of demographic changes. I mentioned before, for example,
the decline in the number of young people coming into the labor
force. Young people always hale very high unemployment rates,
partly because they are experimenting With jobs and because they
lease the labor force in order to go to school and then come back
into the labor force looking for work.

So we should be seeing somewhat less upward pressure on the
unemployment rate coming from young people.

There are really two ways that people tend to discuss full em-
ployment policy. One is in terms of the labor market and people
coming into the labor market finding jobs. And, there, I think we
need to look at the composition of the population and their work
experience, and composition of the labor force.

The other is by looking at employment and full employment in
relation to inflation, What has been called a noninflationary full
employ ment rate. I think there have been some shifts there, of
course, because of the successful experience of this country over
the last 2 years or so in reducing the rate of price increases.

Senator ARDNUR. You mentioned the unemployment of youth. I
behese your statistics show that from Nosember to December,
there was an increase of 1 percent. in unemployment among youth?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, 1 percentage point.
Senator ABDNUR. That bothers me, because I think busy youth is

what we need in this country.
Ms. Nottw000. Senator, it is true that the unemployment rate for

teenagers Went from 17.8 to 18.8 percent, but teenagers are a very
small group of the population.

Senator ARDNOR. Yes.
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Ms Nonwoon. And we really need to look at several months of
data before determining that that is really an increase.

Senator Ammon. I see.
Ms No moon. Actually, the unemployment rate for teenagers

has held relatively constant over the last 6 months.
Senator Anmoa. Thank you, Ms. Norwood. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROX MIRE. Ms. Norwood, in the last 2 years, since the

bottom of the recession, the economy has generated 7 million jobs.
And while growth during 1983 and the first half of 1984 was, as I
say, very strong, real GNP increased very sluggishly in the last two
quarters, as you know. It was a big dropoff.

In the third quarter, when real GNP rose by 1.9 percent, job
growth was flat. In the last quarter, when GNP is estimated to
have risen by 2.8 percent, jobs grew but grew rather moderately,
and in the 6 months as a whole, as I pointed out, unemployment
was about the same.

If these slower rates of GNP growth persist, as most people seem
to assume they will, how many new jobs will the economy generate
per month' And will this be enough to keep unemployment from
rising?

Ms, NORWOOD. I don't know the answer to that, Senator Prox-
mire We do know that during the period of slower GNP growth,
during the summer months, we had actual declines in employment.
But, hi the fourth quarter, we've had quite a pickup. We've had
300;000 roughly, per month.

So I think that's probably all that I can say. I don't think we
really know enough about that. Clearly, GNP growth is tremen-
dously important to employment growth. There's no question about
that.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, all economic advice and, certainly, I
share the view that we ha' e to act on the deficit. Its so big, and it
threatens to make the national debt and servicing the national
debt a burden on the future. Plus the fact that it seems to keep
interest rates higher than they otherwise would be. So that almost
everybody says we have to act on it.

But, if the Congress should do that, if the Congress should reduce
the deficit by, say, $180 billion over the next 4 years, as one propos-
al by Senator Hollings and Senator Andrews would do, would the
effect tend to increase unemployment? And, if so, roughly, how se-
rious would the unemployment increase be?

Ms NORWOOD. I would think that would depend upon how it was
done One of the things that you need to remember is that there is
some long lead time between action and the way it funnels its way
through the economy. vor example, we have been having rather
strong increases in durable orders in recent months. A gov-i portion
cf that is related to defense expenditures which were really begun
many years ago.

And so there is always some of the longer range purchases in the
economy which continue to work their way through the economy.
And, obviously, as you know much better than I, there are some
kinds of actions that are more deflationary than others.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, if you haveI beg your pardon. Go
ahead.
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Senator ABDNOR. As long as you're on the subject, there's some-
thing Pd really like to get your views on.

Let's say we do have a package here that reduces the deficit and
it's over a 3-year period. Many people have told the Congress that
it would have to be at least a 3-year program to really have its
effect on confidence seen in the market area.

If it does do that, admittedly we're going to stop growing in some
areas of the Government. But if in fact that brought interest rates
down, and maybe brought our dollar in line a little closer with
other countries currencies and its real value, it might help the bal-
ance of trade deficit that we're experiencing today. Couldn't these
factors offset slowdown areas of Government?

Ms. NORWOOD. There clearly are many, many offsetting factors,
and that's why I said that it really depends on how it is done. And
as I understand it, there are a number of simulations that have
been going on within the administration, and I would assume, at
the Congressional Budget Office, to try to look at alternatives.

Senator ABDNOR. Well, what do they say 1 billion dollars worth
of foreign trade creates in jobs? Isn't there a formula that can ap-
proximate that? Are you familiar with such a thing?

Ms. NORWOOD. Th 2re have been formulas which looked at the job
creation which might occur if we did not import certain amounts of
goods. I don't think those formulas hold up at all.

Senator ABDNOR. But this could actually create a growth in GNP,
couldn't it? If it were stimulated in the right way and if it had the
desired effect of reducing interest rates and bringing in more for-
eign trade? In the long run, GNP could actually grow instead of
being reduced? That's what we'd like to see.

Ms. NORWOOD. I'm sure, Senator, there are many, or could be
many offsetting factors.

Senator ABDNOR. OK, I'm sorry I--
Senator PROXMIRE. No, no, that's fine. That's fine. But I think we

have to recognize that there's no gain without pain here. If we're
going to reduce the deficit, if we're going to increase taxes and cut
spending, we have to do both probably in a very big way.

Sure there will be offsetting factors. Interest rates will drop.
There's no question that our foreign trade balance will improve.
And those will be positive elements. But, un the basis of most past
experience, if the Federal Government follows a far less stimulat-
ing policy. a drastically less stimulating policy, which we have to
do, the effect would tend to slow the economy and slow economic
growth down, certainly, with offsetting factors.

And, in the long run, it would be very healthy. But, in the short
run, Isome people have said. I'm trying to remember who it
wasthat short run, in the long run, we re all dead.

At any rate, let me proceed. You reported that labor force
growth has been slow during this recovery, since the trough of the
19t11-82 recession, the labor force increased by 3.5 million com-
pared with ever 5 million during an equivalent period in 1974-75.

Primarily, you have attributed these differences to demographic
factors. declining numbers of teenagers in the generations which
followed the baby boom, and a leveling off of women's labor force
participation rates.
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We simply don't have, or shouldn't have expected to have, again,
the large influxes of women and young people into the labor force
that characterized the 1970's.

At the current pace of labor force growth, how many jobs must
the economy create in a year to absorb new entrants to the labor
market?

In 198.1, civilian employment expanded by 3.2 million. At that
rate, can unemployment be reduced much further^. And are there
any reasons, such as large numbers of discouraged workers, illegal
aliens, who expect additional pressures on labor markets' new en-
trants in the years ahead?

Finally, could some industries, which depend heavily on young
workers, be faced with labor shortages as the baby bust generation
comes of age?

Ms. Nuawoun. There are a lot of questions there, Senator Prox-
mire. I think that it's very difficult to know the exact effect on un-
employment caused by changes in the labor force because it also
depends, of course, as you know, un the number of jobs that are cre-
ated.

If you'd like, we'd be glad to try to develop a table to insert in
the record on our current projections of labor force growth.

Senator PROXMIRE. Yes, I wish you would.
Ms. NORWOOD. We'll be glad to try to do that.
(The information referred to follows:]
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MS NORWOOD_ Insofar as shortages are concerned, we do have a
fa'rly healthy capacity utilization rate now. That's, of course, pri-
marily oriented toward manufacturing. And there are, as you
know, vast differences there. Many of the young people tend to
work in th service-producing sector and there seems to be a tre-
mendous a...I continuing increase in number of jobs there.

Senator PROXMIRE. HOW about illegals? Illegal aliens? Switzer-
land and Germany, I notice, are able to hold down their unemploy-
ment rate by exporting their unemployment. When unemployment
increases, the people who suffer most and leave most quickly are
the people who are only temporarily in the country.

Does the influx of legal aliens, which I understand is very large,
does that really affect our unemployment figures?

Ms NORWOOD. Well, clearly, there are people in the country who
are looking for jobs. And anyone who is looking for a job and is
available for a job is counted as unemployed. So that I would think
that any kind of immigration, whether legal or illegal, does show
up in both the employment and unemployment figures.

Senator PROXMIRE. There wasn't that much discussion of that.
And I just wonder, because of the speculation that it's very, very
big, that it involves hundreds of thousands, perhaps even millions
of people, moving in or out, or particularly moving in, if it is a
factor that we ought to be more sensitive to.

Ms NORWOOD. We, in a measurement sense, a technical sense,
we are very sensitive to that issue and we do the best job that we
can to try to be sure that we can count them. In the household
survey, I think we probably du get both people who are here legally
and those w ho are here illegally, but cannot separate them. To my
knowledge, there 6 no really good figure on the number of illegal
aliens who are in this country.

It is quite clear that there are special problems in particular lo-
calities If we look at our southern border with Mexico, if we look
at some of the problems in the State of Florida, and so on, it is
quite Blear that the employment situation is affected by the immi-
gration, whether legal or illegal, that occurs.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, your figures un discouraged workers are
a pessimistic element here. I notice that in the first quarter of the
year there were 1,350, the second quarter, that dropped to 1,275;
and the third quarter, it (I:opped again to 1,211. In this quarter, It
increased almost back up to the level of the first quarter, 1,303,000.
That figure should be going down, it seems to me, although the be-
havior of that group tends to be cyclical and the number of discour-
aged workers has been falling since the trough of the recession, as
I say, that category increased.

Is the current level of discouraged workers high by historic
standards? And why, after 2 years of recovery, did so many people
assume no jobs are available for.them?

Are discouraged worker. geographically concentrated in States
with high unemployment, or in severely depressed areas within
States?

Ms NoRw oon Discouraged workers are disproportionately black.
To a lesser extent, they are disproportionately female. They tend to
be people w ho have a harder time in the labor force. They also
tend to be people, so far as we've been able to make out, who are
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living in, as the chairman indicated, some of the rural areas of the
country, and in some of the central cities.

But I think that it is basically ',he lack of skills and the difficul-
ties that these people have in the labor market that is otharacter-
istic---

Senator PROXMIRE. Why has it gone up in the last quarter?
Mr. PLEWES. It went up just slightly. We don't know why.
Senator PROXMIRE. But it went up almost 100,000.
Mr. PLEWES. The question is. Why it didn't go down, as it usually

does at this stage of the recovery?
Senator PROXMIRE. That's right. Instead of going dowia, it went

up and it went up rather substantially.
Mr. PLEWES. That's correct.
Senator ABDNOR. Just for the record, at what point are you

considered a discouraged worker?
Ms. No moon. A discouraged worker isit's a fairly soft figure

in terms of the definition, by the way. But, a discouraged worker is
one who says, "I'm available for work but I'm not looking for work.
The reason I'm not looking for work is because I just don't think
any job would be available."

And so he or she is not counted in the unemployment figures,
because in order to be counted, there must have been a search for
work. And a discouraged worker hasn't searched.

Senator ARDNOR. Were these monthly figures that you presented
to Senator Proxmire?

Senator PROXMIRE. No, it was a quarter. From the third quarter
to the fourth quarter, it increased from 1,211,000 to 1,303,000,
which is an increase of about 100,000.

Senator ABDNOR. Well, that would make 100,000 people in a 3-
month period discouraged workers. Is that right?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes. In the last quarter, there was a net increase
of 100,000 in the number of discouraged workers. Senator Proxmire
is right that, generally, what you expect to happen is that as the
recovery gains momentum, and as there are more jobs created and
more and more people come into the labor market and begin look-
ing for jobs, then the number who were discouraged goes down be-
cause these people see that there are job possibilities.

I think there is a problem of geographic lc ition for some of
them. You don't suddenly become encouraged if you know there
are jobs se%eral hundred -Mies from you, for example, or where you
can't go.

Senator ABDNOR. But, I ask the question, are most of those
people unskilled workers ur skilled? Or might it be a mixture.?

Ms. NORWOOD. Many of them are unskilled workers. Many of
them are minorities.

Senator ABDNOR. This time of the year, when you go into the
winter months thing, slow down. People are hesitant to start up
new building, new construction, et cetera.

Just for clarification, doesn't this occur almost every year in this
period of time?

Senator PROXMIRE. I take it, you knock the seasonal factors o.. t?
Senate. ,BDNOR. I would assume you do.
Senator PROXMIRE. I presume you do.
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Ms NoRw000. Yes, we do try to take account of the seasonal var-
iation. Now, of Course, there may be some shifts. The weather may
be milder than usual, or it may be worse than usual. IL is a sticky
figure. I think that's quite clear.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, the reason I this is because the
discouraged workers, it seems to me, might be ,.t least taken into
account when you look at the unemployment figures. Some people
would just add them on and say, "You not only have the people
who can't find vstL, you have people who are too discouraged to
look."

Now, in addition to this, in December, 5.6 million who wanted to
work full time could only find part-time jobs. You report that this
number has been rising and explain that the group is divided
almost evenly between people in slack work situations and people
who can't find full-time jobs.

And part of these developments reflect employer caution about
tl.:e durability of the recovery, in line with indications that firms
:are allowhig more on temporary help than they did in the past.

Ms. Nonwoon. I think that's true. I think it also fits together
with the data we have on factory hours, which are really at a very
high level for this stage of recovery. I think employers are being
very cautious. They don't want to increase their unit labor costs by
taking on all of the additional costs, the fringe benefit costs. They
are concerned, having seen some of the bankruptcy figures, they
just want to be very, very careful to make their work force as effi-
cient as possible.

And the way some of them are doing this, I believe, is by hiring
people on contract and on a temporary basis. In fact, if you look at
the number of jobs that have been created in business services,
which include organizations which find workers, one out of every
eight jobs created during the recovery was in business services. I
think there's a lot of that going on.

I might add, Senator Proxmire, that I have become increasingly
concerned about our interpretation of some of these data. We are
certainly seeing a very strong shift away from the goods-producing
sector to services in this country, and even within goods-producing,
we're seeing big shifts occurring among individual industries.

Senator PROXMIRE. But, certainly, when you take a look at the
fact that unemployment did go up, although rather slightly, in De-
cember, discouraged workers in the last quarter is up, and the in-
voluntary part-time workers is also up, and that up by 200,000, it
would seem to me that the situation for people desiring full-time
work is not good, it's bad. And that these latter figures underline
it.

MS rORWOOD. As you know, we have a table in our press release
which scows unemployment sates which go from a little over 2 to
1O percent, depending on which groups yeu want to count as un-
employed and which groups you want to include as part of the
labor force. And there is no question but that there are groups that
we need to pay some attention to.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, the unemployment rate among blacks
was 15 percent in December compared to G.2 percent for whites.
That's 15 percent, 211: times higher for blacks than for whites. That
was down considerably from the worst point in the recession when
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it was 21 percent. The gap between blacks and whites is actually
wider now. That's unusual. Why is that? Why is this situation so
much worse for blacks than it usually has been when you have the
unemployment situation improving?

Ms. NORWOOD. I prefer to look at it, Senator Proxmire, in terms
of what is actually happening to blacks and what is actually hap-
pening to whites. During this recovery period the labor force for
the black population has increased by about 800,000 and their em-
ploy ment has increased by about 1,300,000. So that there has been
a considerable drop in the number of people who are unemployed.

I think it is important to note that black employment has in-
creased by 11 percent during the recovery period compared to 6
percent for whites.

The black population in this country continues to have difficulty
in the labor market but its situation has improved considerably
during recovery.

Senator PROXMIRE. My time is up.
Senator ABDNOR. Thank you.
Ms. Norwood, as you know many economists have argued that

each postwar business cycle has been accompanied by higher rates
of unemployment than the preceding one. Can that be said of the
current expansion?

Ms. NORWOOD. There has generally been an upward trend in the
unemployment rate, yes.

We have had a sharper decline in unemployment in this recovery
ithan in others, but, of course, we started from a much higher rate

of unemployment prior to the recession.
Senator ABDNOR. Also in your statement you note that employ-

ment in the auto industry rose 25,000 in December?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator ABDNOR. What is the unemployment rate in the industry

now? What was it in December 1982? This is one of the bright
areas; isn't it?

Ms. Noftwoon. It's .1 percent now, and it was 21.6 percent in
December 1982. It's been coming down pretty steadily.

Now one needs to be careful in interpreting that because, of
course, these are people who tell us that their last job was in the
auto industry. There are, of course, many people who worked in
the automobile industry who lust their jobs then gut other jobs for
a while and became unemployed again. They would not be counted
in our figures as unemployed auto workers.

With that definition, workers in the automobile industry have
seen a considerable improvement in their unemployment rate in
the last quarter of 1984.

Senator ABDNUR. Senator Proxmire mentioned adult men and
other factors. The labor force participation rate for adult men has,
at least until recently, trended downward since the mid-1960's.
Now, how would you interpret this current trend? Is that leveling
off now?

Ms. Nuawoun. The labor force participation rate of adult men
seems to have been remarkably stable this year. Its at 78.3. That is
considerably less than in the early 1970's when it was over 80 per-
cent and in the early 1960's when it was above 85 percent. We
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could even go back to the 1950's and the 1940's, when it was
around 88 percent.

But it has held pretty stable over the last 2 or 3 years.
Senator ABDNOR. What's the percentage of employment?
Ms. No moon. The labor force participation rate for adult men is

78.3 percent. Their unemployment rate in December was 6.3
percent.

Senator ABDNOR. Let me jump over to rural America once more.
I just can't get off of that subject.

Senator PROXMIRE. Farmers have real friends.
Senator ABDNOR. I hope so. How would you evaluate the strength

and the weaknesoes of the present labor data collection processes
that pertain to the metropolitan areas, and rural areas. How effec-
tive are they in the rural areas?

Ms. NORWOOD. The data system is affected a great deal by the
numbers of people in particular industries and in particular areas.
The smaller numbers and the more widespread they are the more
expensive it is to provide accurate data. And I think that's one of
the difficulties we have with data for rural areas.

The Agriculture Department has a very effective statistical re-
porting service. We work very closely with them. They have con-
tracts with the State farm agencies in each of the States and do a
great deal of data collection there.

Our basic survey of business establishments is nonagricultural so
that we do not have any data in our basic business survey except
for, of course, the manufacturing of agricultural products.

Our household survey does include the rural population but I
think we have to understand what were talking about is a sample
of roughly 60,000 households and when you break that down to the
smaller groups of the population, the data are not as comprehen-
sive as we would like them to be.

In the consumer price area, for example, out pricing for the Con
sumer Price Index is limited entirely to urban areas.

There have been many discussions within the Government over
the years that I've been in the Bureau of Labor Statistics about ex-
panding those data and expanding those data collection programs.
There is always the problem, of course, that casts increase.

Senator ABDNOR. I'm sure, but there are ways we could improve
rural data if we were willing to invest the dollars into different
programs to make it possible. I would venture to say that there
must be big shifts in the percentages of unemployment and em-
ployment in rural America in the different sections of the United
States. It must change considerably from one part of the country to
the other. Have you noticed any of that in your- -

Ms. NORIA OOD. There are extraordinary shifts from one place to
another because economic conditions are different from one local
area to another. I think IA e hay e, seeral problems with the data on
the rural population. One is that local data are difficult to produce,
they are extraordinarily expensive to get with any real accuracy.
The cheapest way is to go through the tax records or to business
establishment pay rolls which don't give you much help with the
farm population.
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So that's a problem. And then the second problem in the rural
labor market is that there is a lot of seasonal work and a lot of
underemployment that is difficult to measure.

We have had a number of conversations and have worked with
members of the statistical staffs of other countries particularly
some of the developing countries where there is a primarily rural
sector. And there really is yet a long way to go I think in handling,
defining, and measuring underemployment.

Senator ABDNOR. I won't take the time now but I'd like to pursue
this with you some other time w hen I have you back for that single
purpose.

Ms. NORWOOD. I'd be glad to.
Senator ABDNOR. Because it is a subject of great concern to me.
We're always talking about unemployment and employment and

I just don't think it really reflects the true picture in some parts of
the country.

For instance, right now we have quite an expansion in the non-
agricultural employment throughout the Nation, and yet I don't
think that's going to be necessarily true in agricultural areas. If it
is a chosen employ, its going to be at a far different salary and a
base than what you'd find throughout the country as a whole.

Ms. NORWOOD. The data that we do have, Senator, show rather
remarkable stability in employment in agriculture over the last
couple of years.

Senator ABDNOR. Just for the record could you please review the
major differences between the household and the establishment
survey-s. I understand that the establishment survey is less compre-
hensive, is that right? It excludes agriculture, the self-employed
and the unpaid family workers, among others. These don't show up
in establishment surveys; do they?

Ms. NORWOOD. That is correct. There are definitional differences.
The household survey is designed as a bask labor force survey

which includes the total population of the country and as we've
said, it is sometimes hard to break out some of the smaller groups
though we do have a rather extensive systen- of demographic data.

The establishment survey is based upon payroll records of
nonagricultural establishments. There are differences in concept.
The household survey is based upon a person conce t. We go out to
a household and ask people if they have work, . somebody has
worked at, say, two or three jobs he is counted as once employed.
But if someone has worked at two or three different places he
would be counted several timesonce for each establishment on
the payroll records. So there are very definite definitional differ-
ences between the two surveys.

Senator ABDNOR. How could we bring them together?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, with great difficulty. And they sometimes

do depart from each other. Generally over the long run we have
found that they track pretty well when you take account of the dif-
ferences. If you look at them over the year, for example, the two
surveys are really fairly close particularly when you adjust for the
conceptual differences. They're within several hundred thousand
over the year and that's pretty good.
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I like to think, Senator, that we in this country are extremely
lucky because we have two independent observations to determine
what is happening to employment growth, unlike other countries.

I can tell you that when those numbers from the two surveys
differ a great deal and I have to come up here and tell you what I
think is happening, I may have a little bit of a different view of it.

But I do think it's very much in the public interest for such an
important phenomenon as employment to have two different kinds
of measurements.

Senator AIIDNOR. Well it certainly serves as a check for you.
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Ms. Norwood, I should have asked that ques-

tion at the beginning beL,ause it seems to me its very important for
us, especially in a month like December that has its seasonal
changes, to get your answer on it.

The survey week normally includes the 12th day of the month
and it came a week early in December. Therefore, it might not
have picked up some of the people who were hired for the Christ-
mas period. Could the timing of the survey have affected the sea-
sonally adjusted data in any way?

Ms. NoRwooD. Almost anything, of course, can affect the season-
al adjustment process but the timing of the household survey for
December has been the barne each year. That is, in December it is
moved up because of the Chi istmas period and because of the diffi-
culties, the processing, and it is not something that just happened
this year.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, this is not the same. Unless I'm misin-
formed I understand that the survey week normally includes the
12th day of the month.

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. It does nut du that in December, normally?
Ms. NORWOOD. That's right. It does not do that in December,

normally.
Senator PROXMIRE. I see.
Ms. NORWOOD. It's rare.
Senator PRoxmlitE. Su that in Decembers in the past you've had

that?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Yuu don't feel uneasy about the fact that this

is early in the month and, therefore, some of the people hired to
take care of the Christmas rush, for example, might not be
included?

Ms. NoRwooD. Not especially, no. One of the things that's been
happening if you look at retail trade, as I said in my statement,
there was a considerable increase in October and November in
retail trade The fact that it didn't pick up much in December, I
think, needs to be looked at in terms of what happened in October
and November as well.

Senator PROXMIRE. Toward the end of last year a special report
by BLS showed that 5.1 million workers were displaced in long-
term jobs between January 1979 and January 1984.

Ms. NoRwooD. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Forty percent of these workers, or 2 million

people, were unable to find new jobs; 40 percent.
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Some of those who did had to accept lower pay than they had
previously earned or fewer hours of work than they wanted.

On the issue of wages the study showed that about 5 percent of
displaced workers who found new full-time jobs earned less than
they did in their previous jobs. Roughly 30 percent of reemployed
displaced workers had to take pay cuts of 20 percent or more.

Now, in which industries or occupations were the prospects of
finding a new job with equivalent pay and benefits the best?

Ms NORWOOD. We have that press release with us. That informa-
tion is shown in table 7 of the release which we will supply for the
record.

Senator PROXMIRE. All right, will you supply that for the record,
then, for which are the best and which are the poorest? And then
most of the workers that settled for pay cuts tend to have new jobs
in service industries or in different areas of manufacturing?

[The press release referred to follows:]
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)LS REPORTS ON DISPLACED WIRERS

The bureau of Labor Statistic.; of the U.S. Department o( Labor has

completed a special study of workers whose jobs were abolished or plsnts

shut down between January 1929 and January 1964.

The study shows that of S.1 illios workers who had been at their jobs

at feast years before they were displaced. 60 percent (2.1 million) were

reemployed when surveyed in January 1964, though any at lower pay; about

2$ percent t1.3 million) were looking for work and the rest (200,000) had

left the labor force.

Among the displaced workers who were reemployed. about 340,000 who had

previously been to full -time wage and salary jobs were in part -tire jobs

when surveyed. Among those who were once again in full-time jobs - -and

reported earnings for both the old and new jobs - -about 49 percent were

earning less in the new job than in the one they had lost.

A displaced worker, as defined in this study, is one who (I) lost a job

between January 1929 and January 1914, (2) had worked at least three years
In that job, and (3) lost it because of the closing down or moving of a

Plant or romPany, slack work, or the abolishment of a position or shift.

The survey on which this study is based was sponsored by the Employment

and training Administration and was conducted as a supplement to the

January 1914 Current Population Survey. (Tor a description of the

supplement. see the explanatory note on page 4.) Altogether, total of

11.5 million workers 20 years of age and over were identified in this

survey as having lost jobs during the January 1109-January 1914 period

because of one of the three factors listed above. However. a large number

of these workers had been at their jobs only a relatively short period when
the loss oceurred, with n.4 million reporting one gear or less of tenure on

the lost job. To focus in w.rkers who had developed a relatively fire
attachment to the jobs they lost, only those with minimum of ) years of

tenure are Included in this analysis, and the data presented in tables 1

through 1 relate onto is these $.1 million workers.

roployeent stains in January 1904

The Ounce of reemPl'Inent for these displaced workers declined

significantly with age. Chile the overall pr=y rtlon who were employed in

January 1964 was 40 percent. this warted from 10 percent for those 20 to 24
years of age to al perornt for those Si ta 64 years .4 age. Those 49 years

And o.or Ater. flair*. when they lose a loh. no the proportion in this age
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group who were employed in January 1984 was only 21 percent. (See table
1.)

Over one-fourth of the displaced workers 55 to 64 years of age and as
many as two-thirds of those 65 years and over were out of the labor
force--that is, were neither employed nor unemployed--when studied. Women
in general were somewhat less likely than men to be reemployed and more
likely to have left the labor force.

Of the 5.1 million workers who had lost a job over the previous 5
years, about 1.3 million, or one-fourth, were unemployed when surveyed in
January 1984. The proportion unemployed was about 23 percent among whiten,
41 percent among blacks, and 34 percent among Hispanics.

Reasons for displacement

Almost one-half (49.0 percent) of the 5.1 million workers reported they
had lost their jobs because their plant or company had closed down or
moved. Another two-fifths (38.7 percent) cited "slack work" as the reason.
The balance (12.4 percent) reported that their position or shift had been
abolished. (See table 2.) The older the worker, the more likely was the
job loss to stem from pie. closings. Younger workers, having generally
less seniority, were about as likely to have lost their jobs due to slack
work as due to plant closings.

Yearn worked on lost lob

Many of the 5.1 million displaced workers had been in their jobs for
relatively long periods. Nearly one-third (30.2 percent) had been
displaced from jobs on which they had worked 10 years or more. Another
third (33.6 percent) had been on their jobs !tom 5 to 9 years. The
remainder had lost jobs at which they had worked either 3 or 4 years. The
median tenure on the lost jobs for the entire 5.1 million workers was 6.1
years. Not surprisingly, the length of tenure tended to increase with the
age of the displaced workers. For example, median tenure for those 55 to
64 had been 12.4 years. (See table 3.)

Industry and occupation

Nearly 2.5 million, or almost one half of the workers in question, had
been displaced from jobs in the manufacturing sector, principally in
durable goods industries. (See table 4.) About 220,000 had worked in

primary metals, 400,000 in machinery, except electrical, and 350,000 in the
transportation equipment industry, with autos accounttng for 225,000.

Of the workers who had lost jobs in the primary metals industry, leap
than half (45.7 percent) were employed in January 1984, and nearly
two-fifths (38.7 percent) were still reported as unemployed. Of those who
had lost jobs in the nonelectrical machinery industry or the transportation
equipment industry, the proportion employed in January 1984 was over 60
percent.
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From an occupational standpoint, operators, fabricators, and laborers

Figured most prominently among the workers who had been displaced from
jobs. (See table 5.) In general, the higher the skill of the displaced

workers, the more likely they were to be reemployed when surveyed. For

example, among those who had been displaced from managerial and

professional jobs, the proportion reemployed was about 75 percent. In

contrast, among those who had lost jobs as handlers, equipment cleaners,
helpers, and laborers, less than one-half were reemployed.

Geographic distribution

Relatively large numbers of the workers who had been displaced from

their Jobs resided in the East North Central (1.2 million) and the Middle
Atlantic (800,000) areas. (Ste table 6 for definitions of these areas.)

This reflects in part the concentration of heavy industries in these two
areas and the employment losses which these industries incurred in rwcent
years. As shown in table 6, the workers who had been displaced in these
Liu areas were less likely than those in other areas to be reemployed when
surveyed in January 1984. Whereas the nationwide proportion who were
reemployed was three-fifths, it was only about one-half in these two ateas.
The East North Central area had nearly one-third of all the displaced
workers who were unemployed in January 1984--400,000 out of a national
total of 1.3 million--and nearly one-hr:r of those in the East North
Central area had been unemployed for more than 6 months.

Earnings on new lob

Of the 3.1 million displaced workers who were again employed in January
A984, a little over 2.8 million had previously held full-time wage and
salary jobs. Of these, nearly 2.3 million, were once again working in

full-time wage and salary jobs when surveyed. Earnings data for about 2
million of these workers were obtained both for the old and new jobs.

About 1.1 million (55 percent) of these 2 million workers reported

weekly earnings from their new jobs that were equal to ::: nigher than the
earnings on the jobs they had lost, with 500,000 reporting that their

earnings exceeded those on their previous jobs by 20 percent or more. On
the other hand, about 900,000 05 percent) reported earnings that were
lower than those on the jobs they had lost, with about 600,000 having taken
cuts of 20 percent or more. (See table 7.)

Workers who had been displaced from jobs in durable goods manufacturing
were somewhat more likely than other workers to be earning less on the jobs
they held in January 1984 than in those they had lost. About 40 percent of
those who were in new full-time wage and salary jobs when surveyed In
January 1984 reported weekly earnings of 20 percent or more below those an
the jobs they had lost.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The data presented in this report were obtained through a special
survey conducted in January 1984 as a supplezent to the current Population
Survey, the monthly survey which provides the basic data on employment and
unemployment for the Nation. The purpose of this supplementary survey was
to obtain information on the number and characteristics of workers 20 years
of age and over who had been displaced from their Jobs over the previous S

years, that is, over the period from January 1979 to January 1984. This is
the period during which the economy went through two back-to-back
recessions and the levels of employment in some industries, particularly
the goods-producing sector, were reduced considerably.

In order to identify workers who had been displaced from jobs, the

survey respondents were first ask.d whether the household member had lost a
job during the period in question "because of a plant closing, an employer
going out of business, a layoff from which (he/she) w4s not recalled, or
other similar reasons." If the answer to this question was "yes", the
respondent was asked to identify, among the following reasons, the one
which best fit the reason for the job loss:

Plant or company closed down or moved
Plant or company was operating but job was lost because of:

Slack work
Position or shift was abolished
Seasonal job was completed

Self-employment business failed
Other reasons

After ascertaining the reason for the job loss, a series of questions
were asked about the nature of the lost job--including the year ft was
lost, the years of tenure, the earnings, and the availability of health
insurance. Other questions wee asked to determine what transpired after
the job loss such as Now long did the person go without work, did he or
she receive unemployment insurance benefits, were the benefits exhausted,
and, finally, did the person move after th., job loss. If the person was
reemployed at the time of the interview, follow -up questions were asked t-
determine the current earnings. And, regardless of the employment status
at the time of the interview, a question was asked of all those who had
been reported as having lost n job to determine whether they currently had
any health insurance coverage.

As noted earlier, in tabulating the data from this survey the orly
workers considered to have been displaced from their jobs were those who
reported job losses arising from: (I) The closing i'wn or no:ing of

plant sr company, f2i slack work, or (3) the abolishment .f their position
or shift. This means that workers whose Joh losses stemned from the
completion of seasonal work, the failure of self-employment businesses, or
sher ols.01!sneses reilrts were not included ao,,no tnvs" deemed to ha:e
been displaced. A further condition for inclusion se,ong the displaced
workers for the purpose of this study was tenure of at least ) years on the
lo,t job.
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In examining the displaced workers who were unemployed in January 1984,

it is important to note that not all were continually unemployed since the

job loss they reported. Many, particularly those who reported job losses

which occurred in 1979 or the very early 1980's, may sabsequently have held
other Jobs, only to find themselves unemployed once again in January 1984.

More detailed analysis of the data from this supplement, including

topics not covered in this release, will be forthcoming.
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Senator Pauxmno.. Now, the initial report Luntaincd much valua-
ble: information by demographic, indostrial, and geographic charac-
teristics of displaced workers. Other parts of the survey raised its
puliLy issues as whether displaced workers tend to exhaust unem-
ployment insurance, whether they lose health benefits ur regain
them if they find a new job, whether they move, and whether job
market prospects are any different if workers receive advanced
notice of .t plant shutdown. Can you discuss those questions?

Ms. NORA% 00D. I would like to point out that that survey was a
one time supplement to the Current Population Survey which I'm
very pleased to say 15 aS supported with financing from the Depart-
ment of Labor. We will be having a detailed article shortly which
will get at some of the detailed data that were collected and we are
making the data available for researchers whu want to look at
many of those issues themselves. We will furnish you with copies of
our reports as they become available.

Senator Pauxmlah. Now, you report that, altugether, manufactur-
ing industries regained only 70 percent of the jobs lust during the
recession. And the jobs in this sector did not gu up appreciably
dining November and December. Industries like steel have barely
grown at all since the trough of the recession while textiles, chemi-
cals, and machinery expanded very slowly. A few industries like
mining, petroleum, and leather products are still losing jobs.

Within the manufacturing sector what distinguishes the losers
and slow growers from the gainers?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I think that there are several things. If we
start with the nondurable industries, we have had industries that
have been in decline for many yearstextiles,.apparel, leather, for
example.

Those clearly have been having difficulty partly in terms of tech-
nology, partly in terms uf various kinds of Lumpetitiun, both from
imports and, may I Say, from other kinds of fabrics, as well from
some reductions in consumers' purchases, which we seem to be
finding in our consumer expenditure survey data.

Then there is tobacco, which has particular problems. There is
some Lunsiderable publicity about the effects uf smoking, and so on,
which is affecting sales of tobacco products.

In durable manufacturing, ,steel, primary metals, in general, are
having difficulty. That's the most negative one, I think, but ma-
chinery, generally, and fabricated metals are also having some con-
siderable difficulty, although fabricated metals did well this month.

Oil and gas extraction industries, in mining and some of the pe-
troleum related manufacturing industries, are also not recovering
as fast. They v ere slower going down. They re slower coming back.
Part of that is related to the supply of energy, to a lot of the
changes that have gone on in the use of energy.

In manufacturing there is a lot of improvement that has been
going un for a lung time in manufacturing industries that are relat-
ed to housing. Housing has dune fairly well and that means that
furniture manufacturing has dune well, as have some of the appli-
ance manufacturing groups.

And then the automobile industry, which clearly is not back to
the levels of Linployment that it had in, say, 1979, nevertheless, has
fully reLuvered employment losses from the 1981-82 recession and
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has, in fact, regained much more, about one and a half times the
number of jobs that were lost.

Senator Pnoxm ntE. Now, does technological change tend to re-
strain the growth of an industry's employment? Robotics, comput-
ers, technological change that replaces the workers with more effi-
cient equipment? Reduces the number necessary?

MS. NUM UUD. There are those who believe that it dues. General-
ly speaking, however, industries that invest in new technology are
usually industries that are expanding. And so its a question of dis-
placement of workers who have not yet been hired.

I think it depends on the particular situation but I believe that
the use of new technology dues not necessarily mean a reduction.

Senator PROXMIRE.. How about the presence ur absence of trade
restraints?

Ms. NORW 001). That's a whole other area, Senator Proxmire. And
that can be looked at in many different ways. I don't really have
anything to add to the discussion that's been- -

Senator PROX MIRE. I :ast have two more quick questions. The
first is, the late Arthur Okun, as you remember, said that in order
ta, reduce unemployment by 1 percent, real GNP had to increase by
3 percent. Does Okun's law still hold, and how would you modify
it?

Ms. NUM% UUD. I think Arthur Okun made an enormous contribu-
tion to economic literature. There have been some shifts in the
economy. There have been very important shifts in the composition
of the labor force since Okun's law was established.

And I would expect that, and I believe that most economists
think, that one needs to look at those issues in greater detail. I
have no particular law to suggest. I think one ought to look at Art
Okun's work and also ought to look at the shifts that have oc-
curred in the economy.

I don't think you can apply that law to the conditions of today
without careful analysis.

Senator PROXMIRE.. My final question, and you may want to refer
to the distinguished Mr. Dalton, who is an expert in inflation,
among others, the November Price Index for finished goods
climbed 0.5 percent, the biggest increase in 11 months. Consumer
food prices in this index rose C.7 percent, other goods, O..1 percent.

Are there other signs that inflation is heating up?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I would just say no and ask Mr. Dalton to

go on.
Mr. DALTON. I would agree. [Laughter.]
I think, in particular, consumer finished foods shot up in Novem-

ber. But we didn't see that come through in the CPI in the same
month.

Senator PROXMIRE. But doesn't that follow? Doesn't the Producer
Price Indexisn't that a forerunner of what's likely to happen in
ensuing months?

Mr. DALTON. Typically, it is, particularly in the food area. And
the fact that it didn't come through- -

Senator PROXMIRE. And CPI should rise in January or February
perhaps?

Mr. DALTON. Perhaps; December.
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Ms. NORWOOD. But I think the point is that the fact that it didn't
come through may mean that is was a very short-lived kind of de-
velopment. Su We can't really read too much into that until we see.

In any case, as you know, food prices bounce up and down all
through the year.

Senator PROXMIRE. At any rate, you and your experts don't feel
that there's much evidence that we're un the verge of suffering the
resumption of inflation?

MS. NORWOOD. No, sir. We think that prices seem to be behaving
themselves fairly- -

Senator PROXMIRE. You think what?
Ms. NORWOOD. Prices seem to be behaving themselves fairly well.
Senator ARDNOR. Thank you, Senator Proxmire. This could go on

for a long time, I'm enjoying it very much, but, for one, I have to
dash off to another meeting.

We have certainly appreciated your testimony and questions and
answers today. Thank you very much, Ms. Norwood, Mr. Dalton,
and Mr. Plewes for coming up before us. We look forward to seeing
you next month. I hope the news stays encouraging and looks
better than ever.

Thank you very much.
Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 10.52 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1985

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9.30 a.m., in room
2203, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. David R. Obey (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present. Representative Obey and Senator Proxmire.
Also present. Richard Kaufman, general counsel; and William R.

Buechner and Christopher J. Frenze, professional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE OBEY, CHAIRMAN

Representative OBEY. If we can get started on time, I want to
welcome Janet Norwood for our monthly discussion of the unem-
ploy ment figures, as determined by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Ms. Norwood, I'm frankly surprised by the numbers this morn-
ing. I4,guess the consensus has been that we would continue to see
declines in unemployment. I'm not sure how significant these num-
bers are, but I am surprised. You report that the civilian unem-
ployment rate rose from 7.2 to 7.4 percent, and that employment
obviously didn't grow enough to absorb new entrants into the job
market. I am surprised, and I hope its just a temporary blip on the
chart. Frankly, my personal concern, much more than these indi-
vidual monthly movements, is simply the fact that were some 25
to 26 months into the recovery, and in historical terms, we're still
at a very high level of unemployment overall.

And when you consider those who are underemployed, who are
statistically not counted, you still have a hell of a lot of people
being blunt about itwho are in trouble.

As I understand it, since 1948, the civilian unemployment rate
has exceeded the present figure of 7.4 percent, in only 72 months
out of the 145' months that we've had since 1948, and 45 of those
exceptions occurred during the recessions of 1980 to 1982. To me
that indicates some historical, long-term progressions that are dis-
comforting to a lot of people, if not everybody in this room, who
has a job this morning.

I think also that members of the committee have pointed out on
numerous occasions that there are major groups in this society and
in our work force who are still in trouble. Black unemployment is
still 11.9 percent in January and the gaps between the blacks and
whites which normally shrink have, in most instances, not done so.

Underemployment remains severe. It certainly remains severe in
a district like mine. Five million six hundred thousand people who

(;9)
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wanted full-time work had to settle for part-time jobs. Neither
those involuntary part-time workers nor the L3 million discour-
aged workers, who've given up looking for work because they think
that nothing's available, are counted. And my understanding is
that if both groups were included, according to BLS calculations,
the overall unemployment rate last quarter would have been 10.ts
percent That's not a political statement. It would occur regardless
of whose name is on the White House door. Its simply a historical
fact which we have to deal with, and which I hope that the com-
mittee will be focusing on in the next 2 years.

With that short preliminary statement, let me simply welcome
you, and before I ask you to give us your statement, I simply want
to express my apologies for not being kit the celebration that was
held earlier in the week, commemorating the 100th anniversary of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Your agency does an outstanding job of gathering information
and disseminating that information. Billions of dollars move
around in this economy and this Congress, on the basis of numbers
produced by your shop. I think all of us, regardless of political per-
suasion, have to be extremely attentive to the need to protect the
quality of that data base and to protect the ability of Congress and
other people in this economy who use information produced by you,
to receive that information clearly and quickly and to make the
best possible use of it for the good of the country.

I hope Congress and the administration will be doing everything
possible to protect and strengthen that data base during the
coming 2 years.

With that, let me welcome you here, Commissioner.
Ms. NoRwooD. Thank you very much.
Representative OBEY. Good morning, Senator Proxmire.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXMIRE

Senator PROXMIRE. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
May I just say something. N like to, because we're very proud

and happy to have the chairman, and Wisconsin has had a habit of
being chairman of this Joint Economic Committee.

Henry Reuss was chairman, I was chairman. And I must say, one
of our brightest claims in Wisconsin, of course, is that we have the
great La Follette tradition. Young Bob La Follette was on this com-
mittee when it first started out. I didn't know that until Dave
called it to my attention. I thought he was wrong. But he turned
out to be right, as he usually is.

Well, if you thought that Reuss and Proxmire were classy, you
haven't seen anything yet. [Laughter.]

This guy is really good. He sharp. He much younger than we
were when we took over. And I'm sure he'll have all kinds of
energy and intelligence, and he'll make this committee sparkle.
There's no committee, I think, that has greater potential than the
Joint Economic Committee, but it depends a great deal on the
chairman's kind of initiative, ability, and energy, and he certainly
has that.

The figures this morning are wry interesting, because we've just
had what the President properly hailed as the best year, in many
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ways, economically, that we'd had in a long time. Best growth
years, in the 33 years, 1984 was, 1984 was also a year of stable
prices. That's a terrific combination, and it was a year of encour-
aging developments in lots of ways. But in the employment area, it
was not a very good year. We didn't have much improvement,
really, since May, and the figures this morning take us right back
to May, as far as the averages are concerned, and the actual
number of Americans who are actually out of work is over 9 mil-
lion, an astonishing fact, it seems to me. I know January's a bad
month, but something like 9.1 million, and we have to correct it for
seasonal factors. It comes down to million, but that's still a
very unfortunate situation.

Now the Wall Street Journal this morning in its economic
column, started off the following:

Factor) orders for manufactured goods fell 0.7 percent in December. The Govern-
ment's Index of Leading Indicators declined 0.2 percent. Home sales during the
month rose a smaller than expected 3.1 percent. Reports have raised questions
about the current strength of the economy.

The general economic consensus is that we're going to have a
very good year, but certainly we're starting off with some very dis-
quieting and disturbing figures, and I'm anxious to hear your anal-
ysis of the significance of the 0.2 increase in January.

Representative OBEY. Ms. Norwood, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET L. NOR'.%OOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED 131 THOMAS J. PLEA ES, ASSOCIATE COMMISSION-
ER, OFFICE OF EMPLO1MENT AND LNEMPLOYMENT STATIS-
TICS

Ms. NORWOOD. Thank you very much. We look forward to a very
challenging period of time in discussing these data with the Joint
Economic Committee.

In January, after seasonal adjustment, the labor force rose and
the level of joblessness increased. Both the overall unemployment
rate at 7.3 percent, and the civilian worker rate, at 7.4, were 0.2 of
a percentage point higher than in December. Although total em-
ployment, as measured by the household survey changed little be-
tween December and January, payroll jobs, as reported in the busi-
ness survey, rose by 350,000 after seasonal adjustment.

Winter weather in January generally curtails construction activi-
ties, and retail trade and other service industries usually cut back
employment from expanded December holiday levels. This year
there were smaller than usual declines in construction, retail
trade, and services. In part, this was because the survey week was
a bit earlier than usual, the 6th to the 12th of January, and the
weather was comparatively mild.

After seasonable adjustment, these three industries showed sig-
nificant job gains from December to January. Indeed, all three
have had strong job growth over the year. Construction has grown
by 345,000, retail trade by 835,000, and services have increased by
965,000.

There was little change in the factory job count in January, fol-
lowing a relatively large increase in the previous month. Within
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manufacturing, January employment increases were limited to
electrical and electronic equipment, transportation equipment
mostly automobi:es and printing and publishing.

At 19.8 million, the number of jobs in manufacturing was up by
nearly 600,000 from .1 year earlier, but must of that increase took
place before last summer. In fact, manufacturing has not yet re-
gained all of the jobs lust during the recession. Some industries,
Such as transportation equipment, lumber, furniture, and rubber
and plastics, hate expanded their employment considerably during
the reLutery, indeed, the January jub level in the electrical equip-
ment industry was at an all-time high. Other industriessteel, tex-
tiles, leather, and petroleum and coal products hate shown no job
gains at all, even after 26 months of recovery.

The factory workweek edged down a 10th of an hour from the
relatitely high le'els that hate been prevailing. With the decline
in hours and little change in employment, the index of aggregate
factory hours fell by 0.2 of a percentage point. At 96.6, with 1977 as

100 base, the index, netertheless, remained 1.8 percent above its
level of a year ago.

The cit ilian labor force athanced by 400,000 in January, after
seasonal adjustment. Over the past year, the labor force has risen
by nearly 2.5 million, with adult women accounting for 70 percent
of that gain. T}pically, the female labor force declines from Decem-
ber to January. This year, hutteter, their number held steady and
after seasonal adjustment, the labor force participation rate for
adult won, rose to 54.1 percent. The January jobless rate for
women 20 years and over also roseto 6.8 percent.

This increase in unemployment took place among persons newly
unemployed, those jobless for 5 weeks or less. In contrast, the
number of persons unemployed for G months or more dropped to
L3 million in Januar}, after hat ing remained at the 1.4 million
,nark from October to December. As a result of these movements,
the median duration of unemployment declined from 7.4 to 6.7
weeks.

What are we to conclude from the statistics released this min-
ing? The business bUrNe.) shows continued strength in the economy
but. Nei) little job growth in the manufacturing industry. The em-
ployment gains in January were not large enough to absorb an In-
.-cease in the labor fume, hutteter, and unemployment, therefore,
rose.

Nov , added to my statement, Mr. Chairman, a short summa-
ry of some changes that hate been introduced to improve the cur-
rent pupulatiun SUrNe) as a part of our oterall redesign program
that will be completed in July of this year. Most of this intolves
some technical changes in estimating procedure which had no
effect un the December to Januar} change. We did calculate the
data in several ways, and we are certain of that.

One element that I think is important to point out is the fact
that we hate impruted the data for the Hispanic population of the
country. Because the 19S0 census took special care in identifying
the Hispanic population, we hove been able to detelup separate es-
timates of the hispanic. population which had not been possible to
du before. These estimates are being used a., population controls to
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differentiate the Hispanic group from the rest of the population in
the survey estimation process.

As you know, this survey covers G0,000 households, and then the
estimation procedures expand those data to represent the total pop-
ulation and in that process now, we are able to control for the size
of the Hispanic population, which we were not able to do before.

Those procedures affect the level of employment and unemploy-
ment for the Hispanic population, but they do not affect the ratios,
for example, the unemployment rate. And what we have done is to
calculate those data on the new basis all the way back to 1980, so
that they would be available for anyone who wants to see them.

I just wanted to call that to your attention. I think its the kind
of improvement that we should be making as a statistical agency.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Norwood, together with the Em-
ployment Situation press release, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT or 110N. JANET L. NORWOOD

Hr. Chairman and Members of the Comhittoo:

I am pleased to have this opportunity to offer the Joint

Economic Committee a few ..omments to supplemeat our Employment

Situation press release issued this morning.

In January, after seasonal adjustmont,the labor force

rose, and the level of joulecSncsS increased. Beth the overall

k.nomployment rate, at 7.3 percent, and the civilian norker

rate, at 7.4 percent, ::ore 0..2 of a percentage point higher

`-sap is December. Aitnowg:. total employment. as measured by

*AO aousebold survey, cu.aged lit.lo beteeen Decembe: and

January, payroll Jobs, op reported in the ousinoss survey, rose

by 350,000 after seasonal ad)ustment.
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Winter weather in January generally curtails construction

activities, and retail trade and other service industries

usually cut back employnent from expanded Decemlier holiday

levels. This year. there were smaller than usual declines in

construction, retail trade, and services, in part because the

survey week was earlier than usual (January 6-12), and the

weather was comparatively mild.

After seasonal adjustmnt, these three industries showed

significant job gains from ;,ecemLer to January. Indeed, all

three have had strong rob growth over the year: Construction

has grown by 345.000, retail trade uy 835,000, and so:vices has

increased by 965.000.

There was little eaah in the factory job count in

January, following d rola ell, large ilerease in the previous

month. Within oanufactur.-, Jaauar:, -o:loyment increases were

limited to electrical an.. e.ectreni.: .-1,,,v4rot, transportation

equipmentmostly in auto :.hies - -ii printing and puolishing.

At 19.8 million, the aura:: of jobs in naaufacturiag WW: up ay

nearly 600,000 from a /ear earlier, Jut oust of that increase

took place oefere last saii.or. In fact, mawufacturing has not

p2t regainel all of the join; lost during the recessii. Some

Industries, such as transpo:tution equipment, lumber,

furniture, ind ruuber and !lastias, nave expanded their

employment considerably during the recovery: indeed, the

January job level in t'ic zctrical equipnent Industry was at
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an all-time high. Other industriessteel, textiles, leather,

and petroleum and coal products--have shown no job gains at all

even after 26 months of recovery.

The factory eorkweek edged down u tenth of an hour from the

relatively high levels that have been prevailing. Wita the

decline in hours and little change in employment, the index of

aggregate factory hours fell by 0.2 percentage point. At

96.6 (1977.100), the Index, nevertheless, remained 1.8 percent

above its level of a year ago.

The civilian labor force advanced by 400,000 in January

(after seasonal adjustnent). Over the past year, the labor

force has risen by nearly 2.5 million, with adult women

accounting for 70 percent of the gain. Typically, the female

labor force declines from December to January. This year,

however, their number held steady, and, after seasonal

adjustment, the labor force participation rate for adult women

rose to 54.4 percent. The January jobless rate for women

20 years and over also rose--to 6.8 percent.

This increase in unemployment took place among persons

newly unemployed--those jobless for 5 weeks or less. In con-

trast, the number of persons unemployed for 6 months or more

dropped to 1.3 million in January, after having .emained at the

l.4-million mark from October to December. As a result of

these movements, the mkdian duration .f unemployment declined

from 7.4 to G.7 weeks.
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That are we to conclude from the statistics released

this morning? The business survey shows continued strength in

the economy, but very little job growth in the manufacturing

industry. The employment gains in January uere not largo

enough to absorb an increase in the labor force, however, and

unemployment, therefore, rose.

Improvements in Household Survey Estimation

As you know, C Current Population Survey is being revised

to take account of the changes race:Lam' in the 1980 Census and

to male other improvements. These improvements arc being

gradually phased into the aurvey. In January, new statistical

techniques were introduced -n the estimating process. The

Bureau trill publish a technical note describing the new

techniques in detail in February. These impcoved statistical

techniques did not significantly affect the December-January

changes in the estimates reported this morning.

In one case, however, involving data for the Hispanic

population, the improvement had a significant effect, and we

have recalculated these data bach to 1980. The fact that

consideraule improvements were made in the data collection on

Hispanics in the 1980 Cen..a., made possible the development of

separate estimates of the ../spanic population. These estimates

are being used as "population controls" to differentiate the

Hispanic group from the rest of the population in the survey

estimation process. Labe. force data are collected from a

I
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sample of 60,000 households throughout the country, and these

data arc than adjusted to represent the entire population.

This new process has raised the level of both employment and

unemployment for Hispanics, but their unemployment rate WdS

little changed. Data for Hispanics revised bac}, to 1980 will

appear in the February 198 issue of Employment and Earnings.

Hy colleagues and I would be glad to answer any questions

the Committee nay have.
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Unemployment rates of all civilian workers by alternative seasonal adjustment methods

Month
and
year

I

Unadjusted
rate

I . X-11 ARM method 1X-11 method

(official

method

before 1980)

I

Range

( r..181.

Official
procedure

Concurrent
(as first

computed)

Concurrent
(revised)

Stable Total Residual

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

1984

January 8.8 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.0 8.0 .1

February 8.4 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8
March 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.7 7.8 7.7 7.8 .1

April 7.6 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.9 7.8 7.7 7.8 .2

May 7.2 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.6 7.5 7.8 7.5 .3

June 7.4 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.2 .1

July 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 7.5 7.5 7.5 .1

August 7.3 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.4 7.5 7.5 7,5 .1

September 7.1 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4

October 7.0 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.4' 7.3 7.3 7.3 .1

November 6.9 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.1 .1

December 7.0 7.2 7.2 7.2 7.3 7.2 7.1 7.1 .2

1985

1

January 8.0 7.4 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.2 I 7.4 .2

SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Bureau of Labor Statistics
February 1985
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sl; Unadjusted rate. OnempLoynenc rate for all civilian workers, nor. sweatily djuted.

Oi Official procedure tXvl AREA method). The published emotionally adjusted rate for
al. civi/Lan wori.ers. 1.a.h of the ; aajor civilian Labor force componentsagricultural
sepLoymenc, nonagricultural esfloysenc sod unemploymentfor age -set group sales and
females, ages 16-19 and 20 years and over are weans:1y djueced independently osiog dace
ftos Jaonary Ws forward. The data series for each of these 12 components are extended b/
a year it each end of she original settee °Ws ARLKA %Auto-Regressive, Integrated, Movies
Average; models choirs° pecift,alLy for each series. Each extended series is then seasonaLLy
adjusted with the X-LL forties of the X-11 AMA program. The a teenage unemployment and
nonagricultural amp/opium components are adjusted with the additive adjustment mode.,
while the other components are adjusted with the sulcipLictive sodel. The unemploTment
rate La confuted by mooning the seasonally adjusted unemployment components and caLculatIng
that total as a percent of the civilian Labor force total derived by summlog all 12 essonaily
adjusted components. all the seasonally adjusted eriee are revised at the end of each year.
Extrapolated factors fat Jaauary-.;une are confuted at the beginning of each year, ex:repo/ate&
factors for July-Dumber are computed to the middle of the year after the Juoe data WACOU4
available. Each eat of i-month factors are published to Woe*, in the January and July
issue., respectively, of Emoloyeent and Laminas.

C31 Concurrent as first computed, X-11 ARM setholl. The official procedure for
computation of the rate tot a.. civilian workers using the 12 components is followed
except that extrapolated factors are not used at all. Each component ie seasonally adjusted
with the X-11 ARIMA program' each aonth as the soar. recent dace become available. Laces for
each month of the currant year are shown as firer. computed, they are revised only 0001 each
year at the end of the year when data for the full year become available. for example,
the rate for January 1964 would be baud, during /914, on the adjustment of data from
the period January MS through January 1984.

(6) Concurrent [revised. X,-1/ AREA method). The procedure used is identical to (3)
above, sod the rate for the current mooch %Ole last sonth displayed) will always be the
aim to the two columns. !louver, all previous soothe are subject to revision each month
based oe the seasonal adjustment of al. the components with data torough the current booth.

(3) Stable 4X-11 ARDIA method), Each of the 12 civilian labor force component. is extended
using AMA models as in the official procedure and then run through the X-11 part
of the program -slog the stable option. This optios assumes that eamonal patterns
are basically ,onstant from year-to-year and cosputee final seasonal factors as
unveighted averages of all the saamonal-irtegular components for each month acrou
the entire epee of the period adjusted. AS in the official procedure, factors are
extrapolated in 6-month intervals and the eeries are reviled at the end of each year.
Th. procedure for computation of the rate from the seasonally adjusted components
is also identical to the official procedure.

(6) Total :X-11 alttlia bethod1. This is 0011 Alternative aggregation procedure, io
which total onemployeent and civilian Labor force levels are extended with ARM models
and directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment models to the part of the
program. The rate is computed by [sting seaeonally adjusted total unemployment as a
percent of seasonally adjusted total civilian labor force. Factor. are extrapolated
io 6-month intervals and the series revised at the end of each year.

', Residual :X-11 AREA methods. This is auother alternative ageregatioo method, in
which total civilian meplormenc and LiVlAill2 labor force Levels are extended using MUM
odes and then directly adjusted with multiplicative adjustment sedate. Th. seasonally
adjusted unemployment level is derived by subtracting seasortaily adjusted employment
frog seasonally adjusted labor force. The rate is than computed by Latins the derived
oeseployeerm level as percent of the labor force love/. Factors are extrapolated io
6-sonth intervals and the aeries revised at the and of each year.

-6) X-11 method official method before 11101. The method for computation of the official,
procedurs.te used ex.epc .bat tn. area are not extended with ALLHA models and the factors
are projected In 12-eonth interva.s. The standard X..11 program is used to perform the
seasonal adjustment.

Methods of Adjustment. The X-L. ARM method was developed at Statistics Canada by the
Seasons: Adjustment sod Ilsas Series Staff under the direction of L&&&.& Bee Drlat The
method Is described in The X-Il RTMA Seasonal Adjustment Method, by Este'. tee Dagum,
Statistics Canada Catalogue NO. 11-564E, February 1980.

The standard X.11 method is described in X..1. Tartest of the Census Method II Seasonal
Adjustment Tropes. by .ullos Shiskin, Allan Soong and .ono Musgrave %Technical Taper
No. 15, Tureen of the Census, 1967).
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unchanged from December. The unemployment rate for whites rose from 6.2 to
6.4 percent, while rates for blacks (14.9 percent) and Hispanics (10.6
percent) were about unchanged over the month. (See tables A-2 and A-30-

Short-term (less than 5 weeks) unemployment, at 3.7 million in January,
increased substantially over the month, while long-term (15 weeks and over)

Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

Quarterly Monthly data
avera es

Category

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Labor force 1/
Total employment 1/

Civilian labor force
Civilian employment
Unemployment

Not in labor force
Discouraged workers

Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/
All civilian workers
Adult men
Adult women
Teenagers
White
Black
Hispanic origin 2/

ISTAILISHKINT DATA

Nonfarm payroll employment
Goods-producing
Service-producing

1984 1984 1985

III I IV 1 Nov. I Dec.__i__Jan.

Dec. -

Jan.

change

Thousands of persons
115,4641115,885 115,7731116,1621116,572
107,0161107,652 107,6311107,9711108,088
113,7541114,185 114,0741114,4641114,875
105,3061105,951 105,9321105,2731106,391

8,4471 8,233 8,1421 8,1911 8,484
62,8411 62,948 63,0611 62,8421 62,509
1,2111 1,303 N.A.1 N.A.1 N.A.

1 I 1

410
117

411

118

293
-333
N.A.

Percent of labor force

7.3 7.1 7.0 7.1 7.3

7.4 7.2 7.1 7.2 7.4

6.4 6.2 6.2 6.3 6.3
6.8 '6.6 6.5 6.4 6.8

18.6 18.4 17.8 18.8 18.9
6.4 6.2 6.1 6.2 6.4

15.8 15.1 15.1 15.0 14.9
10.6 10.5 10.3 10.4 10.6

0.2

0.2

0

0.4
0.1
0.2

-0.1
0.2

Thousands of lobs
94,560195,437p1 95,494195,661p196,009p1 348p
25,056125,156p1 25,123125,265p125,3470 82p
09,504170,281p1 70,371170,396p170,662p1 266p

Hours of work
Average weekly hours:

I
1

I

Total private nonfarm 35.31 35.2p1 35.21 35.3pI 35.2p -0.1p
Manufacturing 40.51 40.5p1 40.51 40.7pI 40.6p -0.1p
Manufacturing overtime 3.31 3.4p1 3.41 3.4pI 3.3p -0.1p

I
I I

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces. N.A. -not available.
2/ Data for 1984 and earlier years have p- preliminary.

been revised.

,
f '
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unemployment declined slightly. Both measures of the average duration of

unemployment dropped sharply over the month; the mean duration fell by 2

weeks to 15.3 weeks, while median duration dropped from 7.4 to 6.7 weeks.

(See table A-7.)

The total number of persons working_ part time for economic

reasons--sometimes referred to as the partially unemployed--fell by 185,000
in January to 5.6 million. Nearly all of this decline occurred among those
whose hours had been reduced because of slack work; there was little change
in the number of persons who could only find part-time work. (Sec table

A-4.)

Civilian Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Civilian employment, at 106.4 million, was about unchanged over the

month after seasonal adjustment. The proportion of the civilian population

with jobs tthe employment-population ratio) was 60.0 percent in January,

the highest level since early 1980. (See table A-2.)

The civilian labor fore': declined less than seasonally expected in

January and, after adjustment for seasonality, increased by 410,000 to

114.9 million. Virtually all of the over-the-month Increase took place

among women 16 years and over. The civilian tabor force participation rate
increased to 64.8 percent, 0.2 percentage point above the December figure.

This is the highest seasonally adjusted level ever recorded.

Induqtry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data),

Total nonagricultural payroll employment increased by 350,000 in

January to 9b.0 million, after seasonal adjustment. Increases occurred in

nearly three-fifths of the industries in the BLS index of diffusion. The

January job count was 3.5 million above its year-earlier level. (See

tables B-1 and B-6.)

The bulk of the January employment expansion occurred in the

service-producing sector, paced by a 130,000 gain in retail trade.

Seasonally adjusted increases were pervasive throughout this industry, as

employment fell less than it usually has between December and January.

This followed exceptionally strong job growth during the holiday period.

Retail trade has added 1.6 million jobs since the November 1982 recession
trough.

Elsewhere in the service-producing sector, job growth continued in

services 05,000), with business services and health services contributing

about equally to the increase. Employment in business services has risen

by more than 900,000 since November 1982 and by nearly 400,000 over the

past year. Two-thirds of the 30,000 over-the-month increase in wholesale

trade employment occurred in the durable goods portion.

Manufacturing employment was little changed over the month. Modest

gains in motor vehicles, clectri4a1 and electronic equipment, and printing
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and publishing were tempered by li,tle movement or small decreases in other
manufacturing industries.

Construction employment registered a gain of 70,000 after seasonal
adjustment, a partial reflection of the unusually mild weather in early
January. Mining employment decreased for the fourth consecutive month.

igecly19g2(1:112.1NIAIEnpt Survey Data)

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers on private
nonagricultural payrolls edged down a tenth of an hour in January,
seasonally adjusted, as did weekly and overtime hours in manufacturing.
(See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory
workers on private nonagricultural payrolls was unchanged over the month at
114.5 (1977..100), 3.7 percent above the year-earlier level. The
manufacturing index decreased by 0.2 percent to 96.6. (See table 8-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings fell 0.4 percent in January, and weekly
earnings were down 0.6 percent, seasonally adjusted. Prior to seasonal
adjustment, average hourly earnings rose 3 cents to $8.49, and average
weekly earnings were down $4.88 to $295.45. Over the past year, hourly
earnings have risen 23 cents and weekly earnings $6.35. (See table 8-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (NEI) was 162.7 (1977.400) in January,
seasonally adjusted, a decrease of 0.2 percent from December. For the 12
months ended in January, the increase (before sessonat adjustment) was 2.7
percent. The HEI excludes the effetts of two types of changes unrelated
to underlying wage rate movements--fluctuations in overtime in
manufacturing and interindustry employment shifts. In dollars of constant
purchasing power, the NEI decreased 0.2 percent during the 12-month period
ended in December. (See table 8-40
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Representative OBEY. Just a couple of quick questions.
In your prepared statement, you indicate that typically the

female labor force declines from December to January. This year,
however, their number held steady, and after a seasonal adjust-
ment, the labor force participation rate for adult women rose to
54.4 percent.

Do you have any conclusions from that, anything we ought to be
watching for ?

Ms. Noitwoon. Well, I think there ..,re a couple of points that
could be made. The first is that we du have to be careful not to
read too much into a single month, particularly when it involves
labor force change. Our experience has been that labor force
change really needs to be looked at over a period of several
months.

Now having said that, I think that if you look at the business
survey, you will find, as I pointed out, three areas of employment
gainsretail trade, construction, and services. The services indus-
try continues to show strong growth, particularly in business serv-
ices. Gains have been continuing month after month. Construction
clearly was affected by the mild weather that we've had. And so
there was more activity, I think, in January than there usually is.

The retail trade data,are a little bit more puzzling. They would, I
think, perhaps be somewhat affected by the fact that the survey
week was a bit earlier and, therefore, employers may not have
taken the full action that they normally do to cut back their pay-
rolls after the Christmas period. On the other hand, there is evi-
dence, some considerable ev idence, particularly in this morning's
newspaper, that retail sales from some of the major retail organiza-
tions were fairly high in January, compared to previous years,
which would bear out the fact. that there has been more activity in
retail sales than there normally is in January.

So I think that we need to be aware of the fact that the 350,000
increase in employment. reported in the business survey may, for
those reasons, be slightly overstated, but I also believe that the
business survey is showing real employment growth still. Except in
manufacturing, which is another special case.

Representative OBEY. The same question I usually ask on this
point. What proportion of the unemployed are draw ing unemploy-
ment insurance?

Ms. NORWOOD. it. depends on how you calculate it but if you take
the number of people claiming unemployment insurance benefits
as a percentage of total unemployment, the figure is 38 percent.

Now the 6.3 million unemployed in January, of course, includes
the people who are new entrants to the labor force who probably
wouldn't have UI coverage.

Representative OBEY. And that compares historically how?
Ms. Noltw000. Well, for many months now the proportion of the

totalliungqiiiloyed who are claiming benefits has been quite low.
it-9.pp in the 45, 30, or higher percent range and

if you go all thel,,,ay:bitok ,10,3973 it was 67 percent. But for the
last couple cf years, but espeCtAlly 1983 and 1984, it has been con-
siderably lower.
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Representative OBEY. In your judgment, why have,n't we seen a
decline in the number of persons who are tung to find full-time
work but wind up in a part-time situation?

You would expect -at least I would expectthat normally in an
economy which has been recovering for this long a period that
number would look better than it does.

Ms NORWOOD The number of persons working part time for eco-
nomic reasons did go down slightly this month, by roughly, 200,000.
But you're quite right, 5.G million is a very high number especially
for this stage of recovery. I don't know the reason.

I suspect that many employers are being very cautious about ex-
panding their payrolls too fast. Slack work is given as the reason
for roughly har the group. They have jobs but there is not enough
work for a full rime schedule. But the other half of them, roughly
2 million, are people who were looking for work and were only
able to find part-ti:ne work even though they wanted full-time
work.

But you know, this is happening at the same time that the aver-
age workweek is eeally extraordinarily high by historical stand-
ards So it is somewhat puzzling. I don't think there's any question
about that.

Some of it may be due to the restructuring, in a sense, that is
going on within manufacturing. We have a number of manufactur-
ing industries that are not growing. They haven't had a net job
gain during 26 months of recovery. And yet we have others that
are, really, doing extraordinarily well.

Mr PLEWES. The slack-work component of involuntary part-time
work has, indeed, behaved cyclically. It came down sharply early in
the recovery period and more slowly after that. The other compo-
nent persons who can only find part-time jobs is coming down,
but slowly It seems to us that there may be an increasing propen-
sity on the part of employers to offer only part-time work and,
therefore, we have to speculate as to why.

One reason may be that they're still timid as the Commissioner
said Another reason that was suggested to us by our Business Re-
search Advisory Committee recently is that part-time workers re-
quire a smaller benefit package and less of a long-term commit-
ment to benefits and pension plans than do full-time workers.

Ms Noawoon. One of the interesting bits of information that I
have is that I'm on ar. athisory committee for Statistics Canada
and one of the things the Canadians are concerned about is that
most of their growth has ben in the development of part-time jobs.
It is not true hi the United States. But the Canadians have found
that the growth in their employment- growth of jobshas been
maizily in part-time jobs.

Representative OBEY. Thank you.
Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Ms. Norwood, I know you do your very best to

make your figures as precise and accurate as possible and always
give us fair warning on it.

Let me ask, however, about the figures of this monthor, last
month In your prepared statement you point outand I quote.

'96
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This year there were smaller than usual dedines in unstria.tion, retail trade,
berNie.s, in part betause the survey week was earlier than usual. Thu weather was
comparatively mild.

The survey week was January 6-12.
Now the weather in much of the Nation now and for much of

for the rest of January is, to put it mildly, is not mild.
Ms. NORWOOD. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. And we can't always count on favorable

timing of the survey Neek and, therefore, it appears that we may
have underestimated the rising unemployment because that severe
weather we've had lately, it seems to me, would certainly have an
influence in discouraging construction, for example, and all kinds
of outdoor employment.

Ms. Numuun. I think we kind of expect that the weather will be
different when we look at the February data. I don't know how dif-
ferent or what those effects will be. And I am not sure how much
of an effect this has had but I think we should recognize if you
have mild weather and you can have more construction activity it
is possible there are more jobs than you would normally have.

And you're quite right. If we were to have very bad weather all
over the country, that s going to mean less construction activity for
the month of February.

Senator Pauxmlan. Then there's another reason the paper this
morning reports in January that I don't think we included in the
report that we have due to the fact that ifs the first week. It says.

Retail hang: pu,ted dibappoiating results fur January. Must retailers reported
bingle-digit bales gams and three Mobil Montgomery Ward unit. Mert.antile Stores.
and Ea'ibun Brothers bald bales full from a year earlier. Cold weather and weak
consumer spending were cited

Is it possible that that also is an indicatioa that maybe January
was a little worse than was measured by that early week?

Ms. NORWOOD. I think its interesting to look at different inter-
pretations of the same set of data. This morning's Washington Post
listed some figures on retail sales, compared to a year ago, (Ana is,
January over January for some of the major retail establishments
and they showed some really substantive percentage increases.
16.3, 7.4, 12.7, 9.7, and 9.3 percent. The lowest increase. 4.7 percent,
was listed for the Federated Department Stores and that fairly
flat if you take inflation into account.

So I think what that's saying is that there has been some growth
in retail sales. On the other hand that may be because there are
more sales, that is, prices may have been reduced more than usual.

Mr. PLEWES. I think I have something to add that may be useful.
Retail trade employment went up by about 130,000. If we look at
some of the subgroups under that it helps us to understand where
it 4. ame from. For example, jobs in the general merchandise stores
we're talking about went up 22,000. Food stores %vent up by 13,000
jobs. Automobile dealers and service stations went up b., g,000. And
eating and drinking places -restaurants and the likewent up by
34,000.

Ms. NORWOOD. All after seasonal adjustment.
Mr. PLEV ES. All after seasonal adjustments So it was widespread

in the retail sector and it wasn't all in the general merchandise
area.
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Ms. NoRwoon. The 130,000 increase may b.: something of an ex-
aggeration, but I think there was, nevertheless, considerable
growth in retail trade compared to what is usual in January.

Representative OBEN. Su you wouldn't agree with the statement
that, "Retail sales change posted disappointing results for Janu-
ary"?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, you know, I'm not quite sure what "disap-
pointing" is. I'm sure that some of the employers may feel that
way.

Representative OBLI. They may have expected a really bonanza
year and they just gut a good Jne and that wasn't enough for them.

Nov., until recently labor force growth during this recovery
period has been relatively slow. Between December and January
the labor force grew by over 400,000 following an increase almost
that large the month before. At previous hearings you attributed
the slower labor force growth to demographic factors, fewer teen-
a, urs in the population, tapering off %%rumen's labor force participa-
tion rates, and so forth.

Does your report today which shows the female labor participa-
tion rate rising to 54.1 percent, indicate a change in C.:s trend and
should we expect additional labor force increases from discouraged
workers as well as women in the months ahead?

Ms. NURVY OWL I believe that women are beginning to resume
their increase in labor force participation. However, the number of
teenagers in the labor force declined over the recovery period by
some o percent. Su I think that's something that is very different
from before.

As I said earlier, it is a little tuu soon to focus on this big surge
in labor force participation of adult women. That's a very high
rate, 54.4 percent, and my view is that there will be continued
strength in labor force growth of women but I would not be at all
surprised if next month there were a little slowdown in thc labor
forix. growth. Our labor force figures tend to move with surges and
then a few months of being level ur even going negative and then
coming back again.

Su I think there is an increase in labor force participation of
women and, in fact, one of the things we plan to do before next
month's hearing is to by to take a more careful look at what is
going on there.

Representative OBEN. NuW putting that together, the demograph-
it. figures and the expected rate of growth, I notice that the consen-
sus of economists is that we'll have a pretty good year in 1985 with
growth of around 3 to 4 percent, but not much improvementor
deterioration for that matterin unemployment.

Fortune magazine, un the other hand, says that they forecast
growth will be a little less than 3 percent. Unemployment will
increase.

I know that you don't make forecasts, but in your view if we
have cl growth rate of about 3 percent or so would that mean that
unemployment is likely, other things being equal, to remain about
where it is or gradually rise? What's your expectation?

Ms. NUM% OUD. It going to be Nei) difficult to reduce unemploy-
ment if the labor force continues to grow, say, 3.5 percent or so per

48-572 0 - 85 - 4 98
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year We're going to have to keep running, in a sense, in produc-
tion and the economy just t stand still.

And there are lots of different estimates of what is going to
happen to the labor force. I think one of the signs that is positive
in terms it least of the unemployment b.: motion is that we are con-
tinuing to have decline in the number of young people entering
the labor force just because fewer of them were born to grow up
and to enter the labor force in the 1980's compared to the 1960's
and 1970's Since young people have very high unemployment rates
generally, they tend to push the unemployment rate up.

I think as I've saidthat Women are going to resume their
labor force growth but certainly nut at the pace that they increased
in the 1960's and the 1970's. I think they've already shown that
they are going to be increasing over the last year, 54. percent is
an extraordinarily high figure as we described its the highest
ever.

Representative OBN. Well, let me just give you some assump-
tions- Assume that we will have a growth in the labor force that
averages about what we've had during the past 5 years. Assume we
have economic growth of about 3 percentreal growthin GNP.
That's fairly close to the consensus.

Does that mean that we'll get no real improvement in unemploy-
ment probably in the next year if those are the facts?

Ms. NOROOD. It would be very difficult. It certainly would.
I happen to have here the data for the 26 months of reco.-i:cy in

1071, after the 1975 recession and 26 months after the 1982 reces-
sion And if you look at those data you see first of all that in the 26
months from March of 1975 to May of 1977, the labor force grew at
a 5 9 percent rate. In the current recovery it grew at roughly a
little more than half that rate, 3.5 percent. But the important
thing is that the composition of law force growth is very different
in the two recoveries The one group that grew faster in percentage
terms during the current recovery is the black population. And
that. of course, will put more upward pressure un unemployment
because as you and I have discussed very oftentheir sates are
extraordinarily high.

So I think there's a lot of difference in the composition of the
labor force and this will have some effect un the unemployment
rate because some groups of the population have a harder time in
the labor market than others.

But you're quite right that the labor force continues to grow and
that the economy had to grow in order to provide jobs for those
people and that if it doesn't grow enough then you're going to have
problems in reducing unemployment.

Senator Pa )XMIRE. In other words, another indication of weak-
ness in the economy in the future as far as employment is con-
cerned You reported that the length of the workweek in manufac-
turing. which has been comparatively high throughout the recov-
ery, declined last month. Of course, that may be a harbinger of
people being laid off. The first thing that is done is the hours of
work go down, that overtime goes down and so forth.

What, if anything, do such changes in factory ).ours suggest
about employment growth in manufacturing industries?
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MS NORWOOD. Manufacturing hours are only down a tenth of an
hour -in January and the aNerage workweek in some of the indus-
tries is still fairly high. If you look, for example, at manufacturing
as a whole or durable goods, the workweek is about where it was
last fall, in September.

Senator PROXMIRE. And the unemploy ment rate in manufactur-
ing is up signi zantly, right? So you have the hours of work down,
unemployment up, and up significantly?

Ms NORWOOD. The January increase in unemployment for work -
"rs in manufacturing industries was not significant.

Senator PROXMIRE. Now, one aspect of the misery index that usu-
ally isn't measured is the number of people who are unemployed
but not drawing unemployment compensation.

What proportion of the unemployed are drawing unemployment
compensation, unemployment insurance?

Ms. NORWOOD. According to our figures, 38 percent.
Senator PROXMIRE. 38 percent?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, sir.
Senator PROXMIRE. In other words, about 6 out of 10 are not who

are out of work. Now the Federal Supplemental Compensation Pro-
gram expires in March. That currently proN ides additional benefits
to jobless workers who'Ne exhausted the 26 weeks typically avail-
able under the regular State program. You report that in January
1 3 million or 15 percent of the unemployed were jobless for 27
weeks or more. How many of these workers are reached by the
FSC Program?

Ms NORWOOD. We don't, really know that, Senator Proxmire. We
don't know what really happens to people after they've exhausted
their benefits and it's very hard for us to track these people. As
we've discussed many times, there are problems in terms of the sta-
tistical aspects of the unemployment insurance data.

Mr PLEWES 250,000 in September, for example, have exhausted
benefits. The number on extended benefits in January, our survey
week, was about 300,000 Versus the number of over a million who
were unemployed 27 weeks or more.

Senator PROXMIRE. And how many of these workersthe long-
term unemployedare reached by the FSC Program?

Ms. NORW001). There were 314,000 persons during the survey
week on extended benefits.

Senator PROXMIRE. Are the number of long-term unemployment
workers is that percentage still very high?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, it is very high. It declined by 100,000 over
the month but it's still at 1.3 million. That's quite a high number.

Senator PROXMIRE. That':- quite high compared to past experi-
ence with this level of unemployment.

Ms NORWOOD. Well, I'm pleased to see some movement in that
figure because it had been stuck at 1.4 million since October.

Senator PROXMIRE. How quickly, on the aNerage, do people find
jobs after their unemployment insurance runs out?

Ms. NORWOOD. I don't have any figures.
Senator PROXMIRE. The ..hairman has fiery graciously permitted

me to go ahead and I'm going to impose on him just a little bit
longer.

0
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Ms. Norwood, our trade deficit List year was $123 billion. How
many jobs were lost because of that deficit?

Ms. Nonwoon. I don't know.
Senator Pituxming. Can you find out and let us know for the

record?
Ms. Nuittvuun. I don't think anyone can really calculate that.
Senator PROX MIRE. Why not?
Ms. NUMWO1). It is ery difficult, to determine what the ,:hanges

would be in the economy as a whole if you started producing some-
thing that you are not not producing. The major reason we re im-
porting goods is because its more efficient to du so because they're
cheaper. If we were to produce those imports ourselves the answer
would depend on what the conditions were that we imported them
un and then what happened to th shift in resources that might
occur in the rest of the economy.

I just don't think that one car, come up with a very good figure.
Its a little bit easier to look at the jobs related to exports.

Senator Pituxmiltb. Have tilt, psuple who put the numbers into
econometric models come up v, ith answers? Are they unable to do
that in this case?

Ms. NUIM WU. Well, there are a lot of people who come up with
a tut of answers out I don', tjriiik that there is any way to come up
with one that has enough validity to publish it.

Senator PRUXMIRE. Can't even make an estimate on them?
Ms. NORWOOD. No.
Senator Pituxxtlitb. You would agree that when we have that

kind of a deficit, it dues have a depressing effect on our job market,
we lose jobs. Would we be better off if we had a trade balance?

Ms. Nunw two. We certainly would have a different economy.
Senator PROXMIRE. From that standpoint?
Ms. NORIA LM. We have problems in having a very large trade

deficit, there nu question about, that. I'm not sure, however, that
we would necessarily have more jobs if we did not import as many
goods because the trade deficit, of course, is rtlso having an effect
un the economy and there are places where there are jobs that are
being created.

I think that one needs to be rather careful of translating the def-
icit into the job market. There areas you well know very seri-
ous financial problems related to the trade deficit.

Zienatur Pituxxtiltb. Let me ask you if there's any rule of thumb
for translating a loss of, say, a billion dollars in exports to the
number of jobs we lose?

Ms. Nunwvuo. Yes, one can use input-output analysis and input-
output tables to du that, and we can provide you with those figures.
But those figures are based upon the assumption that everything
else remains the same and if we were in this country to do some-
thing. for example, to shut off all imports and to produce those
goods that we are now importing, nothing would remain the same.
There would be all kinds of shifts in factors of product:on and from
industry to industry and sm I don't think those figures can be relied
upon.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, is it possible that the growth of GNP
and stable prices and stable interest ratesor declining interest

poi
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rates -in spite of record Federal deficits is the resuL of the strung
dollar and the inflow on capital and goods?

Ms. Noawouo. The inflow of imports is halving an effect clearly
un prices, un 0,tr CPL And the effect on interest rates is also some-
what speculative, as you well know, because there are different
theories about whether some of this is coming back to us because
we are reducing our investments abroad and how much of it is
coming bec Ause the United States is a safe haven for foreigners so
that it is a little tricky to analyze these relationships.

Senator :.'auxmlitE. Well we do know that, of course, the fact that
we're able to lean on other countries for cai.ital opposed to on the
cost accoaht, opposed to un the basis of extent. We couldn't du that,
obviously, in this case it would have to be higher.

:how, you report that the current recovery is 26 months old.
Since World War II how long, un the average, does a recovery
period last?

M. NORWOOD. I do have that. It's one of the longer ones. I can't.
put my finger on it.

Stnatur PROXMIRE. Let mecounting only G peace-time recover-
ies what's the average length?

This is already longer than most, right?
Ms. NORWOOD. Of the seven preNious punt -World War II recover-

ies two lasted less time than the current. one has up to this point.
Senator PROXMIRE. And we have 9 minim, people out of work, 8.5

millionexcuse meadjusted, 7.2 percent of the work force, very
high historically and we rewe have a mature recovery.

Now you report that because the 1980 census found a larger His-
panic population, various adjustments have been made in the em-
ployment and unemployment ltnels for this group. This report this
morning reflects that.

Ms. Norwood. That's right.
Senator PROXMIRE. Did these reNisions have any effect on the

overall unemployment rate?
Ms. NORWOOD. No sir, it did not. It did not even have much of an

effect on the Hispanic unemployment rate. It affected the leNels
both of employment and unemployment for Hispanics only.

Senator PROXMIRE. To what extent?
MS. NORWOOD. We --
Senator PROXMIRE. Tend to increase the level reported?
M. Nuawuuo. Yes. For both employment and unemployment of

Hispanics only the level was increased.
Senator PROXMIRE. If you hadn't made that adjustment would

halve been reporting the same level of unemployment to us this
morning?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, we would.
Senator PROXMIRE. Besides Hispanics, are there any other new

adjustments of data that BLS has introduced in the January
report?

Ms. Num% uuo. Yes, there are some changes in the statistical esti-
mation piocedure. They are highly technical and we calculated the
data for December both ways and looked at the December to Janu
ary change and there was no noticeable difference.

Senator PROXMIRE. How many States still halve unemployment
rates above the national average?
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Mr. PLEWES. The most recent data we have again is for the
month of November. During that month, perhaps--

Senator PROXMIRE. You have nothing more recent than Novem-
ber?

Ms NORWOOD. Not for all States. There's a 2-month lag for all
except 11 large States.

Senator PROXMIRE. But this is the first time you've been able to
report to us on the-- -

Mr PLEWES. On the States with unemployment higher than the
national average in November, yes. These are Alabama, Alaska,
Arkansas, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisi-
ana, Michigan, Mississippi, New Mexico, Nevada, North Carolina,
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Washing-
ton, West Virginia, and Puerto Rico.

Senator PROXMIRE. What was the last one?
Mr. PLEWES. Puerto Rico.
S2nator PROXMIRE. Doesn't include Wisconsin?
Mr. PLEWES. No, you dropped out.
Senator PROXMIRE. That's what happens when Obey becomes

chairman of the Joint Economic Committee.
Representative OBEY. Thank you, Senator.
Ms Norwood, I should respond to Senator Proxmire's comments

earlier I have to say that I certainly didn't expect to be spending
the last 2 weeks trying to figure out what happened to the Joint
Economic Committee. I had expected to spend it recovering from a
hernia operation and I just want, to thank you for coming here
again this morning.

I, frankly, get frustrated hearing your remarks because, talking
about monthly changesit isn't the whole story but nonetheless,
it's something we have to do. I guess the only comment that I
would say is the une that Senator Proxmire is bringing out in his
question I guess what distressed me is that we were supposed to be
looking at long term trends and that this far into a recovery we
have still a huge number of people here who are not part of the
economic mainstream.

It certainly indicates this country hasn't learned how to really
deal with unemployment rates without getting up inflation. I think
it indicates that this year we're going to concentrate almost exclu-
sively on economic pont.) to deal with those problems. There ve
been a hell of a lot of people for a long time who have not been
sharing whatever recovery the rest of the country enjoys.

really think that therein lies une of the obligations of this com-
mittee. We have got to focus on 11,,w we might deal with these
problems. Again, I think it's your job.

In terms of the trade deficit, I don't know what it means in
terms ,r overall jabs. All I do know, coming from a rural district as
Senato. Abdnur dues, is that cunsiderabl: stress falls in individual
sectors. I find it very difficult to believe that the stress is not sig-
nifi, anti} related to overall fiscal policy. Certainly there's a thread
that runs from that through the trade imbalance, through the in-
terest rates.

Senator PROXMIRF.. Can I just take a couple of minutes and I
apologize for taking so much time but I think this is a fascinating
area. 'Would you agree that were it not fur the strong increase in
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defense production over, say, the past year unemployment and
manufacturing and total unemployment would be significantly
higher today?

Let me give you some figures on that.
Ms. NORWOOD. Higher or lower?
Senator PROXMIRE. That unemployment-- -
Ms. NORWOOD. Oh, unemployment, I'm sorry.
Senator PROXMIRE. That unemployment would be higher.
Ms. NoRwoon. Defense expenditures have created a large

number of jobs, certainly.
Senator PROXMIRE. Well, and the figures are really 'very, very im-

pressive. For instance, the nondefense output in evipment has
dropped since July, gone down. Nut a great deal but it s gene down.
Defense has gone up and gone up very sharply 133.9that was the
index in July to 141.7. So isn't it correct that since July 1984, pro-
duction of defense and space equipment ruse substantially while
nondefense, business production, has actually declined? nat seems
to be the figures and economic indicators.

Ms. NORWOOD. I'm not familiar enough with those figures to in-
terpret- the declines. We have tried to track defense related civilian
employment and have had great difficulty because there is su much
contracting out of defense expenditures that it's rather hard to get
at each individual establishment.

However, you're quite right that there has been a lot of employ-
ment in manufacturing generated by defense orders.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, I was going to ask --the unemployment
rate in manufacturing is 7.0 percentwent up 0.4 percent in he
past month. Why was there such a sharp rise. Is that the defense,
is that an explanation of that, too?

Ms. NORWcPOD. It is partly, I think, because of the difficulties that
some indusLies are in. Employment in some industries is still
going dawn. If you looked at the whole primary metals group, for
example, they're not doing well. They're still declining.

Senator ritoximittE. Is it possible to estimate unemployment in
defense and nondefense industries?

Ms. NoRwooD. We have nut been able to come up with estimates
that we can stand behind, in large part, because of the difficulty.
We've looked at it in a different way. We try to look at employ-
ment, IA hi,h is somewhat easier, because we do have a survey of

ibusiness establishments. Buy. even there, we have found it very dif-
ficult to identify the amount of employment that is related to de-
fense, since so much of that b based upon a system of contracting,
so that a small part of production in one place or another may be
related to defense,

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, is it fair to say that unemployment in
nondefense manufactu-ing went up by more than 0.4 percent since

iDecember, in view of the fact the unemploy ment rate in manufactur
ing went up 0.1 percent and that includes defense? You can't say
that?

Ms. NORWOOD. No. It's possible. I just don't know.
Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative OBEY. One last question. You indicated that it

%leas very difficult to track what actually happens to the people who
were unemployed and wound up dropping off the eligibility lists.
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As you know, the Congress last year, my other hat, in the House
Appropriations Committee, we provided 85 million, I believe is the
number, for the purpose, really, at the urging of Congressman
Ford, of trying to establish just such a study. It would figure out
exactly what happens to people, after that happens.

Can you tell me what the status of that is?
MS NORWOOD. We did, last year, as the Congress directed, begin

some considerable pilot work using fiscal year 1984 funds for
work in eight track States. These States are currently developing the
program to identify and track persons affected by mass layoffs. The
Office of Management and Budget informed the Appropriations
Committees of a deferral of the allocation of that money to the
Bureau in this fiscal year, and I'm sure that will be all straight-
ened out in the next few weeks.

Representative OBEY. Me, too. (Laughter.]
Thank you very much. The committee stands adjourned.
[Whe.eupon, at 10.29 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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EMPLOYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

FRIDAY, MARCH 8, 1985

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
"'he committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.in., in room

2359, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. David R. Obey (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present- Representatives Obey, Hawkins, and Lungren; and Sen-
ator Proxmire.

Also present: Charles H. Bradford, assistant director; and Wil-
liam R Buechner and Christopher J. Frenze, professional staffmembers.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIY E OBEY, CHAIRMAN
Representative OBEY. We have with us this morning Janet Nor-

wood who will be giving us the latest employment numbers from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Before proceed I would like to make just a short statement.
Since May of last year the civilian unemployment rate has re-mained virtually unchanged, fluctuating from somewhere between7 1 and 7 5 percent, and the 7:3 percent announced today by theBLS fits right into that pattern. It shows that our economy is

making no new progress for the 8.4 million people who want workbut can't find it.
Last year, the gross national product rose about 6.9 percent, the

best performance in 30 years. Corporate profits were a record $287
billion Per capita disposal income rose 5.8 percent, the best since
1973 This is welcome news and we should be very happy about it.

But the fact is that. as the jobless figures continue to demon-
strate, there is considerable hardship still being felt by millions of
people who are being left behind. Part-time workers who want full-
time jobs but still can't find them, people who've given up looking
for jobs and aren't even counted among the officially unemployed;
displaced workers who depend on wives and teenagers to hold the
family budget together, and the long-term unemployed whose un-
employment benefits are expiring.

The hardship felt by all of these people is an economic and a
moral cloud over the recovery and the recovery alone is not dealing
with their problem.

There are two other issues of immediate concern which the Con-
gress wiil be dealing with in the coming months, the expiration of
the Federal Supplemental Compensation Program at the end of
this month, and the administration's plans to reduve the budget of
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the Bureau uf Labor Statistics, partkularly the rest.ission of fund
mg for the mass layoff report which I will %%tint to get into in a few
moments.

I hope we can address these and other issues this morning and
Ms. Norwood, I welcome you here.

Senator Lungren, did you want to say anything before we begin?
Representative LLNUREN. Yes, I'll accept the nomination.
Representative OBEY. Pm sorry; that's right.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIS E UNGREN
Representative LUNGREN. Yes, I'd like to join the chairman in

welcunung you, Commissioner Norwood, this morning. We, obvious-
ly, may look at things a little differently up here un the panel. The
glass is either half full ur half empty, I guess, depending upon your
perspektive and although there is the t.ontinuation of unemploy-
ment at levels that we would all like tu get down, there is some
good news that you bring to us.

One uf the must interesting things that I find is that the labor
fume participation rate, at G4.8 percent as I understand it, is an all-
tune high. In February, the employment pt.pulation rt..io elimtied
to its record level of 60.1 percent first set in 19'9. So both the labor
force partkipatiun and employment population ratio fur adult
women are now at new highs.

I don't mean by saying this that everything is rosy, but I think
that those type uf figures are something that we ought to look at
because that s Sum et h ng we've never had before. It also indicates
there are surne new challenges uut fur all of us, Democrat, Republi-
can, Liberal, Conservative, alike. And my hope is that with the
Index uf Leading Indicators projecting continued econumiL growth
in the months ahead that we t.an expect further employment gains.

Again, I would like tu thank you for appearing before us here
and I look forward to hearing your testimony.

Representative OBE.N. Let me just say that I will apologize to
Representative Fiedler fur alling Representative Lungren, Sena
tor.

Representative LuNtsitE.N. That all right. Senator Cranston ap-
preciates your remarks, too.

Representative OBEY. Senator Proxmire.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PROXNIIRE

Senator PRoxmitu. I'd just like tu make a very brief announce-
ment. Unfortunately, I'm going tu have to leave because we have a
resolution coming before the Defense Subcommittee uf the Senate
Appropriations Committee and I have to be there for it.

Before I du I did want toyou know, Brother Lungren always
brings uut the little lingering claim uf Democrat in him. There's
not much left but there's some. [Laughter.]

Every time I hear him I've gut tu come forward and point out,
among other things, tliat the diffusion index is at 17 percent, the
first time in 5 months.

What that suggests tu me is that there are a number of indus-
tries that are in trouble in this country. Our service sector is doing
all right but our manufacturing beaur is having a lut of trouble
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competing with foreign importers and having trouble exporting.And that, it seems to me, is reflected here.
Furthermore, the workweek dropped sharply. Now, I'm sureweather had something to do with that but it went from 40.6 to40 0 hours per week and that ^erteinly is a significant and clear

indicator. That certainly bothr me.
And I notice the Wall Stre turnal reports this morning that

retailers generally reported snail gains for February as merchantsstruggled to reduce big inventories left over from last year's slug-
gish holiday selling season.

So, the whole outlook seems to me to be not good and we still
have, as the chairman has pointed ot.t, a serious problem of unem-ployment X r) million Americans out of work, the rate remainingabove 7 percent Not long ago that was what would be happening
at the depth of a recession and now we're supposed to be in arecovery.

So, I think there's a lot to be concerned about here, although,
you do have a flicker of good news, hint of suggestion, whisper.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative OBEY. Congressman Hawkins, we don't want toleave you out.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE HAWKINS
Representative HAWKINS. No, I guess Ithe bipartisan spirit in

me is flickorine. I guess. I'd rather listen to Ms. Norwood and only
suggest that instead of waiting for these figures to come out everymonth we should be doing something about changing them and notmerely being observers. We're the policyrnakers and it just seemsto me that whether the unemployment rate is going up or down,that depends on what we do and we shouldn't be spectators in theprocess, but we should go about our business of legislating.

Thank you.
Representative OBEY. Ms. Norwood, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET I,. NORWOOD, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, AC-
COMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER. OFFICE OF PRICES AN!) LIVING CONDITIONS: JOHN E.
BREGGER. DIVISION CHIEF, EMP1,01 MENT AN!) UNEMPLOY-
MENT ANALYSIS: AND JEROME A. MARK. ASSOCIATE COMMIS-
SIONER. OFFICE OF PRODUCTIVITY AND TECHNOLOGY
Ms. Nottwoon. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have with me on my right, Kenneth Dalton, who is in charge of

our price program and on my left, Jack Bregger, who is our special-ist in analysis of employment and unemployment from the house-hold survey as well as the establishment survey.
We're very pleased to be here this morning to try to offer a few

comments to supplement our press release.
Employment rose moderately in February while unemployment

was little changed from the January level. The overall jobless ratewas 7 2 percent in February and the civilian worker rate was 7.3percent The number of unemployed persons was 6.4 million after
seasonal adjustment.
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Both the level and the rate of unemployment have changed little
since last May following steady declines throughout 1983 and the
first half of 1984.

Payroll employment in nonfarm business establishments rose by
12U,UUU in February, fonowing a mut.h more substantial increase in
January. Large over-the-month pins in the service-producing
sector were partly offset by declines in the goods-producing sector,
particularly in manufacturing.

The BLS diffusion Index, which is heavily weighted toward man
ufacturing industries, shows that employment increased in less
than one-half of the 185 industries included in that index. This was
the lowest index level in 5 months and substantially below the
levels which have prevailed throughout most of the recovery
period.

Strong over-the-month increases occurred in services, retail trade
and finance, insurance, and real estate. These industries which,
except for retail trade continued to grow during the 1981-S2 reces-
sion, have shown solid growth rates during the List 27 months of
economic expansion. Business services within the service industry,
for example, la 3 grown by close to 30 percent during the recovery
Indeed, one in every eight jobs gained during the recovery period
has been in business services. Much of this growth has been in per-
sonnel supply and data processing services to other business estab-
lishments.

In contrast to the continued expansion in the Fery ice-producing
sector, each of the industries in the goods-producing sector declined
in February. The largest decline occurred in manufacturing where
75,uuu jobs were lost. Within manufacturing, automobile employ-
ment fell by 25,000. Employment levels in this industry had in-
creased steadily since last summer. Almost 250,000 jobs have been
added in the auto industry during the 27 months of recovery and
nearly Juu,U0J people are now employed there. With the chief ex-
ceptions of autos and electrical equipment, however, factory em-
ployment has shown little growth since last summer.

Construction employment declined by 50,000 in February As you
know, there ye been continuing pmitive economic signs for this in-
dustry, including Increases in housing ;tarts, Lew construction per-
mits, and favorable mortgage interest rates. I believe that this de-
cline results from unusually severe winter weather in February
which we understand actually shut down some construction
projects. Since the February weather-related decline comes on the
heels of milder-than-usual weather in the prior 2 months, it would
be quite premature to draw definitive conclusions ft..i the Febru-
ary change in construction.

Civilian employment, as measured by the household survey, rose
by about 300MA in February. Nearly all of the over-the-month
gain was among women, teenagers, as well as adults. The number
of working women has expanded by 1.7 million over the past year
Strong advances have taken place in the service producing sector
of the economy and more than 8 out of every 10 working women
are employed there.

The percentage of adult women who are employed, that is the
employment-population ratio, reached 50.8 percent in February
This ratio has shown a longterm increase and except for brief dips
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during cyclical periods, continues to reach new record highs. The
February increase helped to push the overall civilian employment
population ratio to G0.1 percent, equaling the prev ious all-time high
last reached in December 1979.

The average workweek of production or nonsupervisory workers
and private nonagricultural pay rolls, which had been sustained at
very high levels throughout most of the recovery period, declined
two-tenths of an hour to 35 hours in February. Factory hours were
down six-tenths of an hourto 40 hours. Both measures were af-
fected by the extremely bad weather that was concentrate.1 in the
heavy manufactuiAng areas of the Midwest, causing many plants to
cancel shifts.

Despite the continuing expansion in employ m,:nt, the Nation's
jobless rate has held about steady over the past few months. Em-
ployment growth since last fall has been just sufficient to provide
jobs to accommodate the fairly large increase in the numl-or of per-
sons coming into the labor force.

There was little change in jobless rates for most labor force
groups in February. However, the rate for blacks, whose labor
market problems continue-to be more severe than those if white
workers, rose to 16.3 percent, the rate had fluctuated near I: i-zr-
cent since last summer. Nearly all of the increase in black jobless-
ness took place among adult men and women. Because the figures
for blacks are subject to greater month-to-month variability than
those for whites, it is difficult to judge whether the February fig-
ures mean a further widening of the already large gap in black
white jobless rates. The employ meth-population ratio for blacks, at
u-2.7 percent. in February, was substantially less than that for
whites-61.1 percent.

Another group of workers ...ho continue to have difficulty in the
labor market are those who have been unemployed for 15 weeks or
more. Their number rose by 175,000 in February, to 2.4 million.
They now comprise about 30 percent of the unemployed. That's
down from a cyclical high of about 40 percent. In February, about
1.3 million of this group were jobless for G months or longer. In
contrast to the long-duration unemployed, the number of workers
employed part time for economic reasons declined significantly in
February by nearly 300,000. There were still 5.3 million persons in
this group.

In summary, the data for February show some contrasting move-
ments in particular rectors of the economy and among particular
labor force groups. Job gains continued in the service producing
sector of the economy but factory employment declined over the
month. The unemployment rate held about steady.

We'd be glad to try to answer any questions you may have, Mr.
Chairman.

[The table attached to Ms. Norwood's statement, together with
the press release referred to, follows:]
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UNEMPLOYMENT RAILS Of ALL CIVILIAN WORKERS BY ALTERNATIVE SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT

METHODS

Month and re

1984
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March 81 18 it
April 16 18 1.8

Mail 12 15 15
June 14 12 12
Jury 15 15 /5
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January 80 74 73
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hmploymeut rose *Lightly in February. while unemployment was little

changed. the Bureau of Labor statistics of the C.S. Department of Labor
reported ,oday. The o%erall unemplovmen. rate was '.2 percent. and the
rate for worker* WA* 7.1 percent. Both rates have fluctuated
within a relati.ely narrow range since last MAY, after falling sharply in

the preceding Year and A half.

Civilian employment - -as measured by the monthly survey of
householdstotaled Oh7 million In February. up nearly 300.000 over the
month. The cumber of nonagricultural payroll jobsas measured by the

tenthly sur.ry of establishments -- advanced by 110.000. /both measures of
employment NU.. risen by a little more than .00.000 since last December and
by about 7-1/2 million since the recovers began in late 19(11.

Fnemploynenf rlionsehold ,;urvev Pits)

Both the level of unemployment and the rate for all civilian workers
were little changed in February at A.4 million And 7.1 percent.

respectl,ely, after allowing for seasonality. gone of the major age-sex
groups showed any signill,ant ,hanges, but there were divergent movements
between blx,k and white worker*. The unemployment rate for blacks rose by
1.4 percentage prints to ih.3 persent, largely as a result of increased
toblessrest among adult men. The rate for whites eased dour', from 6.4 to

h1 percent. Oee tables A-2 and A-1.1

The a.erage duration of Anemmloyment rose slightly In February. as the

number unemployed for 15 to P, weeks increased by 175.000 and the number
out of %in:* less thin 5 14,10. NUed 4oWn. The number of persons jobless
t.r h nnths -r borer re -lined at 1.3 million. The median duration of
4nerplornent was 7.2 weekst, in) the average duration was 15.9 weeks. (re
table

The 1.4..s..r 4 persons working pert time f.r economic reasons -- sometimes

referred t 74 the ;rattails nr-piored--fell be 295.000 in February to S.
,111100. Almost ill of this de.1ne resulted 1r.= a drop in the number of

Pronto r.-C)rtihg shirt h,urn fur to ,lack work. there was little change in
nunktr *A, vrrr WV0,1r to oh'aIn full-tine loss. (see table A-4.)

1,111 in Ird err t th,e ),r,e 01)useI)Id Vats)

.1,111.0 r' , r. (seasonally allustell In
F.rs r.. -tin, yr, In t.lt 2.7 mllltnn o.rr the past
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year. Virtually all of the over-the-month increase took place among women
16 years of age and over. The civilian employment-population ratio, at
60.1 percent in February, equaled the all-time high for this series, last
reached in 1979. (See table A-2.)

The civilian labor force, at 115.1 million, was little changed in
February, and the labor force participation rate remained at 64.8 percent.

Tablet A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted

Category

Quarterly
averages

Monthly data

Jan. -

Feb.
change

1984 1984 I 1985

/II I IV 1 Dec. 1 Jan. 1 Feb.
HOUSEHOLD DATA

Thousands of persons
Labor force 1/ 115,464 115,8851116,162 116,5721116,787 215
Total employment 1/ 107,016 107,6521107,971 108,0881108,388 300

Civilian labor force 113,754 114,1851114,464 114,8751115,084 209
Civilian employment 105,306 105,9511106,273 106,3911106,685 294
Unemployment 8,447 8,2331 8,191 8,4841 8,399 -85

Not in labor force 62,841 62,9481 62,8 2 62,5091 62,432 -77
Discouraged workers 1,211 1,3031 N.A. N.A.1 N.A. N.A.

1 I

Percent of labor force
Unemployment rates:
All workers 1/ 7.3 7.1 7.1 7.3 7.2 -0.1
All civilian workers 7.4 7.2 7.2 7.4 7.3 -0.1
Adult men 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.3 6.3 0
Adult women 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.8 6.7 -0.1
Teenagers 18.6 18.4 18.8 18.9 18.4 -0.5
White 6.4 6.2 6.2 6.4 6.2 -0.2
Black 15.8 15.1 15.0 14.9 16.3 1.4
Hispanic origin 10.6 10.5 10.4 10.6 9.7 -0.9

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Thousands of fobs
Nonfarm payroll employment 94,5601 95,4451 95,681195,993p196,112p1 119p
Coons- producing 25,056! 25,1541 25,258125,332p125,196p1 -136p
Service-producing 69,5041 70,2911 70,423170,661p170,916p1 255p

I L.- I 1 1

Hours of work
Average weekly hours:

I I I I I

Total private nonfarm 35.31 35.21 35.31 35.2p1 35.0p1 -0.2p
Manufacturing 40.51 40.51 40.71 40.60 40.0p1 -0.6p
Manufacturing overtime.- 3.31 3.41 3.41 3.3p1 3.3p1 Op

!
i i 1

!

1/ Includes the resident Armed Forces. N.A. -not available.
ppreliminary.
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The participation rate tor adult women, which had risen sharply in January,

edged up to 54.5 percent. Over the year, the labor force grew by 2.2
million, with adult women accounting for :h percent of the increase.

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonagricultural payrull employment rose by 126,00U in February to

9b.i million, after seasonal adjustment. This increase reflected a

continuation of strength within the service-pruduting sector that was

partially offset by declines in the goods - producing industries. The

service sector has accounted for fuur-fifths of the 3.2 million

over-the-year increase in employment. February increases occurred in
slightly fewer than half of the industries in the BLS index of diffusion,

which is heavily weighted toward the guuds industries. (See tables B-I and

B-6.)

The largest over - the - month increases took elate in services and retail

trade--abuut 100,ovu each. Finance, insurance, and real estate also posted
a sizable empluyment increase, and there was o modest gain in wholesale

trade. Altogether, employment rose by 15,00t1 in the service-producing

sector.

In contrast, employment declined in all th.ee of the goods-producing

industries. Manufacturing juin fell by 15,o0t. Although declines were

fairly pervasive, the bulk of this drop occurred in darable goods, most

notably in the automobile industry, which decreased by 25,000. Auto

employment levels had remained purtituialy strung in recent months.

Elsewhere in durable goods, large declines utturred In the lumber and wood
products, machinery, and fabricated metals industries. Within nondurable

goods, the largest ever-the-month losses were is the textile mill products

and apparel industries.

Construction employment declined by 5u,enu in February, after seasonal

adjustment, in part the result of tae extremely pour weather conetions.
Milder-than-usual tunditiuns in December and January had allowed wintertime

construction activity to remain unusually high. The Fubruary decline in
mining sustained a 5-month downtrend, much of the reduttlun otturred in oil

and gas extraction.

t:eekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

Average weekly hours fur produktion or nunsupervisory workers an

private nonagricultural payrolls, at d).0 hours in February, seasonally

adjusted, were down 0.2 hour over the month. (See table B-2.)

The manufacturing wurkweek detreased by 0.6 hour to 40.0 hours in

February, while factory overtime, at 3.3 hours, was unchanged. Declines in

the factory workweek were wideseread, stemming from the unusually harsh

weather that plagued the central portion of the Lnited States during the

survey reference week. The largest decrease took plate in the automobile

industry--2.3 hours.
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Due to the drop in hours, the index of aggregate weekly hours of
production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonagricultural
payrolls--which reflects developments in both hours and employment
levels--dropped U.3 percent to 114.4 (1977.100) in February. Indices
declined sharply in construction and manufacturing. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings rose 0.5 percent in February, and weekly
earnings were about unchanged, after seasonal adjustment. Prior to
seasonal adjustment, average hourly earnings increased 1 cent to $8.51, and
average weekly earnings were down $1.35 to $295.30. Over the past year,
hourly earnings were up 27 cents, and utt'kly earnings rose $6.90. (See
table B-3.)

The Hourly Earnings Index (Establishment Survey Data)

The Hourly Earnings Index (HEI) was 163.7 (1977.100) in February,
seasonally adjusted, an increase of 0.6 percent from January. For the 12
months ended in February, the increase (before seasonal adjustment) was 3.3
percent. The HEI excludes the effects of two types of changes unrelated to
underlying wage rate movementsfluctuations in overtime in manufacturing
and interindustry em,loyment shifts. In dollars of constant purchasing
power, the HEI decreased 0.5 percent during the 12-month period ended in
January. (See table B-4.)
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Representative OBEY. Thank you, Ms. Norwood.
Ms. Norwm,d, before I get into these numbers this morning, I'd

like to bring up another subject, and that is the issue of your own
budget. Frankly, I see a number of things in it that disturb me
quite a bit.

My understanding is that the budget for your shop contains the
following. A cutback in funding fur the Monthly Labor Review, a
reduction in the household survey, a rescission of the mass layoff
report just mandated by the Congress and my other committee, the
Appropriations Committee, a cut in funds available for improving
the data of the services component of the economy, which is the
one pro% iding the largest increase in employ ment these days, and
most seriously, a transfer of 17 positions in the area of personnel
management from you to direct control of the Assistant Secretary
for Management, which is a political appointee.

I would like to ask you a series of questions and I understand
that you have to defend the administration's position, but I am
asking for your best professional judgment un a number of these
issues.

Let me ask you first. Were any of those changes proposed by
your Bureau, or suggested to the Department or the White House
by your Bureau in the preparation of the 1986 budget?

Ms. NORWOOD. Mr. Chairman, as you're well aware, the budget
goes through a sv hole series of iterations. I do W ant. you to know
that the final decisions about particular programsthat is, wheth-
er to take cuts in one program or another -were determined by
me.

Representative OBESE. Did you initially ask for those changes?
Ms. NORW OOD. Well, I don't think many managers spend time

trying to find things to reduce, but we all are quite aware of the
fact that we have a deficit and that we've got to try to find ways to
cut back.

Representative OBESE. I understand the rules, but the answer is
that you did not initially request any of those changes?

Ms. NORWOOD. I'd rather pass on that.
Representative OBEY. Did you initially request transfer of the 17

positions to the Labor Department from your shop?
Ms. Nottwoou. No, sir, I did nut. That's a somewhat different

issue and I would like to state my position on it.
The fiscal 1986 budget of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in the

development
, efficiencies

a governmentwide initiative, provides for in-
reased effiLlen es n administration of programs for a reduction,

in our Cabe., of six positions and S2-1O,000 in the personnel function,
and the transfer of the rernainim, positions to the Department of
Labor.

I support the reduction of the six positions and $240,000. I have
grave ,um.erns, however, about the wisdom of the transfer of per-
sonnel authority for a statistical agency to the Department. We, in
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, have a lung history. If you go back
10, 1.1 years, this very committee held hearings that were related
to personnel shifts.

1 have expressed those concerns to Under Secretary Ford and I
expressed them to the Senate Appropriations Committee at the
hearing that we had.
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This is not an issue of personalities. I want to underscore the fact
that no one has been more supportive of the integrity of the
Bureau than Secretary Donovan and Under Secretary Ford.

In this 101st year of the Bureau I im very concerned about
where the Bureau will be 100 years from now, and I think we need
to look at this in terms of the principle of how statistical agencies
are handled.

Representative OBEY. I agree with that.
Let me ask in terms of your budget reductions first before I turn

to that point.
Can you tell us that these reductions will provide in any way for

an improvement in the quality of the statistics that you provide
the Congress or the business community or others who study the
economy from month to month?

Ms. NoRwooD. Well, Congressman, I think it is important to rec-
ognize that the BLS budget does continue to provide for some very
important improvement,.

We will be continuing to complete the redesign of the current
population survey.

We will be continuing the modernization of our business estab-
lishment program, and we will be continuing the very important
CPR revision program.

So there are instances and very important areas where we will
be building up.

In the case of statistics on the services sector which you men-
tioned, there is, you are quite ri6ht, a cut, but there still remain
some '20 positions and about $1 million, which we intend to use par-
ticularly to look at some of the sere ice sector issues in the wage
area, where I think there is a great deal that we don't know very
much about, and we would like very much to expand our employ-
ment cost index, and there ore funds to do that in the budget. We
also will be doing some work in prices and some work in
productivity.

Representative OBEY. What is your estimate of the total amount
of savings that would be achieved by these reductions?

Ms. NoRwooD. There is about $750,000 removed from services.
There is a cut for the dissemination of information of the Bureau
in our information services in the field as well as in our printing
budget. Our printing budget including the Monthly Labor Review
has been cut severely, and that amounts to $400,000 perhaps or
$500,000.

And we have had perhaps about $12 million of cuts and then
som2 increases. It is a strange kind of budget. You have to look at
both sides of it.

Representative OBEY. I agree.
Let me just point out that if you are cutting back funding for the

Monthly Labor Review, if you are cutting into the household
surrey operations, if you are reducing the funds available for im-
pro% ing the data in the ben ice-rulated economy, my understanding
is that those total reductions come to somewhat less than $5
million.

Ms. NoRwooD. That is a lot of money for us.
Representative OBEY. I understand, and my concern is that the

numbers that your shop produces are used to distribute a whole lot
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more money around the country un the basis, we hope, of accurate
estimates of situations around the country, just for the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act, $1.9 billion, for instance.

Su IWou Id hope that we would see fit not to weaken in any way
the accuracy of numbers used to distribute an amount of money
that large.

Let me just Sal.y un the other subject that you raised, I regard the
effort to transfer those 17 positions to the Labor Department as
being at least potentially a serious threat to the longstanding tradi-
tion of your agency to maintain absolute objective independence
and to be able to continue to call the numbers exactly as you see
them rather than how politicians un either side of the political
aisle might like to see them or shape them from time to time.

I just want to 5i.13 for the record that I think it would be a severe
impact un the public interest if we were to support that transfer.

If you take a look at the kind of job that has been done in your
Bureau 1, ersus the kind of job that has been dune in the Labor De-
partment lately, I would suggest that there is quite a difference.

At this point, we do not have a confirmed Secretary who is on
the job. We had for nearly G months a chief of staff who would not
show up for work, and when I requested a report from the Depart-
ment as to whether ur not he was un leave, they refused to respond
and the inspector general refused to provide me with a copy of the
report that they prepared on that situation.

We have had a state of total chaos in the Labor Department, and
now we are asked in the budget to move some of your people into
one of the must chLutic dei.artments in the Federal Government at
this point. Frankly, I think It would be outrageous and a signifi-
cant threat to the independence of your information, long term,
were we to provide that.

I just want to make it clear, in my other capacity as a member of
the Labor HEW Appropriations Subcommittee, that I don't intend
in any 11 d) to support that transfer. I think it would be outrageous
if it were to occur.

Let me turn it over now to other members. Congressman Lun
gren.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know, Commissioner Norwood, that we all are looking month to

month at these statistics to try to discern what they mean. I know
number of us have been concerned that with the rapid progress

we made in terms of the unemployment rate that we have been un
a plateau for some period of time. I would like to at least try and
look into that a little bit.

As I understand it, the labor force growth in 1984 increased less
than 2 percent, and i December and January, combined this year,
the labor force ruse by 600,000. It appears to me that this is a fairly
large increase. Is there any particular reason we can divine out of
the tigures for that?

Ms. NORW 00n. I think what we are seeing is a pickup in labor
force growth. I think we had a slowdown, of course, during the re-
cession period. Labor force growth is picking up.

Women are again coming into the labor market. Particularly
younger women, coming into the labor market in large num-
bers. Their labor force participation rates are above 70 percent.
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That is extraordinarily high. I think it is going to continue, too,
they are going to continue to be there and to increase in number.

We have had, of course, fewer young people, fewer teenagers be-
cause of lower birth rates. So there are fewer people growing up.

But during the course of the recovery, we have had really close
to 1 percent labor force growth. That is pretty good, quite a lot.

Representative Lt:NutiEN. Should we expect that what we have
seen in the last couple of months will continue? Isn't this a little
faster than the rate that we had for all uf last. year, on an average?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, I think, as you know, Congressman Lun-
grea, labor force growth tends to occur in spurts. We get a couple
of months of high growth, and ',hen we get a couple of months of
flatness.

But I think that it is quite clear, to me at least, that we are
going to have continuing increases in the labor force, particularly
among women and minorities, which is going to make it more diffi-
cult to bring down the unemployment rate.

Representative LI:NGREN. As I reviewed the data, it appeared
that the labor force participation rate fur adult men at least had
been trending downward since the mid-1960's, at least until most
recently

How would you interpret current trends?
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, they seem to be coming along at about 78.2

or 793 percent and they have been holding pretty steady at that
rate for some time. Yuu are right, that is somewhat different from
the lung-term trend that has been kind uf coming downward. That
may pick up again as people retire somewhat earlier. But right
now I think we are having a lot of people coming back into the
'abut force who had left the labor force during the period of reces-
sion.

Representative LI, INGREN. So I guess what you are telling me is
that both fur men and women we are seeing higher participation
rates which, in terms of numbers of unemployment and employ-
ment, give us new challenges. I mean, those are slightly different
trends, to b..* the least, from what they were in the last decade, are
they not?

Ms. NOMNOOD. Well, they are different. trends, certainly, from
the early 1990's, w hen we had people react to the recession by leav-
ing the labor force. They aren t going to go out looking for jobs if
they don't think there are any jobs around.

In the 1970's we had people coming into the labor force in very
large numbers. We are not yet at that sizable an increase, but I
think during the 27 months of the recovery there has been a decid-
ed change, and you are quite right that that means that we have to
create even more jobs in order to reduce the unemployment rate
because there are inure and more people who are coming into the
labor force looking for work.

Representative LLNUREN. If we can go to one of the points that
you made a5uut the distinction between the service sector of the
economy and the manufacturing sector. You indicated that we saw
a luss cfjubs in the manufacturing sector, of which I think you said
25,000 were in the auto industry- -

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
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Representat.ve Lustdems icuntinuing}. And at the same time you
incli,.ated the increase that we had in employment, in the auto in
dustry over the period of recovery.

h there some reason for this that comes to mind? Was this spe
cifically in those areas of the auto industry that were affected by
weather, ur is there anything that we really can tell at this point
from 1 month s statistics for that drop in the automobile industry?

Ms. Nientwuuu. Auto 6ale, are still quite high. The automobil. in-
dustry toward the end of the year, the List months of 15S-1, deliber-
ately for business reasons built up its inventory, and I think we
shouldn't place tuu much emphasis, therefore, un this 1 month. The
auto industry has, as I said, regained a considerable amountin
fact, it is way above the level that it was at during the trough of
the recession.

I am much niure concerned about some of the other manufactur-
ing industries which I think are; being very much affected by the
restructuring that is occurring, for example, steel, textiles, and
leather. 'Many of them are industries where they have fewer em-
ployees than they did at the trough of the recession.

Su there is a very real change going un within the manufactur-
ing sector.

Representative LLNLAthh. Now, we have. seen that the service
producing sector is grow ing faster, obviously, than the manufactur
mg sector, and some critics ur some observers point to fast food
type jobs as being the typical service bectur employment that we
are talking about.

In 1981, can you tell us, %,as the fastest rate of job growth in the
service sector in the so-called menial jobs, as someone described
them, ur in managerial or professional specialty occupations?

Ms.Nuiewuun. Over the past year, the fastest rate of growth has
ibeen in sere ices, vv inch includes hotels and auto repair as well as

the very sophisticated business services. Growth has also been
rapid in retail trade. which includes gener,A1 merchandise stores
and eating and drinking establishments.

There is
jobs

lot of discussion about whethcr we in the United
iStates arc in fact losing good obs and replacing them with poor

jobs.
I don't think that there is any definitive evidence on that yet.
In fact, that is one of the reasons that we are planning to move

as rapicl,y as we can to expand our employment LUSt index to pro-
cede murc inturniation un compensation in the service producing
secwr by uccupai ion because I think it Is that kind of data that is
really needed in order to answer this question.

I would point ou, that when you look at the restructuring of the
manufacturing sectu.-, we ought to recognize that, while it is true
that we are losing many of the high paying jobs in, say, the steel
industry, we are also losing many of the low paying jobs in, say.
leather and shoes.

So I don't think we should jump to the conclusion that all of the
jobs are going to be low paying jobs.

Representative LLNultEN. I guess what prompted my question
was in the Monthly Labor Review for February there was an arti-
cle discussing total employment. The highest percent positive
change was in the. managerial professional specialty area, u.1 per
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cent_ There was a note after the graph which said that the admin-
istrative support subsectur, which includes clerical workers, grew
by about 2 percent over the year. I was just trying W see whether
there is anything we can draw out of that. That would seem to run
counter to the initial thought that many have that the service side
is predominantly fast food and only that.

Ms. NORWOOD. You are quite right that it is not just that and
only that. I am familiar with that article but you know, I would
point out that, for example, in the managerial and professional spe-
cialty vv,: have physicians and we have nurses, and that they are
very different kinds of jobs with very different kinds of pay. So one
really needs to get very deeply into disaggregated data.

My view is that we don't yet have the kind of information that is
needed in order to evaluate that. I have looked at the work that
has been dune. Some work has been dune by people in Boston and
elsewhere. I am not at all sure that that is definitive enough.

And I am not convinced that this is really a serious problem for
us because it is clear that there is a shift going on in occupational
employment. We are losing blue cellar jobs, and vve are gaining
white collar jobs, and many of the white collar jobsmany of
them, not all of them -but many of those white collar jobs are jobs
which require a good deal of skill and background and have rela-
tively high rates of pay.

In addition, I would expect that we would be seeing in the
coming year or b u greater increases in remuneration in the service-
producing sector than in the goods-producing sector Just because of
the employment conditions there, supply and. demand.

Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative OBEY. Congressman Hawkins.
Representative HAWKINS. Ms. Norwood, I've always been con-

cerned that we seem to know so little about many things and seem
to concentrate on what we do know about a few things.

The situation is that each month we discuss these changes, many
of which are practically '.;nly a small fraction, one-tenth of a per-
centage point. We seem to be rather precise about it and yet the
variables that we're dealing with are very imprecise and we know
so little about them. And I v iew with some concern this loss of per-
sonnel in the agency because it may mean that we N Ill be a little
more ignorant in the future than what we are now.

Ms. NORWOOD. I hope not.
Representative HAwkiNs. Well, maybe you will not be butI am

afraid the public may find itself in a very embarrassing situation of
not knowing very much about it, which leads me into what I really
wanted to explore with you, and that is more precise reporting of
what goes on in the labor market.

For example, we have no definition, it seems, of a job. A job is a
job if it's 1 hour or 1 week or if it's full time. Whether it's at. the
minimum or below the minimum wage or whether it is in a very
high bracket. And yet it's classified as a job which really doesn t
give us very much to go on in terms of formulating policy or deter-
mining programs at all.

And we invariably look at the monthly unemployment rate
which you bring to us. And yet thdt unemployment rate, somehow,
does not give the severity, the extent, the duration, of unemploy-
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ment. So we don't know how many people are out there suffering.
We seem to ignore it and if it goes up a fraction everybody rushes
to say, well, we don't need job programs, we don't need to do any-
thing. The economy is producing these jobs. And if it gocs down for
political reasons we tend to ignore it and say, oh, it's only a tempo-
rary situatictr..

And, yet, we are now stuck un a plateau in the 7-percent range.
With the exception, maybe, of Canada and the United Kingdom, no
other industrialized nation would tolerate that. And I think it's be-
cause we seem to think that 5.5 million people are unemployed, we
give the impression that must of them a.-e frictionally unemployed
people who are just _moving from one job to the other, or new
peoplekids coming .nto the labor market who really don't need
the job, and so forth. And for that reason we should cut back on
student assistance becau.ie we think everything is going along mer-
rily and we go along with it.

it seems to me if we had some method of doing itand with your
reduced budget I don't know Whether or not I'm even being practi-
cal--rather than merely disLussing the official rate each month,
that we could in some way, discuss Lhe actual number of unem-
ployed people.

For example, you mask in a narrative manner, the number of in-
dividuals employed part time. Well, we don't know how many of
those people are employed part time for economic reasons, how
much they really are unemployed. We count them as employed and
we don't know how much unemployment is masked by simply ag-
gregating that number. We talk about the discouraged and yet we
don twe count them but we don't include them anyplace. We
kilow they have dropped out of the labor' market.

Every year we know that almost 1 million young people drop out
of school, age 13. We used to count them, now we ignore them. We
know they've dropped out of school. We count them as if they re
still iii school, where, if they're out there, they're either looking for
jobs ur they're raising hell. And some of them are becoming crimi-
nals. And yet we dun t even statistically give anymake any notice
of these factors.

There are a lot of factors, it seems to me, that we should be con-
cerned about but because we religiously look at the official unem-
ployment, we take it as something more than just a trend, and we
don't include the other factors.

I'm not trying to blame you, obviously. What Fin saying is that,
dc you believe that it would be possible to develop an index that
might reflect these other factors to give some weight to the quality
of a job, at least those that we count, to include them in a rate?

Now, Whether it is in addition to tha official rate, I'm not very
math LonLerned about that. I don't think through my suggestion
we're going to get rid of this fiction bt.t, nevt.rtheless, for some of
us who are dealing with problems from day to day and actually leg-
islating tri the basis of statistics that come from your office, it
seems tv me that we are uninformed and we cannot, as a result of
that, Larry on a constructive dialogue With other Members of Con-
gress who don't, let's say, sit in un these hearings each month and
don't sit in on some of the appropriate committee hearings, where
these things are being discussed.
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Ms NORWOOD. Congressman Hawkins, I think there are several
things that we are doing that answer some of the questions, but
not all.

You talk about the quality of a job. That's an extraodinarily dif-
ficult thing to get at but we do have, in our wage data, a good bit of
information about the conditions of work.

In terms of the employment status, we have 8.4 million people
that were reported as unemployed in the month of February.

In my statement, I talked about the 5.3 million who told us that
they were working, but that they were working part time for eco-
nomic reasons.

Representative HAWKINS. Have you any idea of the duration of
the workin other words, were they merely picked up because
they worked, let's say, a few hours or were they, let's say, working
more than half the average workweek or less? Do you have any
possiblity of breaking it down?

Mr BREGGER Their hours of that category tend to average about
half of a full-time workweek. In other words, around 22 or 23
hours.

Ms. NORWOOD. On average.
Representative HAvviuNs. Would it be fair to say, then, that they

might be counted as half unemployed ur half t.mpluded, whichever
way you want to do it? Or you could do it hoth ways?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, one could do that and, in fact--
Representative HAWKINS. Which is, in fact, the reality of the sit-

uation. If they're half employed, they're half unemployed.
Ms. NORWOOD. Well, in fact, I call your attention to table A-5 of

the press release, w h ch has seven different unemployment rates,
starting with only those who are unemployed 15 weeks or more,
that rate is, of course, quite low, in the 2-percent range, going up to
what we call U-G and U-7, which include some of these groups.
And that, of course, brings the rate up almost to or into the double-
digit range.

But we do have an unemployment rate which includesin addi-
tion the people who are in the official ratehalf of these people
who are employed past time for econurnit. reasons, and includes
also the 1.3 million people who reported that they were not looking
for work because they were too discouraged to look.

Representative HAWKINS. How many people dv you think know
that that table exists?

Ms. NORWOOD. Well, we talk about it from time to time.
Representative HAWKINS. Yes, but could it parallel the official

unemployment rate since its just as important as the official un-
employment rate to includt this rate as well as the other. Is it pos-
sible each month, as you noy, do to civilian plus the military, in-
clude two rates. Is it possible to include a rate which actually puts
this out in bold release so that it when it goes out with the other
rate?

Ms. NORWOOD. Congressman Hawkins, we are nut responsible for
the way in which people write up the data or for that raLe which
shakes the headlines.

We try- ery carefullyto explain to all users of the data that
you really _eed to disaggregate data, you need to look Lelow the
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overall numbersas you're pointing outto find out what's really
going on.

There are b.-1 million people who are unemployed. Not all of this
b.4 million people represent a serious national problem. Clearly,
the people who re been unemployed for 6 months or more are in
terrible trouble. That's about 1.3 million.

Certainly the 5 million plus people who want to work full time
and can't find a full-time job, are in some difficulty. Our minority
population which has extraordinarily high unemployment sates
and very low employment population ratios, are in difficulty. Each
of those groups is in difficulty, I believe, for different kinds of
reasons.

And it is these individual groups that we try to point out to
people in the executive branch and to those in the Congress who
are interested and to reporters, when we discuss these issues with
them. These are the kinds of groups that need to be looked at be-
cause you need to disaggregate to look at the particular problems
that people have.

Many people in this country suffer a Spell of unemployment that
may be rather short lived. That may be certainly a matter of great
difficulty for them but, nevertheless, does not mean that they are
in the kind of terrible trouble that someone who's been unem-
ployed for 6 months or a year is in.

Representative HAwKINs. Well, I disagree with you un only one
thing, and that is that 8.5 millionand that is the lowest number
that could be used, it should be 12 or 15, certainlythat number is
a disgrace in a nation such as ours, and I would say that they are
suffering and if even a million people are suffering out there in a
nation such as ours, to me, that's a tragedy. And I think we cannot
ignore them.

Those of us, you know, who are doing so much better than they
are, cannot simply brash them off as if they're not suffering. And
they're nut suffering, in many instances, because of their own dis-
abilities, they re suffering because of things that we do or don't do
and I think that, to me, is a national tragedy.

Ms. NUR% UUD. I would agree that one does need to look at each
of these groups to see what the kinds of policy responses might be.
The point I'm making is that the fact that were reporting 8 mil-
lion plus people unemployed dues not mean that they all have the
same kinds of problems. Some of them have serious problems and
some of them have less serious problems.

Congressman Hawkins, I might also call your attention to the
annual report that BLS puts out, linking unemployment to eco-
nomic hardship.

We attempt to take the income data that we get "rom a supple-
ment to the Current Population Survey once a year and relate it to
many of these kinds of labor market conditions.

Representative HA% KiNs. Thank you, Ms. Norwood. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Representative Oft m. Ms. Norwood, returning to your budget for
one moment. As I think anybody understands, one of the easiest
ways to take away potential arguments if you want to avoid them,
is to take away from people who might want to argue with you,
access to information.
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I'll give you a little example from when the Appropriations
Committee, un which I serve, finally decided to make our public
hearings open, after the strange anomaly that for ,Nears our public
hearings were closed.

The reason that those of us who were not chairmen in those days
voted to make those hearings open was not because we cared about
whether the press was there. I, frankly, couldn't have cared less.

My concern Vv itS that the only way we could get our own staff
people into the room to help us with information being provided by
the Mallebot:S and sometimes by our own chairmen was to open
up those hearings to the public.

My concern about your budget is that in some areas it does
slit ink the amount of information which is immediately available
to people in analyzing what's going on in the economy.

For instance, to pursue a line of questioning with you on the
nature of employment in the service economy under your budget
for this year, as I understand it, the Monthly Labor Reviewwhich
Congressman Lungren just referred to, would be shrunk from a
monthly to a quarterly review.

Ms. NOWOOD. That's correct.
Representative OBEY. I think things like that createnot an

earthshaking problem, certainly, but an additional problem for
people who want ur need that information, on an up-to-date, timely
basis that could be very important at a given stage of consideration
of a number of policy decisions.

Let me pursue the line of questioning that was pursued by Con-
gressinan Lungren because, as you indicated, the growth portion of
the econo.ny in the main at this point seems to be service related
rather than industrial.

An. I to take it from your responses to Congressman Lungren
that we du not have sufficient information at this time, for in-
stance, to give this committee, say, a comparison of the average
wage of new jobs created in service sectors versus the average wage
of jobs being lost in the manufacturing sector?

Ms. NUR Vit UUD. We don't have sufficient information to do that by
individual occupation and I think it n.:eds to be dune by occupation
because the occupational structure is shifting.

We have averages of industries from our business survey but
they include an average that Carroll Wright, uur first Commission-
er called a "vicious quotient." And at times it can be used that
way.

I think what we need to du in the wage field is to look at occupa-
tional wage u r ey . We are developing work in that area and we
du intend, using resources that are included in the fiscal year 1986
budget, to increase the samples in the service- producing sector so
that we will have better data there.

Representative OBEY. Well, let me put it this wa' I want to ask
you right now to illustrate what I mean. I would like to ask you if
you could provide rut the committee as soon as possible, a compari-
son of the average wage of the new jobs created in the service
sector versus tLe average wage of jobs being lust in the manufac-
turing sector

Then \shut I would ask is, how long do you think it would be
before yuu could provide us the additional information which you
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just mentioned su that neither Congressman Lungren nor I have to
go on the basis of our gut instincts, rather than on the basis of
cold, hard facts.

Ms. NoRwoon. The data available du not allow us to differentiate
between new jobs and existing jobs. However, it should be noted
that in February 1985 average hourly earnings in the private serv-
ice-producing sector averaged $7.86, while hourly earnings in man-
ufacturing averaged $9.12. We'll provide something for .the record.

Representative OBEY. Regarding part-time employment, which
Congressman Hawkins mentioned, how many of the persons who
have part-time jobs but are looking for full-time work are heads of
households?

Ms. NoRwooD. I don't know. We are- -
Representative OBEY. Du you have the necessary tools to be able

to find out?
Ms. NORNNUOD. We can provide some information for the record

but I would point out to you, Mr. Chairman, that we prefer to look
at people who are husbands, who are wives, who are supporting
families, females and males who are supporting families on their
own, rather than to use the term "heads of household," which we
have tried to discourage some years ago in this statistical system.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]

PERSONS EMPLOYED PART TIME FOR ECONOMIC REASONS BY FAMILY RELATIONSIiiP, ANNUAL

AVERAGES, 1984

INAtets a tnasanssj

Fie vy reutan",p iHrr trArtd
3%111 Lt/t toe KCCOMC HAMS

tout As wail of
toil! MI*

Total 19A88 3334 4 2

Husbands 37.511 1.033 2.8
Wilts 24/48 L357 5 5
Women rnantanng Balks 5.397 416 71
Men maintaong ramifies L558 76 41

Primary ittnaduais 2 _ __ . 10.174 _ .. 452 4.4
_ .__ _......_

Men 5.306 232 4.4
Women 4168 220 4 5

Eieuts restrms n fr*es ard mum t 4 i4 Cxro C'4IttI5
PMCII tivtt a: we

be?
Representative OBEY. What would their average family incomes

Ms. NORWOOD. We don't have any method to isolate that on an
annual bases.

Representative OBEY. Any ideas at all?
Ms. NORWOOD. No.
Representative OBEY. OK.
On the Federal Supplemental Compensation Program, there

were, as of January, 326,000 unemployed workers receiving benefits
under that program.
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Can you tell us during February how many wurkers %%ere receiv
ing benefits under the Federal Supplemental Compensation Pro-
gram?

Ms. NORWOOD. The extended benefits or the supplemental? I
have that here, just a minute.

[Pause.]
Ms. NoawooD. I don't have the exact number. I can tell you

which States are on or off, and that there were about 320,000 re-
ceiving all extended benefits in general as of the middle of
February.

Representative OBEY. Can you tell us how many weeks had the
typical worker covered by that program been unemployed?

Ms. NORWOOD. No, sir.
Representative OBEY. Why is that?
Ms. NORWOOD. That information is not available, in part because

the unemployment insurance [UI] system is a system which has
some administrative data but it is used to administer UI benefits to
pay checks. It is not looked at in a statistical sense.

There is a body of information there which I believe could be.
used to track people through thy. system, but we are not now able
to do that.

Representative OBEY. Thank you.
How many people exhaust unemployment insurance benefits

each month these days?
Ms. NORWOOD. We have some information coming from the Em-

ployment Training Administration of the Department showing that
roughly a couple of hundred thousand a month have been exhaust-
ing regular benefits. We have figures showing basically tht the
number exhausting in December is about 189,000 from 'JI, and
then about 82,000 from all extended benefits.

Representative OBEY. What. kind of information is available
about what happens to Aurkers and their families when they ex-
haust those UI benefits?

Ms. NORWOOD. We don't really know. They fall out of the system
for tracking in UI once they have exhausted their benefits.

Representative OBEY. Isn't that part of what the plant closing
study is intended to examine?

Ms. NoawooD. Yes, sir.
Representative OBEY. Let me ask you questions on farming, and I

really have no idea what the answers would be on 0- is.
As you know, its ironic because a lot of poop; aiming to town

here lately are talking about the problems of she farmers, are
coming from States, with a couple of exceptions, that have fairly
low unemployment rates in comparison to the rest of the country.

I just have a specific technical question. At what point would a
farmer who is in the process of losing his farm be counted as
unemployed?

Ms. Nonwoon. If he were in the sample, and there certainly are
farmers who are included in the sample for the current population
survey, at the time that he said that he %%as not working at all
during the survey week, and that he was looking for work, he
would be counted as unemployed.

Representative OBEY. Are there any speLial gaps of information
that we have about the labor market in farm areas? Are there any
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additional tools that we need to be able to have a more accurate
understanding of what the situation is in that (ea of the economy
in terms of employment?

Ms. Nokwoon. Well, as you know, Mr. Chairman, data- -
Representative 013E1. Here's what I'm getting at. If you are .a

young person, for instance, and you go in and you look for a job in
my hometown, Wausau, '..5,000, you're counted. If you're a young
person who is from a farm family, you know, you may work at
home and you may not get counted. You may be looking for some-
thing else. It gets very squishy.

I guess, it's a whole diffe.2nt way of arriving at information. I
guess my question is, given the different way that we treat the
faun economy in measuring a lot of things, what du v.e really
know about it in respect to this point?

Ms. NUMWOD. You should understand that our employment -un-
employment system is based upon d whole Set of definitions which
are getting at whether people are working at all ur not, not wheth-
er they are working at farm work, ur whether they're working in
the city nearby.

The Agricultural Department Statistical Reporting Service does
have a good deal of information, but exactly what that is, I don't
know. We Lould supply something for the record which we could
get from them. I'd be glad to do that.

[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:]
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NUM9ER OF HIRED WORKERS DOWN - WAGES HIGHER

During the week of October 7 -13, 1984, 3.2 million people were working on
farms and rancr,,s in the United States, according to the Crop Reporting Board.
This includes workers hired directly by the farm operators and agricultural
services employees wofkinq on farms. This is down 20 percent (.8 million) from
July and down 16 percent (.6 million) from October 1980, when the last
ccmparable Farm Labor Survey was conducted. Hired workers represented 37
percent (1.2 million) of the total. Of these workers, 1.02 million were hired
directly by the farm operators which was 29 and 22 percent fewer thanjn July
19134 and October 1980, respectively. Farm operators and other unpaid workers
who worked 15 hours or more accounted for the remaining 2.0 million workers, 12
percent below July and 18 percent below October 1980.

The wage rates for all hired workers was $4.56 per hour, up 9.6 percent
from July and up 18 percent from October 1980. The wage rate for workers paid
on an hourly basis was $4.45, up 33 cents from July. In October 1980, he wage
rage for hourly paid workers was $3.81. Wage rates by categories of workers
were: field $4.40, Livestock $4.12, and piece rate $5.32.

During the October 7 - 13, 1984 survey week, the self-employed farm
operator worked an average of 43.1 hours, 5.1 hours less than 41 July, but 1.4
hours more than in October 1980. The unpaid workers on fans averaged 36.4
hours for the week, down 4.4 and 2.8 hours from July 1984 at October 1980,
respectively. Hired workers averaged 40.2 hours, 3.4 hours mo than in July
and 0.1 hour more than in October 1980.

PEROUISITES ANO OTHER BENEFITS

Approximately 49 percent of the hired workers received perquisites such as
meals, housing or motor vehicle in addition to the cash wage in October 1984.
About 14 percent of the hired workers were furnished a house in addition to the
cash wages.

Requests for a subscription order form covering all available reports "
should be directed to Crop Reporting Board Publications, Room 5829 -
South Building. USDA, Washington, Q.C. 20250 (Phone (202) 447 - 4021). 4,

SPSY 8 (11-84) For Information Call: (202) 447-5446
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FARM WORKERS AND WORKERS PER FARM

During the week of October 7 - 13, ;984, of the work force hired directly by
farm operators, 42 percent were on farms where 11 or,more hired workers were

employed. Farms employing one hired worker accounted for 15 percent of the

direct hired work force.

During the survey week, precipitation fell on nearly all of the western two-

thirds of the Nation. Snow piled deep over the western Plateau and Mountains.
Thunderstorms produced heavy downpours on the Southeastern Texas coast, from

Eastern Oklahoma through Arkansas, to the Delta region and in much of

Minnesota. Most of the East Coast States had little or no rain. Corn harvest

was running 13 percent behind normal in the Corn Belt States. Cotton harvest

was 11 percent behind normal while soybean combining was 15 percent behind

normal. Sorghum and rice harvest.was slightly behind normal.

SOURCE AND RELIABILITY OF ESTIMATES

The estimates of agricultural labor are based on multiple frame probability

surveys. The surveys utilize two sampling frames -- a list frame of

agricultural producers and an area frame. The list sample is a stratified

random sample containing many employers likely to have large numbers of

workers.

The area frame contains all land units in the Nation. A probability sample

from the area frame would provide an unbiased estimate for agricultural workers

on farms. However, the area frame is a less efficient sampling frame because

a large number of workers are hired by a small proportion of farm operators.

Therefore, the area frame is used to estimate for the incompleteness in the

list. Thereby, the multiple frame sampling approach utilizes the desirable

attributes of both frames.

Estimates based on a sample differ somewhat from data that would have been

obtained if a complete enumeration had been taken. These differences result

from sampling variability. In addition, survey estimates are subject to non-

sampling errors. tnUmerator training, questionnaire design and testing, and

comprehensive edit procedures can minimize the number and severity of these

non-sampling errors.

Standard errors and relative sampling errors are
statistical measures of the

variation that occurs by chance because of sampling of the population. Indica-

tions from the survey are expected to be within the range of one standard error

below to one standard error above the true value in two out of three cases.

At the U.S. level, the number of self-employed and Other unpaid workers and

the number of hired workerS had relative sampling errors of 2.7 and 6.3

percent, respectively. Relative errors at the regional level for hired workers

ranged from 8 to 26 percent. 'Wage rates for all hired workers in the 28

States where State estimates are published had relative errors between 1 and

16 percent.

FARM LABOR, NOVEMBER 1984 2 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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FARM LABOR. EMPLOYMENT ANO INOEXES, UNITE() STATES, OCTOBER 1984.
WITH COMPARISONS

: JUL 6.12, : OCT 12.18, : JUL 8.14, : OCT 7.13,ITEM : 1980 : 1980 : 1984 1/ : 1984

FARM EMPLOYMENT
TOTAL
SELF-EMPLOYED
UNPA10
HliTO
EXPECTED TO BE EMPLOYED

4,542.6
3/
3/

1,791.4

THOUSANDS

3,791.4 3,750.0
3/ 1,487.4
3/ 827.6

1,306.0 1,435.0

3,059.0
1,467.0

567.0
1,025.0

150 OAYS OR MORE 3/ 3/ 657 78
149 OAFS OR LESS 3/ 3/ 7733652

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
WORKERS WORKING ON FARMS 67 67 326 190

(1910.14.100) 2/

INDEXES
TOTAL 28 27 23 22mIREO 33 34 26 26

(1977.100) 2/

TOTAL 92 91 75 73MIRED 94 96 75 75

FARM WAGE RATES 4/ 5/
2

ITEM : Jul 6.12.
: 1980

: OCT 12.18, : JUL 8-14.
: 1980 : 1984 1/

DOLLARS PER HOUR

: OCT 7-13.
: 1984

ALL HIRED FARM WORKERS 3.54 3.84 4.16 4.56

METHOD OF PAY
MOURLY 3.53 3.81 4.12 4.45PIECE-RATE 4.18 5.16 4.60 5.32OTHER 3/ 3/ 4.17 4.64

TYPE OF WORK PERFORMED
COMBINED FIELD t LIVESTOCK : 3.35 3.68 3.93 4.31FIELD 3.38 3.82 3.93 4.40LIVESTOCK 3.22 3.40 3.93 4.12
SUPERVISORY 5.45 5.79 6.28 6.62OTHER 3/ 3/ 4.45 4.78

(1910-14.100) 2/

INDEXES
Alt -AIRED FARM WORKERS : 2,456 2,416 7,8116 2,862

(1977.100) 2/

ALL HIREO FARM WORKERS 119 127 152 150

1/ NO REVISIONS. 2/ SEASANALLY ADJUSTED. 3/ HOT AVAILABLE.
4/ PERQUISITES SUCH AS ROOM AND BOARD. HOUSING, ETC., ARE PROvIDEO SOMEWORKERS IN ALL CATEGORIES. 5/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE WORKERS.

FARM LABOR, NOVEMBER 1984 3 CROP REPORTING Bow, SRS, USDA
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HIRED WORKERS ON FARMS, UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 1984
WITH COMPARIONS 1/

NUMBER JJL 8-14, 1984 OCT 7-13, 1984

PERCENT

1 WORKER 12 15

2 WORKERS 13 13

3-6 WORKERS : 27 23
7-10 WORKERS : 7 7

11 AND OVER WORKERS 41 42

HIRED WORKERS ON FARMS BY METHOD OF PAY, UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 1984
WITH COMPARISONS 1/

PAYMENT METHOD JJL 8-14, 1984 OCT 7-13, 1984

PERCENT

HOURLY 73 71

PIECE-RATE 8 11

OTHER 19 18

HIRED WORKERS ON FARMS RECEIVING pEROISITES, UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 1984
WITH COMPARISONS 1/

PAYMENT METHOD JJL 8-14, 1984 OCT 7-13, 1984

PERCENT

WAGES ONLY : 58 51

BONUS : 2 4

ROOM AND BOARD : 7

HOUSING : 13 14

MEALS OR FOOD : 8 6

OTHER : 12 18

1/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE UORIa/S.

FARM LABOR, NO'JEMBER 1984 4 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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WORKERS ON FARMS. BY ;TATES AND REGIONS, OCTOBER 7-13, 1984

HIRED

SPATE : ALL

AND : FARM : SELF- :

REGION : WORKERS : EMPLOYED :

1/ : .

. . .

MAID : NUMBER :EXPECTED TO BE EMPLOYED

: CF

: WORKERS : 150 DAYS : 149 DAYS

. : OR MORE : OR LESS

THOUSANDS

N Y : 99 36 25 38 23 15

PA : 81 36 24 21 15 6

VA : 56 31 12 13 7 6

NORTHEAST 2/ : 355 148 82 125 76 49

ARK : 63 38 10 15 13 2

FLA : 85 18 4 63 52 11

GA : 68 24 8 32 13 19

LA : 32 15 2 15 9 6

MISS : 42 22 5 15 12 3

N C : 75 39 11 25 14 11

SOUTREAST 3/ : 547 253 59 135 150 85

ILL : 141 86 79 27 16 11

IND : 70 42 17 11 9 2

10w1 : 151 RS 44 22 12 10

KY : 90 43 22 25 13 12

MICH : 101 49 21 3? 8 24

MINN : 161 86 44 28 1T 11

MO : 106 7? 71 13 12 1

OHIO : 73 40 11 22 19 3

WIS : 155 74 43 31 79 9

NORTH CENTRAL: 1,055 587 250 218 135 83

KANS : 88 53 15 15 11 4

NEBR : 36 40 24 22 18 4

TEX : 209 125 20 64 44 20

PLAINS 4/ : 564 318 102 144 109 35

ARIZ : 25 3 11 11 8 3

COLO : 36 19 1 8 6 2

IDAHO : 40 14 4 IR 8 10

INTER-

MOUNTAIN 5/ : 190 75 50 55 34 21

CALIF : 234 45 14 175 113 62

HAW : 15 2 1 12 10 2

OREG : 49 11 7 21 13 8

WASH : 60 IR 7 40 12 28

PACIFIC : 359 R5 74 748 148 100

U S (49 STS) : 3,059 1,467 557 1,075 65? 373

1/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE WORKERS. ,/ ISTED STATES PLUS CONN. DEL.
URINE, MO. MASS, N H, N 3, R I. VT, AND a VA. 31 LISTED STATES PLUS ALA, S C.

AND TENN. 4/ LISTED STATES PLUS N OAK, CKLA, AND S DAK. 5/ LISTED STATES

PLUS MONT, NEV, N ME X, UTAH, AND WYO.

FARM LABOR, NOVEMBER 1984 5 :RCP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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HOURS WORKED PER WEEK AND WAGE RATES FOR ALL HIRED WORKERS,
BY STATES AND REGIONS, OCTOBER 7-13, 1984, 1/

STATE .

AND :

REGION :

.N Y
PA .

VA
NORTHEAST 2/

!

ARK
FLA .

GA .

LA .

MISS .

N C .

SOUTHEAST 3/ :

ILL .

IND .

IOWA .

KY .

MICH .

MINN .

MO .

OHIO .

WIS .

NORTH CENTRAL:

KANS .

.NUR

.TEX
PLAINS 4/ :

.ARIZ
.COLO

104H0 .

INTER-

MOUNTAIN 5/ :

CALIF .

HAW .

DREG .

WASH .

PACIFIC

U 8 (49 STS) :

SELF-
EMPLOYED

64.2

57.4
37.5
51.6

31.7

33.9
39.4
36.8
25.6
39.3

33.1

44.1

47.1

52.0
34.5

41.3
48.0

33.4

38.3
58.3
45.2

49.7

55.0
37.9
43.7

50.2
42.0
48.0

48.0

38.8
31.0

33.0
40.0
37.5

43.1

!CURS WORKED

.

: UNPAID

HOURS

38.9
45.3
31.4
39.4

35.9

33.5
15.2
25.5
31.7
36.0
33.3

39.9
34.9

37.1

27.3
31.7
34.6

30.8

38.0
37.8

35.2

44.2

52.3
34.4
38.1

40.0

32.1
42.0

31.7

35.5

28.4
35.0
37.0
35.2

36.4

HIRED

47.6
35.0
37.9
42.2

38.3

36.8
24.0
35.3
32.2

35.1
33.2

44.8

41.3

34.5
34.4

33.0
43.1

37.0
41.8
38.8

38.6

37.4
48.9
42.4
43.2

411
42.6

54.0

49.5

44.6

37.7

36.0
44.0
43.4

40.2

WAGE RATE

ALL HIRED

DOLLARS PER HOUR

3.80
4.12
3.80
4.01

4.15

4.91

3.56
4.17
4.07

3.92
4.14

4.36

3.91
4.30
4.33
4.68
4.11

4.06
4.42

3.65
4.17

4.90
4.80
4.35
4.63

4.80
4.45

3.98

4.25

5.32
7.42
4.81

5.98
5.4i

4.56

1/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE WORKERS. 2/ LISTED STATES PLUS CONN,

DEL, MAINE, mD, MASS, N H, N J, R I, VT, AND w VA. 3/ LISTED STATES PLUS
ALA, S C, AND TENN. 4/ LISTED STATES PLUS N OAK, OKLA, AND S OAK.

5/ LISTED STATES PLUS PANT, NEV, N YU, UTAH, AND W/0.

FARM LABOR, NOVEMBER 1984 6 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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wAGE RATES FOR HIRED WORKERS. BY STATES ANO REGIONS, OCTOBER 7-13. 1984 1/

TYPE OF WORK : MEMO OF PAY

STATE .

AND . . : FIELO & : SUPER-: . :PIECE-:

REGION : FIELD:LIVESTOCK:L1VESTOCK 2/: VISORY: OTHER:HOURLY: RATE : OTHER

DOLLARS PER HOUR

N Y : 4.04 2.92 3.66 7/ 4.55 3.56 7/ 3.30

PA : 3.74 3.89 3.81 7/ 4.62 4.05 7/ 4.41

VA : 3.65 3.78 3.68 7/ 4.03 3.73 7/ 3.64

NORTHEAST 3/ : 4.0) 3.41 3.80 5.95 4.59 3.96 4.66 3.69

ARK : 3.56 4.36 3.76 6.14 4.43 4.07 7! 4.27

FLA : 4.27 4.82 4.40 7.46 5.43 4.70 7/ 5:79

GA : 3.08 3.88 3.33 7/ 3.71 3.53 7/ 3.46

LA : 3.85 7/ 3.90 6.25 4.25 3.95 7/ 4.85

MISS : 3.43 3.20 3.35 5.75 3.72 3.54 7/ 4.78

N C : 3.76 4.09 3.84 7/ 4.02 3.93 7/ 3.74

SOUTHEAST 4/ : 3.73 4.20 3.86 6.21 4.25 4.02 4.20 4.50

ILL : 4.17 4.03 4.14 7.24 4.40 4.27 7/ 4.53

IND : 3.53 4.61 3.87 7/ 3.88 3.80 7/ 4.35

IOLA : 4.11 4.14 4.12 7/ 4.29 4.21 7/ 4.74

KY : 3.75 4.55 4.05 7/ 5.90 4.23 7/ 4.28

MICH : 4.65 4.40 4.62 7/ 7/ 4.52 7/ 3.92

MINN : 4.64 3.09 3.72 7/ 4.63 4.24 7/ 4.03

HO : 3.39 4.09 3.82 7/ 4.34 3,99 7/ 4.73

OHIO : 4.07 3.76 3.98 7.72 6.00 4.30 7/ 4.80

WIS : 3.98 3.29 3.49 7/ 4.22 3.67 7/ 3.59

NORTH CENTRAL: 4.13 3.67 3.94 6.88 4.52 4.12 4.69 4.22

KANS : 5.40 4.90 5.00 7/ 4.80 4.85 7/ 5.02

NEBR : 5.01 4.53 4.64 6.21 4.37 4.87 7/ 4.74

TEX : 4.00 4.1:0 4.12 6.50 4.70 4.31 7/ 4.50

PLAINS 5/ : 4.36 4.36 4.36 6.34 4.76 4.63 4.00 4.68

ARIZ : 4.61 4.17 4.52 6.42 5.22 4.51 7/ 5.61

COLO : 4.67 3.36 4.03 7.82 4.71 4.34 7/ 4.55

IDAHO : 4.00 3.56 3.88 7/ 4.30 4.00 7/ 3.89

INTER-
mOONTAIN 6/ : 4.22 3.74 4.07 6.08 4.28 4.21 5.12 4.23

.

CALIF : 4.93 5.10 4.98 7.36 5.83 5.05 7.08 6.32

HAW : 6.52 7/ 6.48 10.34 8.25 7.01 7/ 9.72

OREG : 4.96 4.17 4.71 5.61 4.89 4.76 7/ 4.52

WASH : 5.89 6.37 5.94 6.54 6.02 5.27 7/ 6.50

PACIFIC : 5.22 5.10 5.19 7.33 5.92 5.14 6.23 6.29

U S (49 STS) : 4.40 4.12 4.31 6.62 4.78 4.45 5.32 4.64

1/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE WORKERS. 2/ WAGE RATES OF FIELO AND

LIVESTOCK WORKERS COMBINEO. 3/ LISTEO STATES PLUS CONN. DEL. MAINE. MD.

MASS, N H. N J. R I. VT. AND W VA. 4/ LISTED STATES PLUS ALA, S O. AND TENN.

5/ LISTED STATES PLUS N OAK. OKLA. ANO S DAK. 6/ LISTEO STATES PLUS MONT.

NEV, N mEx, UTAH, AND wY0. 7/ INSUFFICIENT DATA FOR THIS CATEGORY-DATA
INCLUCED IN ALL HIRED FARM WORKERS AND IN REGION ANO U S WAGE RATES.

FARM LABOR. NOVEHIER 1984 7 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS. USDA
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WORKERS ON FARMS, BY STATES AND REGIONS, JULY 8-14, 1984 1/

HIRED

STATE
AND

REGION

ALL
: FARM : SELF- :

: WORKERS : EmPLOYED :
: 2/ : .

. . .

UNPAID : NUMBER :EXPECTED TO BE EMPLOYED
: OF
: WORKERS : 150 DAYS : 149 DAYS
. : OR MORE : OR LESS

THOUSANDS

N Y : 105 34 25 46 27 19
PA : 107 35 38 34 20 14
VA : 68 37 12 19 6 la
NORTHEAST 3/ : 438 151 111 170 98 72

ZRK .
. 72 35 12 21 15 6

FLA : 72 20 6 46 33 8
GA 80 29 9 43 17 26
LA : 37 17 2 1P 11 7
HISS . 57 24 9 24 14 10
N C : i63 43 25 95 19 76
SOUTHEAST 4/ : 710 26? 110 339 146 192

114 : 140 69 26 AS 12 33
3t.0 . 9i 50 13 23 8 15
IOWA : 196 90 48 48 11 37
Ll . 96 52 21 23 12 11
11.H : 12? 50 29 43 11 32
4I:w : 209 90 75 43 21 22
0) : 147 79 42 26 9 17
OHIO : 120 54 27 39 17 22
WIS : 170 64 60 46 21 19
NORTH CENTRAL: 1,230 598 346 336 129 207

KANS : 98 51 74 13 7 16
NEBR : 102 44 27 31 16 15
TEX : 720 100 30 90 41 40
PLAINS 5/ : 636 234 157 195 97 98

ARIZ 29.5 3.5 11 IS 11 4

COLD . SO 22 IS 13 7 6
IDAHO .

. 51 21 7 23 8 15
INTER -

MOUNTAIN 6/ : 233 86 67 A5 47 38

CALIF : 273 ES 12 206 119 87
HAW 16 2.4 1.6 12 10 2
OREG . 81 23 11 47 15 32
whSH 78 20 12 46 17 29
PACIFIC : 449 100.4 35.6 311 161 150

U S (49 STS) ; 3,750 1.437.4 827.6 1,435 678 75?

1/ NO REVISIONS. 2/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE wORKERS. 3/ LISTED
STATES PLUS CONN, DEL. MAINE. MD, MASS. N H. N J. R E. VT. AND W VA.
4/ LISTED STATES PLUS ALA, S C, AND TENN. 5/ LISTED STATES PLUS N DAM.
OKLA. AND S OAK. 6/ LISTED STATES PLUS PONT, NEY. N MEX. UTAH, AND WYO.

FARM LABOR. NOVEHBER 1984 8 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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HOURS tAKE0 PER WEEK AND WAGE RATES FOR ALL HIRED WORKERS,
BY STATES ANC REGIONS, IlLY 8-14, 1984, 1/ 2/

STATE .
AND :

REGION : EMPLOYED

N `f .
PA

VA
NORTHEAST 3/ :

ARK

FLA
GA .
LA .

.MISS
N C
SOUTHEAST 4/ !

ILL
IND
IOWA .

.KY

MICH .
MINN .

MO .

.OHIO
WIS .
NORTH CENTRAL:

KANS .
.NEBR

TEX .
PLAINS 5/ :

ARIl .
COLD

.IDAHO

INTER-
MOUNTAIN 6/ :

CALIF .
HAW .
GREG .
WASH .
PACIFIC .

U S (49 STS) :

1/ NO REVISIONS.

SELF-

68.5
57.7
36.7
50.9

39.7
29.2
41.8
32.8
33.6
38.4
37.0

46.1
45.5
47.6
36.1
49.5
59.3
44.5
38.9
64.7
48.8

6..2
71.0
41.8
54.8

47.4
52.9
55.6

56.5

39.6
30.4
46.0
57.0
44.3

48.2

2/

FOURS WORKED

.
: UNPAID

HOURS

45.4
45.9
36.4
42.6

35.4
34.8
44.0
32.6
30.8
39.7
35.6

33.1
37.6
41.2
39.9
34.9
42.8
39.8
37.1
43.3
40.0

50.8
51.5
39.5
45.9

29.6
45.3
41.3

39.5

39.2
27.5
39.3
36.0
37.7

40.8

EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL

WAGE RATE

HIRED ALL HIRED

DOLLARS PER HOUR

44.5 3.39
36.3 3.86
28.7 3.73
37.0 3.72

40.7 3.95
38.9 4.66
33.0 3.41
34.7 4.19
41.0 3.52
26.3 3.55
33.0 3.71

25.8 4.09
30.6 3.73
24.2 3.98
31.4 4.13
35.1 4.10
34.0 3.78
30.5 3.83
E8.1 4.26
36.4 3.16
30.6 3.87

37.3 4.50
43.2 4.10
42.4 4.01
41.8 4.25

55.5 4.22
50.6 4.26
49.5 3.59

52.9 3.90

40.7 5.16
37.7 7.21
34.7 4.'61
42.0 4.78
39.9 5.06

36.8 4.16

SERVICE WORKERS. 3/ LISTED
STATES PLUS CONN, DEL, MAINE, MD, MASS, N H, N J, R I, VT, AND W VA.
4/ LISTED STATES PLUS ALA, S C, AND TENN. 5/ LISTED STATES PLUS N DAK,
OKLA, AND S DAK. 6/ LISTED STATES PLUS MONT, NEV, N h* X, UTAH, AND WYO.

FARM LABOR, NOVEMBER 1984 9 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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WAGE RATES FOR HIRED WORKERS, BY STATES AND REGIONS, JULY 8-14,

TYPE OF WORK : METHOD
STATE

AND . : FIELD L : SUPER-: . :PIECE-:
REGION 1 cIELD:LIVESTOCK:LIVESTOCK 3/: VISORY: OTHER:HOURLy:

DOLLARS PER HOUR

1984 1/ 2/ aft
OF PAY

RATE : OTHER

N Y : 3.30 3.00 3.20 5.30 4.30 3.43 8/ 3.24
PA : 3.78 3.48 3.71 8/ 5.27 3.90 8/ 3.69
VA : 3.74 3.49 3.70 8/ 8/ 3.70 8/ 3.82
NORTHEAST 4/ : 3.58 3.27 3.49 5.63 4.78 3.78 4.07 3.55

ARK : 3.62 4.40 3.81 5.14 3.90 3.95 8/ 3.96
FLA : 4.09 4.20 4.11 7.14 5.69 4.51 8/ 5.18
GA : 3.07 3.79 3.22 8/ 3.61 3.47 8/ 3.34
LA : 3.89 4.08 3.9; 6.30 4.37 4.10 8/ 4.78
MISS : 3.32 3.42 3.35 8/ 3.45 3.46 8/ 3.65
N C : 3.40 4.19 3.48 8/ 3.70 3.47 8/ 4.26
SOUTHEAST 5/ : 3.42 3.88 3.49 5.89 Z.05 3.72 3.11 3.84

ILL : 3.89 3.64 3.85 8/ 4.77 4.06 8/ 4.14
IND : 3.65 3.53 3.60 8/ 3.95 3.69 8/ 3.89
IOWA : 3.81 3.77 3.80 8/ 4.74 4.04 8/ 3.82
KY : 3.39 4.30 3.93 8/ 5.70 4.06 8/ 4.07
MICH : 3.96 4.47 4.02 8/ 3.94 3.97 8/ 5.40
MINN : 3.84 3.21 3.67 8/ 3.65 3.98 8/ 2.90
MO : 3.41 4.01 3.60 8/ 4.05 3.89 8/ 3.87
OHIO : 4.04 3.84 4.00 8/ 8/ 4.27 8/ 4.20
WIS : 3.20 2.75 2.98 8/ 3.43 3.16 8/ 3.16
NORTH CENTRAL: 3.77 3.53 3.70 6.16 4.13 3.89 3.82 3.79

KANS : 4.00 4.20 4.03 8/ 4.6? 4.45 8/ 4.40
NEBR : 4.20 4.30 4.23 8/ 3.80 4.32 8/ 3.85
TEX : 3.80 4.00 3.87 8/ 4.00 3.90 8/ 4.10
PLAINS 6/ : 3.93 4.24 4.02 6.11 4.43 4.18 5.86 4.25

ARIZ : 3.87 4.15 3.92 6.17 4.75 3.93 8/ 5.28
COLO : 3.35 4.52 4.03 8/ 4.51 4.11 8/ 4.39
IDAHO : 3.48 3.44 3.47 8/ 4.26 3.60 8/ 3.50
INTER-

MOUNTAIN 7/ : 3.63 4.18 3.75 5.85 3.85 3.81 4.24 4.00

CALIF : 4.88 4.87 4.88 6.90 5.47 4.83 6.79 6.07
HAW : 6.13 8/ 6.11 10.03 8.60 6.90 8/ 8.80
OREG : 4.29 4.00 4.23 8/ 4.20 4.22 8/ 3.80
WASH : 4.33 8/ 4.51 8/ 5.56 4.73 8/ 5.65
PACIFIC : 4.75 4.85 4.76 6.88 5.55 4.84 5.64 5.76

U S (49 STS) : 3.93 3.93 3.93 6.28 4.45 4.12 4.60 4.17

1/ NO REVISIONS. 2/ EXCLUDES AGRICULTURAL SERVICE WORKERS. 3/ WAGE RATES
OF FIELD AND LIVESTOCK WORKERS COMBINED. 4/ LISTED STATES PLUS CONN, DEL,
MAINE, MD, PASS, N H, N J. R I, VT, AND W VA. 5/ LISTED STATES PLUS ALA,
S C, AND TENN. 6/ LISTED STATES PLUS N DAK, OKLA, AND S OAK. 7/ LISTED
STATES PLUS MONT, NEV, N MEX, UTAH, AND WYO. 8/ INSUFFICIENT DATA FOR THIS
CATEGORY-DATA INCLUDED IN ALL HIRED FARM WORKERS AND IN REGION AND U S WAGE
RATES.

FARM LABOR, NOVEMBER 1984 10 CROP REPORTING BOARD, IRS, USDA
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AGRICULTURAL SERVICES

Crew leaders and custom crews provided 190,000 workers for the Nation's
farms during the week of October 7-13, 1984. In July of this year, 326,000

farm workers were custom crews. The number of agricultural service workers in
all areas except the Northeast and California was sharply lower than in July.
Harvesting of fall crops in the Northeast and California kept the number of
agricultural service workers on farms at about the same level as July.

The average hourly wages received by workers furnished by agricultural
service firms in California and Florida were $6.41 and $5.04 per hour,
respectively. Comparable wage rates in July were $6.14 in California and

$4.29 in Florida.

AGREOLTuRAL SERVICES; NUMBER OF WORKERS, AVERAGE HOURS WORKED FOR
ALL HIRED WORKERS, WAGE RATE BY TYPE OF WORK, WITH COMPARISONS, FOR
CALIFORNIA, FLORIDA, AND UNITED STATES, OCTOBER 7-13, 1984 1/ 2/

ITEM
JUL 1984 OCT 1984

: CALIF : FLA : U S : CALK : FLA : U S

NUMBER OF WORKERS
WORKING oN FARMS :

AVERAGE HOURS WORKED :

WAGE RATES .

METIOD OF PAY .

HOURLY
PIECE -RATE .

TYPE OF WORK PERFORMED :

FIELD

75

41.4

6.14

5.41

6.60

5.05

7.5

41.8

4.29

4.48

3.98

3.90

THOUSANDS

326 63

HOURS

3/ 37.4

DOLLARS PER HOUR

3/ 6.41

3/ 5.50

3/ 7.00

3/ 5.35

4.8

31.9

5.04

4.19

5.50

4.46

190

3/

3/

3/

3/

3/

1/ DATA IN THIS TABLE ARE FOR AGRICULTURAL SERVICES PERFORMED ON THE FARM BY
CUSTOM SERVICE UNITS SUCH AS atEw LEADERS OR CUSTOM CREWS. THESE

STATISTICS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE STATE - REGIONAL TABLES.

2/ /AWE OF ANY PERQUISITES PROVIDED ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THE WAGE RATE.

3/ NOT AVAILABLE.

FARM LAJOR, NWEMBER 1984 11 CROP REPORTING BOARD, SRS, USDA
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Representative OBEY. All right. Congressman Lungren.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Trying .o

get back to the question of what job growth means in the different
sectors, at the end of January, your Bureau issued a statistical re-
lease on the weekly earnings of workers and their families.

How would you describe the increase in median earnings in the
fourth quarter?

[Ms. Norwood perusing documents.]
Representative LUNGREN. I didn't mean to catch you unawares.
Ms. NORWOOD. That's quite all right. They, I'm sure, were up.
Representative LUNGREN. You said that they were 5.9 percent

higher than the previous year.
Ms. NORWOOD. For median earnings of families with wage and

salary workers, that's correct. And that exceeded, of course, the
rate of inflation.

Representative LUNGREN. I take it that's a significant increase?
Ms. NORWOOD. Yes. Yes, indeed.
Representative LUNGREN. Without, I guess, going into, how you

break that down into quarters, that basis, it does appear that those
who are working, and I'm not trying to diminish the problems of
those who are not working, but it does seem to me to at least indi-
cate that those who are working were working at rates of pay that
allowed them at least to keep up substantially with inflation and
beyond.

Let me ask you this, Ms. Norwood, skipping to another area,
about the weekly hours and overtime in manufacturing that we
have with the figures that you bring us today. In the past, you
have told us that those figures have remained at somewhatyou
may even have used the phrase "relatively high levels."

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes.
Representative LUNGREN. Is that still true? Are .. seeing any

diminution in that?
Ms NORWOOD. Well, as I said earlier, in the month of February

average weekly hours in manufacturing nosediNed. I think it's re-
lated to particularly bad weather and I would not attach too much
importance to that. They are relatively high. They have been
higher but they are still holding up.

Representative LUNGREN. The reason I asked that is in explain-
ing to those of us trying to figure out what all that means, there
was the indication that when they are at relatively high levels, this
might be at least one indication of potential additional employment
gains to come.

And if that's the case, I was somewhat concerned about the nose-
dive we saw with the 1-month figures. Are you telling us we have
got to wait until next month to see where we are, to see if in fact it
is the precursor a: bad news or harbinger of good news?

Ms. NORWOOD. I would tend to discount a great deal this 1-month
shift in hours.

Representative LUNGREN. It's my understanding that the 3.6 per-
cent gain i.: business productivity during 1984 was the largest in-
crease in over a decade.

Can you tell me when the last time business productivity in-
creased by that much? Do we have those statistics available'
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Ms. NORWOOD. Mr. Mark is our expert here. He, I'm sure, would
know.

Representative LLNUREN. Its a big question that comes up in our
deliberations here. And one of the big questions is. How do you get
productivity gains?

I'm just trying to find out if in fact we have some of some signifi-
cance in this past year.

Ms. NORWOOD. The productivity increases in the business sector
were 3.6 percent in 1971, 3.5 in 1972, and 3.3 in 1976. That's a long
time ago.

Representative LUNUREN. The nonfarm business labor productivi-
ty rose at 3.5 percent in 1983, 3.1 percent in 1984, and how does
that compare with the productivity gains of the previous 6 or 7
years?

Ms. Nottwoon. It's much higher.
Mr. MARK. It much higher. The last period when we had a rate

that high was :n 1976, when it was 3.2. That was the recovery year.
Representative LUNGREN. Thank you.
I have one queJtion on this employment population ratio and

labor force participation. It appears, at least from the data you
bring us today, that those figures for adult females are at an all-
time high. I wonder, is that rate of increase going to crest? I mean,
do you anticipate that cresting? Or, is this a phenomenon that
we've got that we really don't see cresting in the near future?

Or, do we have any data or any basis upon which to make a judg-
ment at this point in time?

Ms. NORWOOD. There are many different points of view on that.
My own personal one is that the rate of labor force participation
for women will. continue to increase, but at a somewhat slower rate
than it did in the seventies.

Its rather interesting to note that, in February, for women from
20 to 44 years of age, their participation rates were over 70 per-
cent. They ranged from 70.5 to 71.8 percent. That's extraordinarily
high. In 1970, those rates were around the 50 percent range.

Representative LUNGREN. The reason I'm trying to find out
about this is that we've discussed this many times before. We've
had the postwar baby boomers go through. We have less people
demographically coming into the labor force. Yet, we see this tre-
mendous labor force growth at the same time we're seeing demo-
graphically a diminution of the increase. So I have to look at
other factors.

One of them has been this rapid increase in female participation.
And I wonder if we anticipate a crest in that, or is this some phe-
nomenon that we really don't have a handle on in terms of
interpretation.

The reason I say that is as we look at these challenges that you
and I have discussed ov e. the last couple of years, with the demo-
graphics changing, we thought that maybe we didn't have to have
the same percentage of increase in jobs on a yearly basis to make
the impact on the unemployment rate.

Yet, we see with this strong labor force growth that maybe some
of us were too optimistic in looking forward to something which
has not come to pass. And I'm trying to get a handle on this phe-
nomenon we see with participation. And I'm not making a com-
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ment on whether its good or its bad, just what is it that we look
forward to? And is this something that is going to make it more
difficult from a statistical standpoint of anticipating a drop in the
unemployment rate?

Ms. NORWOOD. Actually, the future will see somewhat less
upward pressure from factors of these kinds than we had in the
sixties and the seventies. That's because labor force growth in total
is anticipated to slow down a bit. Its because we have passed
through the baby boom generations growing up. And its because
the massir e increase of labor force participation of women occurred
in the sixties and the seventies.

Now, having said that, I think it is important to recognize that
we are, if we're looking at upward pressure un unemployment, we
have teenagers who, though smaller in numbers have, at least in
recent months, begun to increase their labor force participation
rates.

We have women who are continuing to increase their labor force
participation rates. We have in this country now more than half of
husband -wife families with more than one earner. A large propor-
tion of our youngsters even under the age of a year now have work-
ing mothers.

We hare, therefore, I think an increasing view that the standard
of !icing of American families is going to be based upon two in-
comes. Su I believe that we will see an increasing rate of participa-
tion but I do not believe that we will see the kind of growth that
we saw in the seventies.

One other factor that I think is going to put upward pressure on
the unemployment rate is that it is quite clear that if you go back
in time, the birthrates of the black population declined, as did the
whites, but black fertility was at a higher rate and remains higher
than for whites. As of 1983, the Hispanic fertility rate was higher
than for blacks or whites. The result is that when we look forward
in time, we believe that we will be seeing a much larger proportion
of the new entrants to the labor force as members of our minority
population.

As we have discussed here many times, the minority population
of the country generally has a much higher rate of unemployment.
They have more difficulty in the labor market. They are located
frequently in different places of the country where its harder to
find jobs.

So that is going to put upward pressure on the unemployment
rate.

So were going to hare, I think, factors which will work on both
sides.

Representative LI.NJREN. Thank you, Madam Commissioner. My
time is up. I just wanted to say one thing because I have to leave a
little early. If I can be parochial for a moment, your office was
good enough to give us the statistics for California and at least I
can look at those on somewhat of a happy ncte. We have em-
ployment un .1 seasonally adjusted basis for California of just under
12 million, which shows a gain of 64,000 since January 1985.

The fifth _Jnsecutive month, seasonally adjusted employment
has reached a new high and the unemployment rate :a my home
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State now is down to 6.7 percent in February 1985, which is the
lowest it's been since May 1981.

So T know that its mixed information around the country but at
least when I get good information I would like to share it for the
record, for my own home State.

The chairman, I guess, is on the phone so I guess it's- -
Representative HAWKINS [presiding). He left the gavel. I just

didn't move over, Congressman Lungren.
Representative LUNGREN. I will give it back to the new chair-

man.
Representative HAWKINS. Temporarily.
Ms. Norwood, I've read again your statement and you, I think,

very specifically bring out the point that there is something hap-
pening in the economy, in which manufacturing industries are de-
dining, it would seem, at least in employment, and increasing in
the service producing sector.

Now I'm not so sure that that's a simple explanation for that. I
think it goes much beyond weather, however. Would the statistical
gathering that you engage in indicate the nature of that shift?

Last week, I listened to Lee Iacocca describe not only what was
happening in the automobile manufacturing industry but in tele-
coLmunications, textile, and steel, et cetera, some 15 industries.
According to thesis, there is something more basic happening
that just, let s say, weather conditions or a pattern, a temporary
pattern in American life. To him, it was a process of deindustriali-
zation. That is, we're losing out in these industries to foreign coun
tries and that, in his opinon, they are not likely to come back.

In other Voords, what you describe seems to be a situation that
will not reverse itself or reverse itself very easily. That leads me
into asking you whether or not the jobs that are being gained in
this process in quality in terms of quality, I'm now referring to
wage rateshow do they compare with specifically those that are
being lost? In other words, if an individual in the automobile man-
ufacturing industry or some of the other industrieslose their
jobs, let's say, paying $15 to $20 an hour and the individuals are
gaining the jobs, in the industries that ordinarily are paying $5 an
hour, in some instances in the food industry, it may be as low as
the minimum wage.

It would seem that if an individual loses such a iob, a job is
lost not the individual. A job is lost in the one instance at $15 an
hour, and jobs are being gained at $5 an hour, what you have then
is a situation of three people now being employed where one previ-
ously was employed.

To what extent does this account then for this tremendous in-
crease in jobs in the last few years? To what extent is this the situ
ation rather than the economy producing the jobs that are compa-
rable to those that were lost?

Would your statistics in any way shed any light on this situation,
because if it does, then it simply means that the Nation is worse
off, even though the employment rate may be going up, the em-
ployment numbers may be going up, however, as the Nation itself,
the economy is no better off from the viewpoint of the earnings
that are being earned and the revenues that are being paid on
those earnings.
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Ms. NoRwoon. Congressman Hawkins, we did a special survey
looking at displaced workers. In January 1984, we looked at people
between basically January 1979 and 1984. We had to develop our
own definition of displacemen,, because them are a lot of defini-
tions around. It's a very popular subject.

Representative HAWKINS. Would it includeif I may interrupt.
Would it include displacement as the result of imports?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes, it would involve people who had been work-
ing at their jobs for at least 3 years and who lost their jobs because
of the closing down or moving of a plant, because of slack work, or
the abolishment of a position or shift. We found that if we defined
them that way, there were a little more than 5 million people who
in that 4-year period had lost their jobs. About GO percent of them
were reemployed, when we surveyed them in January 1984.

Representative HAWKINS. Employed in the same--
Ms, NORWOOD. No, they had jobs in a different plant or company.
Representative HAWKINS. They were just simply--
Ms. NORWOOD. They were reemployed, but not back in the same

place.
Representative HAWKINS. Not necessarily at the old job, but

they- -
Ms. NORWOOD. No, sir, not in their old jobs. And about 25 percent

of the displaced workers were looking for work and the rest of
them, something like 700,000, had left the labor force. Now if you
look at those who were reemployed and look at their earnings, a
large proportion of them were earning less money than they had
before. For example, for "..3 million people who were reemployed in
full-time wage and salary jobs, about 620,000 were earning 20 per-
cent or more below their former earnings, 320,000 were earning
less money but within 20 percent of what they had earned. About
1 1 million were earning the same amount or more than they were
before and some of these, about 500,000, were earning at least 20
percent more than they were before.

Thus, about 45 percent of the 2 million workers who were reem-
ployed full time and for whom we obtained data were earning less
money than before they had been displaced.

Representative HAWKINS. And the other 55, how was that
divided?

Ms. NORWOOD. I can submit that for the record.
Representative HAWKINS. These were the fortunate ones, those

who gained some type of employment, a considerable number of
those who lost their jobs were still unemployed. Is that also true?

Ms. NORWOOD. Yes. That is true.
Representative HAWKINS. So were talking really about the more

fortunate ones, rather than the total number---
Ms. NORWOOD. The 60 percent who were reemployed.
Representative HAWKINS. The other 40 percent would be distrib-

uted in what way? Did you speculate on how they would be
distributed?

Ms. No moon. Yes, about two-thirds were looking for work and
the rest had left the labor force. I can supply the details for the
record.

Representative HAWKINS. I wish you wo)ild.
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[The following information was subsequently supplied for the
record:)

trPt.e.1
I a.

sa,

News U S Debarment of Labor

bureau &Labor Statistan

Wasrongdon DC 20712

Technical information: (202) 523-1821 USDL 84-492

523-1959

Aqaba contacts 523-1913 POI intAss: DIMEDIATZ #4.,,*;
F&IDAT. MOVDDILK104. 1986%,-:. .4

.r.'-

...,':. ..1

1LS R(ORTS ON D1SPLACGO WILKENS

The bureau of Labor Statiatice of the U.S. Department of Labor has

completed special study of workers Moat Jobe were abellahed or pleat'

hut down between January 1979 end January 1984.

The study shows thee of 5.1 million worker. Ms had bees at their job.

at least 3 years before they were displaced. 60 percent (5.1 million) were

reemployed when surveyed in January 1984, though many at lower pay: about

25 percent (1.3 million) were looting for weft and the team (700.000) had

left the labor force.

Among the displaced sorters who were reemployed. *bout .360.000 who had

previously De -r in full -time wage and salary Jabs ware la part -time Jobs

when surveyed. Aeons those who were once again In full-time Jobs--and

reported earnings for both the old and new Jobeabout 41 percent were

earning lees In the new Job than In the one they had lost.

A displaced worker, as defined in this study. Is one who (I) 1oet s job

between January 1979 and January 198k, (2) had worked at least three years

In that Job, and (3) lost it because of the cluing dmin or moving of

plant or coopany, elect wort, or the abolishment of a poeition or shift.

The survey on which Ilia study is based was aponaored by the Employment

and Training Adeiniatration and wit conducted as a supplement to the

January 1984 Current Population Survey. (For a deetription of the

supplenent, see the explanatory note On page 4.) Altogether. a Mai of
11.5 million workers 20 years .1 age and over were identified In this

survey as having lost Jobs during the Jasuery 1979-January 1984 period

because of one of the three factors listed above. however, a large number

of these sorters had been at their jobs only a relatively short period when

the loss occurred, with 4.4 million reporting one year or less of tenure on

the loaf Job. To focus on workers who had developed relatively firm

attachment IS the Jobs they lost. only those with minimum of 3 years of

tenure are Included In this analysis, and the data preeented in tables 1

through 7 relate only to these 5.1 milliom

doolOvsent Status in January titG

The chance of reemployment for thee, displaced workers declined

lgnificantly with age. While the overall proportion who were employed In

January 104 was 60 percent. this varied frog 70 percent far those 20 to 24

years of age to II percent for those 55 to 14 years of age. Those 65 years

and over often retire when they lose Job, .o the proportion in this age

1_60
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group vho were employed in January 1984 was only 21 percent. (See table
1.)

Over one-fourth of the displaced workers 55 to 64 year. of age and as
many as two - thirds of those 65 years and over ware out of the labor
force--that is, were neither employed nor unemployed--when studied. Women
in general were somewhat less likely than an to be reemployed and more
likely is have left the labor force.

Of the 5.1 million workers who had lost a job over the previous 5

years, about 1.3 million, or one-fourth, were unemployed when surveyed in
January 1984. The proportion unemployed was about 23 percent among whites,
41 percent among blacks, and 34 percent among Hispanics.

Reasons for displacement

Almost one-half (49.0 percent),of the 5.1 million workers reported they
had lost their jobs because their plant or company had closed down or
moved. Another two-fifths (38.7 percent) cited "slack work" as the reason.
The balance (12.4 percent) reported that their position or shift had been
abolished. (See table 2.) The older the worker, the more likely was the
job loss to stem from plant closings. Younger workers, having generally
less seniority, were about 83 likely to have lost their jobs due to slack
work as due to plant closings.

Years worked on lost lob

Many of the 5.1 million displaced workers had been in their jobs for
relatively long periods. Nearly one-third (30.2 percent) had been
displaced from jobs on which they had worked 10 years or more. Another
third (33.6 percent) had been on their jobs from 5 to 9 years. The
remainder had lost jobs at which they had worked either 3 or 4 years. The
median tenure on the lost jobs for the entire 5.1 million workers was 6.1
years. Not surprisingly, the length of tenure tended to increase with the
age of the displaced workers. For example, median tenure for those 55 to
64 had been 12.4 years. (See table 3.)

Industry_and occupation

Nearly 2.5 million, or almost one half of the workers in question, had
been displaced from jobs in the manufacturing sector, principally in
durable goods industries. (See table 4.) About 220,000 had worked in

primary metals, 400,000 in machinery, except electrical, and 350,000 in the
transportation equipment industry, with autos accounting for 225,000.

Of the workers who had lost jobs in the primary metals industry, less
than half (45.7 percent) were employed in January 1984, and nearly
two-fifths (38.7 percent) were still reported as unemployed. Of those who
had lost jobs In the nonelectrical machinery industry of the transportation
equipment industry, the proportion employed in January 1984 was over 60
percent.
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From an occupational standpoint, operators, fabricators, and laborers

figured most prominently among the workers who had been displaced from
jobs. iSee table 5.) In general, the higher the skill of the displaced
workers, the mote likely they were to be reemployed when surveyed. For

example, among those who had been displaced from managerial and

professional jobs, the proportion reemployed was about 75 percent. In

contrast, among those who had lost jobs as handlers, equipment cleaners,
helpers, and laborers, less than one-half were reemployed.

Geographic distribution

Relati.ely large numbers of the workers who had been displaced from
their joba resided in the East North Central (1.2 million) and the Middle
Atlantic (800,000) areas. (See table 6 for definitions of these areas.)

This reflects in part the concentration of heavy industries in these two
areas and the employment losses which these industries incurred in recent
years. As shown in table 6, the workers whc had been displaced in these
two areas were less likely than those in other areas to be reemployed when
au.veyed in January 1984. Whereas the nationwide proportion who were
reemployed was three-fifths, it was only about one-half in these two
The East North Central area had nearly one-third of all the displaced
workers who were unemployed in January 1984-400,000 out of a national
total of 1.3 millionand nearly one-half of those in the East North
Central area had been unemployed for more than 6 months.

Earnt'gs on new lob

Of the 3.1 million displaced workers who were again employed in January
1984, a little over 2.8 million had previously held full-time wage and
salary jobs. Of these, nearly 2.3 million, were once again working in

full-time wage and aalary jobs when surveyed. Earnings data for about 2
million of these workers were obtained both for the old and new jobs.

About 1.1 million (55 percent) of these 2 million workers reported
weekly earnings from their new jobs that were equal to or higher than the
earnings on the jobs they had lost, with 500,000 reporting that their
earnings exceeded those on their pre.ious jobs by 20 percent or more. On
the other hand, about 900,000 05 percent) reported earninga that were
Lowe: than those on the jobs they had lost, with about 600,000 having taken
cute of 20 percent or more. (See table 7.)

workers who had been displaced from jobs in durable goods manufacturing
were somewhat more likely than other workers to be earning less on the jobs
they held in January 1984 than in those they lost. About 40 percent of
those who were in new full-time wage and salary jobs when surveyed in
January 1984 reported weekly earnings of 20 percent or more below those on
the jobs they had lost.

48-572 0 - 85 - 6
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The data presented in this report were obtained through a special

survey conducted in January 1984 as a supplement to the Current Population
Survey, the monthly survey which provides the basic data on employment and

unemployment for the Nation. The purpose of this supplementary survey was
to obtain information oh the number and characteristics of workers 20 years
of age and 0.er who nad been displaced from their jobs over the previous S

years, that is, over the period from January 1979 to January 1984. This is
the period during which the economy went through two back-to-back
recessions and the levels of employment in some industries, particularly
the goods-producing sector, were reduced considerably.

In order to identify workers who had been displaced from jobs, the

survey respondents vete first asked whether the household member hao lost a
joh during the period in question "because of plant closing, an employer

going out of business, a layoff from which (he/she) was not recalled, or
other similar reasons." If the answer to this question was "yes", the
respondent vas asked to identify, among the following reasons, the one
which best fit the reason for the job loss:

Plant or company closed down or moved
Plant or company was operating but job was lost because of

Slack work
Position or shift was abolished
Seasonal job was completed

Self-employment business failed
Other reasons

After ascertaining the reason for the job lass, a aeries of questions

were asked about the nature of the lost jobincluding the year it was
lost, the years of tenure, iNe earnings, and the availability of health

insurance. ocher questions were asked to determine what transpired after
the job loss such as. How long did the person go without work, did he or

she receive unemployment insurance benefits, were the benefits exhausted,
and, finally, did the person move after the job loss. If the person was
reemployed at the time of the interview, follow-up questions were asked to
determine the current earnings. And, regariless of the employment status
at the time of the interview, a question wao asked of all those who had
been reported as having lost job to determine whether they currently had
any health insurance coverage.

As noted earlier, in tabulating the data from this survey the or.ly

workers considered to ha.c been displaced from their jobs ,ere those who
reported job losses arising from: (1) The closing down or moving of a

plant at company, (2) slack work, or (3) tic abolishment of their position
or shift. This means that workers whose job losses stemmed from the
completion of seasonal work, the failure of self-employment businesses, or

other mis(ellaneolos reasons were not included among those deemed to have
been displaced. A further condition for inclusion among the displaced
workers for the purpose of this study was tenure of at bast 3 years on the
lost job.
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In examining the displaced workera who were unemployed in January 1984,

it is important to note that not all were continually unemployed since the

job loss they reported. Many, particularly those who reported job losses

which occurred in 1979 or the very early 1980's, may subsequently have held
otner jobs, only .../ find thenhelves unemployed once again in January 1984.

More detailed analysis of the data from this supplement, including

topics not covered in this release, will be forthcoming.
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Representative ilmA KlNs. In terms of those who were employed
or reemployed in services, du you have a breakdown of what serv-
ices are included? You said that one in every eight gained jobs in
business services. Then you say much of this growth has been in
personal supply and data processing services. We have no idea of
how those services compared with manufacturing jobs, whether ur
not they were low paying or higher paying jobs. Would you count
those two as both things?

Ms. NORwooa. Many of those jobs are both, you know, there are
all kinds of jobs in thc- business service sectors. Many of them are
high-paying jobs. Some of them, of course, are not. It is, I think,
rather difficult to look at that without specific occupational wage
information. And we have been try ing to do that in the Bureau,
and I'm pleased that we will be able to expand some of that work
in the future.

Representative IIAvv Krhs. Now in terms of another force that is
happening, especially in the Southwest, due to immigration, there s
a tremendous increase in the number of undocumented workers in
the Southwest. Their visibility is not always apparent. Many of
them live in alleyways. Families, many families double up. Cm
sure tin. census will never discover them. Cm wondering whether
or not in your household survey, in the surveys that you conduct,
whether or not there is an unknown factor of these individuals who
are usually not visible to anyone except those who are familiar
with those communities. I know that there is a tremendous number
of blacks, black males, who are always overlooked. They could be
on a slow boat to China, as far as any survey is concerned. And
there's some areas where the surveyors never go into, be:;ause for
cultural reasons, they just don't penetrate.

Now to what extent is this apparent to you in the surveys that
you conduct?

Ms. NORWOOD. We have reviewed with some care, in a numblr of
different ways, the problems, both of the undercount of the census
and of the problem of undocumented workers, :!legal immigration,
as well as people who are employed, but who are off the book, for
one reason ur another, to evade taxation or for sori-.2 other reason.
It is really very difficult to get a handle that we can alt rely on in
that area. We do believe, however, that in general, we get from the
household survey a great deal of that information.

We did a study recently examining all the estimates that had
been made by private researchers of the amount that had been
missed in wages, prices, productivity, and employment. We found
that most of those people who come up with the estimates do not
really understand the manner in which the surveys are conducted
and the safeguards that we have and the kind of probing questions
that we have. I would not want you to think that I believe there is
no problem at all here. There is a problem, but I think it is not of
the magnitude that some estimates that have been published would
make us believe. This is an issue that most of the developed and
even sonic of the developing countries of the world are interested
in.

We have been discussing this pro!,lein at a ;Anking party of em-
ployment and unemployment that, I chair at the OECD, which
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meets once a year to try to keep up with new techniques, and we're
doing the best job we can with it.

There are other issues that I'm sure you, in particular, are very
much aware of. I met recently in Texas with the Governors' Corn-
nnttee looking at economic development. And as you know, along
with the Mexican border, they have very, very high unemployment
rates. The difficulty is that the more they attract industry, the
more people come across the border. And so it'., kind of being on a
treadmill to create jobs in that area, and yet once the jobs are
there, people tend to move in, generally undocumented workers.

So there are parts of the country where that is a very special
kind of problem, and it's very difficult to deal with.

Representative HAwKiNs. I don't want to continue to ask these
questions and delay you, but just to conclude, at least, my
questioning.

There ate several other groups that I'm concerned about as to
whether or not they are recognized. One is the economy which
doesn't appear to be visible. That is, individuals in the underworld
who are not actually gainfully employed, but employed in their
own way. How is this group -it is my understanding, and I've seen
estimates that place it as high as several million, 2 ur 3 million
persons, how are these individuals treated for the purpose of deter-
mining their status as unemployed?

M. NORWOOD. Well, as you know, Congressman Hawkins, we
have two surveys. One survey is based on payroll records. If a
person is not un the payroll ret.urd, that person does not appear in
that survey, but the other survey, the household survey, in that
survey, we try to include everyone, whether the activity is illegal
or nut, whether the person is in the country legally or illegally. We
cannot give you specific information about the numbers, because,
for obvious reasons, we du not go to a household and say, are you
really here illegally, or are you engaged in some illegal work?

We du believe, however, that using some of the survey techniques
that we have, that we are getting a lot of people who probably are
engaged in activities that they might not report in other cases.

Representative HAwfuNs. You're missing a lot too.
Ms. NORNNOOD. We may well be missing a lot, and on the other

hand, as I said earlier, the study that we've done of the way in
which these estimate., of the kind you spoke of before were derived.
they don't stand up at all. That dues not mean that we don't have
a problem. It means, I think that we can't quantify the extent of
the problem.

Representative HAWKINS. Thank you v 1, and Mr. Chair-
man, thank you.

Representative OBEY [presiding]. Ms. ,ot .00d, there are a
number of questions that Senator Proxmi e wanted ask for the
record. I'll submit them, and if you'll provide responses, I'll appre-
ciate it.

Ms. NoRwooD. We'll be glad to.
Representative OBEY. Thank you very much for coming.
Ms. NoRwooD. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 10.39 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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[The following additional written questions and answers were
subsequently supplied for the record:]

RE-SIVNbt, ut lloN. Jr At.T L. NORWOOD Tl/ ADDITIONAL. WRICTLN QL,t.STIONS
SENATOR PROXMIRE

Question I. This morning's Wall Street Journal reports. "Retailers generally re-
ported Small S(.1 eb gains for February as merchants struggled to reduce big invento-
ries left over from last year's sluggish holiday selling season."

What dues this mean for future employment growth in the wholesale and retail
trades: Gould this mean future dedinus in consumer goods production and employ-
ment?

Answer. Both retail sales and inventories are extremely volatile un a month-to-
month basis and preliminary estimates fur both tire often subjet.t to large revisions.

retail sales were to slow down significantly for a lung period, of course this would
tend to have u depressing effect un employment. However, the outlook studies I
have Seen DR1, Wharton, etc. continue to forecast real growth in consumption in
ltra;). There are also indivations that retailers have been keeping a dose eye on in-
ventories and making considerable effort to control their inventory-to-sales ratios.

Question Y. You report that the level and raw of unemployment have changed
little since last May. This means that for the better part of a year, 8 and one-her
million Aim:mans were out of work and that the unemployment rate remained
above 7 percent.

In your expert view, has the so-called "full employment" level of unemp/J3menc
increased from the I percent level of 20 years ago to over 7 percent today': I: this is
so, how do you explain it?

Answer. The full employment" unemployment rate lb generally interpreted to
mean the unemployment rate at which further stimulation to the economy Ataild
run the risk of stimulating Inflation. While damornists du not agree fully as to what
that precise rate is, there is general agreement that the rate has been trending
upward. In the mitiltratis, damomists generally believed that the rate was about 3
percent. By the early 1960s the goal was changed to 4 percent. The 1973 Economic
Report of the President stated that, . . it probably lies between 6 and 7 per-
cent. I am attaching un article un this subject written u few years ago by several
BLS stuff members. The ankle discusses some of the reasons for the upward trend.

rtittestturi o. This nionth's data shuw that on again the munufui.turing indtedriee
recovery lags far behind that of the .twice sectors recovery. How much of the di;
ferenve in the rate of recovery can you attribute to the increased importance of for-
eign made goods?

Answer. Intpurta of manufactured goods are having un efTect un the overall econo-
my and un partivalar industries. Employment in several ir.justries has been declin
mg for a numbl.r of years. In Some, like apparel, the employment lost during the
revession has not yet been regained. Others, such as blast furnaces and bask steel
and textaie mil, prududs, have had employment continuing to decline even after the
recession trough. There are many reasons for the changes in the competitive posi
tion of these industries, their problems cannot all be attributed to imports.

Imports have exerted a downward null un .reflation, and, in fact, some studies
have shown that increased imports have been an tinpurtant factor in slowing down
the rate of im.rease in prices, a slowdown that has had a positive effect on the econ
omy.

Qin:awn Since the manufacturing industries are concentrated in the East and
Midwest and Cause industries have had little ur nu employment growth in almost a
year, could you 1. ()minim the rates a change. .n employment and unemployment
over the past 9 months by region of the country?

Answer, The following habit: shows employment and unemployment for the nine
Census divisions in January 13b1 and January 19g. These d ft the most recent data

Because the data tire not adjusted for seasonality, ,Vmpurisunb are lim
ited to changes from the same month a year earlier.
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CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT BY CENSUS DIVISION, JANUARY 1984-1ANUARY 1985
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Question S. As you know, the President has decided not to ask the Japanese to
continue their voluntary restraints on the number of cars they export to the United
States As our expert un both consumer prices and employment, could you estimate
the effects of a 500,000 increase in the number of Japanese cars imported into the
United States on auto prices and domestic auto industry employment?

Answer I cannut provide an estimate in response to your question. In general, we
know that increased imports and greater competition tend to lower prices. The
effect uf a lower rate uf inflation tends to make more income available for other
purposes which could stimulate new demand for uther goods and services and thus
increase employment. It may well be that a fall in price could even increase the
overall demand for cars and other goods.

The, relationships involved in assessing these issues are extremely complex, and
the work I.dnnut be dune with the statistical accuracy required for a BLS product.
For this reason, the BLS does not make estimates in this field.

Several stud:es un this subject have been made, however. Three of these studies
that have been called to my attention are:

"Import Quotas and the Autumobile Industry. The Costs of Protectionism" by
Robert W. Crandall, Brookings Review, Summer 198.1.

"Aggregate Costs to the United States of Tariffs and Quotas on Imports," by
David G Tan and Morris E. Morkrc, Bureau uf Lconurnics Staff Report to the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, December 1984.

"A Review uf Recent Developments in the U.S. Automobile Industry Including an
kssessincrit uf the Japanese Voluntary Restraint Agreements,' United States Inter-
national Trade Commission publication 1648, February 1985.

A re%icw uf these studies indicates general agreement that the voluntary re-
strait ,t agreements XRAi have affected both durnestit. and Japanese auto sues and
prices in the United States market, United States employment levels, and United
States consumer costs. All uf the studies agree that the costs of the VRAs to the
United States consumer are very large. The estimates uf the employment gain re-
sulting from the VRA appear to differ widely. Of course, all the estimates arc
highly dependent un the assuniptiuns made and the time period covered. The range
uf the employment estimates illustrates the difficulty in trying to develop precise
estimates of the impact of the VRAs.
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What is a current equivalent to
unemployment rates of the past?
The results of various attempts to quantify
how much changes in the lalw force.
unemployment insurance. and minimum wages
have qffated unemployment rates are reasonably close;
but no total effect on jobless rates can be determined

Jostru ANtos. Wist s \ttrtow,
AND JACK E ThIrt Et r

The csonotrus tessact, %hats began in 19:7

tosused attention on.c moic on the soft employ
meat target tot ruastocsonoma putts)
During the more.rStar., csononusts gencaaio bc-
ttescsi that %nen pctscnt ot me tabot tom was
unemplosed the esonwhs had war up the 11.1A tn
ICSQUIRCS and Imam summation would Era.
brccdang inflation. Its the cam 1900 s, the gencra
Is accepted lull employment goat was changed to 4
percent on the Ischet that this figure represented
national unemplosment. and thus the practical

minimum ieset 4,1 unemplostnent that %multi 0:
reached w th consenuonal haat and monetary
macs Recenns hosseser, a number of esonontatts
haw argued that sanous changes on the csononts
haw pushed the lullemplosment tattemplosment
rate to salves higher than the traditional 4
patent

A number of articles base appeared which hase
attempted to quanhts the effects on the unemplos.
ment rate of one or more of the economic %Mange%
which hase occurred user the past 15 or 20 sears
We base sursesed the maim armies on this
subject. and restos their land gs and nicthodolo
saes in this article Before going tnto this analssis.
the fallowing interpretive points must be made

Jason Ask., asJ We** sit the Doo,e
Revan5 SIniksi,a53>tio..tii+1$ Ow ...4 Levi, Swouo. 54451
Tnrienn 1nin.inti.olorannonnoi+kn.4Nc
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1. Computing the urrent unemployment rate
that is tiniparAblc lo tsayt a 4-pasent rate IS or 20
,ears ago is his the same thing as determining the
uomnflahonaty .ate in today's economy. es en it 4
pch.clit was the n 161414fy tale in the earlier
period. The reason is that inflation depends on a
number of factors in addition to the wage -cost
pressures embodied in traditional Phillips curse
amass's, including pressures on capacity ruttish
may generate upward moment it. nonlabor
costs). external shocks (inch as energy or agricul
Jura! shortages). and inflationary expectations. If
deasionmaters, buyers, and so forth. build into
contracts, purchase Orders. and other decisions
sonic expected inflation rate, then the unemploy-
ment rate corresponding to price stability will be
higher than it %soukd be if inflationary expectations
were absent Thus the noninflationary unemploy-
ment rate will shift with changes in expectations
(as well as the other factors mentioned abose);
accordingly, one cannot determine the non.
inflationary unemploy mcnt rate solely from anal),
sis of labor market directs Some recent literature
acknowledges this point by speaking of the full.
employment unemployment rate as the rate which
will not art elerate the rate of inflation

2 In the absence of a conirehensise. integrated
studs of the comparability question. it is necessary
to combine the results of independent studies on
factors such as changes in labor force composition.
oncmplosment insurance. minimum stages. and so
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forth Interaction elicits, howeset. cause serious
analytic problems There arc two Wtesones of
these effects-

Ettst there are interastiuns among the iartables
studied Ns. for example. when 4 hAnsc w a social
sr gosernmental program also influenses Lawn
force composition, and separate estimates are
computed for the tnipast on unemployment of the
program char, and the shange in the compost.
bon of the Sabot furies In these cases, the *hole
may not be equal to tis. suns of the AC p.saatc1)
estimated effects.

Second, there arc interastions between the
s artables studied and 1.11.41 uncmphisment,
Set vial of the lacks. disused WC. in this article
ha .c a gams' impact on the unimplin mem rate at
less than lull ernelosnient than the% do at full
employment In these cases. finding the 1979
unemplosment rate that is comparable to a 4.
percent late in eartiec seats is not the same thing as
accounting for changes in the m rum rates between
those dates

nfortunatelv. It is seldom possible to extricate
interaction effects from existing studies In the
absence of a research design that would account
Icr interaction effects we !lase grass resenations
about adding up indoldual estimates obtained
lions Independent studies in the attempt to
compute a point estimate of a current unemplos.
ment rate which would be comparable to those id
some past period We bane the combined total
would be considerable less accurate than the
degiee oil accurree the components %%MEd suggest

\lane relecant studies were not set up ro
permit translation of totals nito cited. on the
unemplosment fccrt I or eumple, (.Sward (arm-
KW. nunimunt wage studs. sliwoosed later, esti.
mates cmplostnent oat (to changes in the
mminium) not estimates .4 thin on the unem-
plosment rate Aec,irdingle result. of some studies

relecant satiable. were not trwrporated in this
artiste In addition. sonic factors titentiolic,f to
atolls studies as contributing to she nonsompara

baits question base not been An.dsled in mail a
was as to permit their muses here

Lobe( for OIMpthith111 Vika,

out
pourional ctIe.ts base trequertle been estintatcd
he computing "tact,Itter Intent. ternt late.
that is, appbmg the labor hire( proportions of
wine base period h the actual attempt..merit
fates .1 %arum. demographic Er..ups in the
compartsn period Such witghting ccetcm base
been canned anccute. othcts, an, (.. ottcd .4

Economic Advners, Phillip Cagan. and Paul 0.
Haim.' All the researchers used age-sex demo-
graphic groups, and Paint included race as well.
Results of the computations differ because of time
spans cos ered and also because ot varying degrees
of disag,gregation thorn 10 demographic groups in
Cagan 's computation to 22 groups in claim's).
Perhaps of more importance, how es er. the results
were ongmally reported on different bates. It:-
cause researchers fuse made different decisions
with respect 141 the interaction term inherent in a
weighted unemployment rate analysis.

To clanfy this point. consider the following
definition. the change in the overall unemploy-
ment talc between some initial base year thy and
sonic other year t,15 is composed of the factors in
the fallowing expression,

(it ifi +V
ti a) 1' tft.. V, 4,su,+ M, +3 NA .41.

where 1,* and Ls are overall unemployment rates.
w. is the labor force proportion of the rill
demographic group. U. is the unemployment rate
for that same group. and indicates the change in
the appropnate satiable between periods b and t.
Of h nurse. the two unemployment rates CA and L.,
are defined In

to
144 >.:44:

L*4 V
In most of the literature on this subject, the
"weighted" unemployment rate that has been
emputed to analyze the compositional question
consists 01

its

that is. a computation incorporating only the first
term front the bracketed terms of equation M.
Ilocce.er. as a measure of the effect sib the change
in labor force composition, this is strictIr correct
ants if the interaction ternt (3100. the last
bracketed term in equation (Is, is dose to zero and
ernpineatts fit as not The Importance of this is
unheated by the following economic interpretation
01 the separate terms of equation IA).

The first term ) gases the change in the
oscrall unemployment rate that would base 410
turret! had labor tom proportions remained
unchanged and had unemployment rates applica-
Mc to pecan age.ses groups changed as they

t I I did WC Mkt to this as the 'pure (-reheat
Akct'

course. ;tart of the change in actual agesex
Tivolic unemployment rates was probably caused
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.hanging tabus kite .umposition Ow example.
A larger chart 01 young workers implies a
.towtling- effect an Arai grouping. and a consc.

quent rise in the youth unemployment tate. unless
the number of crittyTecel Jolts expands
sufficiently r., The:civic. in the real economy. labut
lune propomoro and specific uncmploy merit tures
arc interrelated. This .hange in demographic
unemployment rates assoaated with changing
iabot lune propvitions as pair ot the intera.tion
term,

The second term of equation (Ira)
May be interpreted err the .hange in the overall
unemployment rate that ...id hate VklUITCJ it
Jemogiaphi. unemployment tates had remained
un.h.mged when tab.,' tor.e propoitions changed.
In table I. this at referred to as the direct
.ompoottonat effect This ...imputation doer not
measure any change in labor force proportions
.cured hy changes in demographic unemploy ment
tax an effect which would be intioduccd through
PAN,/ tune ht. Ipa t1011 1.11,V3/ .1.1 what a. u1,1.11)

gcuatIolathe Jocou i aged A/Mkt ulcer Thai
etTeo sot rather. the 104(1,C ofc$ ot the do,
.oulaged worker .11cci. to& J,tict.nt Jcniogiaph-
n groups) is also 1601 ot the aim,. tans team

Thus the final tans an equation *La), the
intetachon term t ts.rsr, ) to otmponJ of the

'crowding- effect on age-specthc unempturnent
rates and the dascuuraged worker effect on labor
forte participation rates rand ,hence on labor torte
proportions). Disenungling the two effects cannot
be dune through a mechanical pro- lure such as
cqa..tion (lb which is simply a th, thematical
inli1111, INUIICS a more sophialkalts lOciosa-
tiun of economic behavior th.in has sa, far been
earned out.

Two further observations are appr.froate, I mt.
the interaction term is large. relator: to the other
terms of equation (La). so the `,0 distuuton is
01 considerable importance in interpreting the
results, f.rnpincally. the interaction term seems to
be half or more the site of the direct- comptrsi-
tion effect computed arum equation (LI). rho,. the
om the Interacrion term to handled maAes a great
ammo?, t f chifereme an the deternunatwo 0) the
-comparable" unemplm meta rate.

Second. then is no absolutely atifict.t 4:a.) to
handle the interaction term. because it is
an interaction effect attributable to both changes
in WOO& lance proportion and changes in age-set
specific unemployment rate.. Some computations
ot weighted- unemployment rates hare ignored it.
which is equivalent to the economic assumption
that there .s no "crowding" and there are no
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%hole cannot sic added in to
collet of the tn. uct.ihtcu unemployment lams
that could be ...imputed tiom the um t.so 'elms of
equation that piecocty because it behongs, in
undciet mined pipet 001.. to both Arbitrarily
splitting the tiociaction tom among the too, totes
is not appoptoitc either The only apptopiatc way
to picsent the results is to teisoit duet .oniposb
lomat effect. and interasituns hams sepalasely,
rod this in the as a is handled in table I.

the ettonak Table I summarizes sescral an
mates of the diem of changes in labor force
composition using lixe ucight unemployment
..rtes Lntrics in the t:ble indicate the magnitude of
the elfecds of changes in labor force composition
Met the designated period for example. Cagan
estimate, that the direct conipositional effect
added t146 percentage points to the lulemploy-
ntent unemplosment rate betucen 19% and 1971
'Winking tor ditterent periods cosstred iss the
estimates. agreement appears stood All three
estimates of the "sum" tool 11 for the scar 1971 he
around 117 percentage points

W,c prefer, hOweSel- to focus on the separate
estimates of dues t compositional and Interaction
ethos because 01 the pres"ling analssis %shish
argued that the sum 11 the two rs unthiubteths an
siscrstaicmcnt ot the impact of labor force comp.
Aunt on the oscrall rate the No estimates 01 the
three' conspoNnional chat put it at around halt a
recto s ith the dttfcrence bens cen the tuo uridoub
ells attributable to tne continued change in labor
torte composition Mum 1971 and 1976

1 he ends anomais in table 1 rd. tes to the site of
the intern faon tern 'Mush r. considcrably larger
in Hann-. estimate than in Claws 1 he reason for
this mas be the tact that Rum used more
deniostahic groups. thus sows more [emus 'or
Inferastion &est, to shou up On the other hand
instnt 1970 unemplosinctit rates sus thou up
clopropottionattis in the Interaction term

lakins acs aunt of the Interpretatise problems
posed Iss the interastion term application of the
"Used %eight- unemptosment tax anthodoloss
leads to the bilk% ine tentatoe sonslusion

flanges in labor tone composition appear to has c
added from onethalt the direst coninositional
elks° to one percentage point be outside limit it
the tuft interaction tom is Included) to the
unetbrios went rate tor 19 76 compared to its satue
2(1 sears ember

n,..titn onnoatofn rot
soitips, toted (*.As
dPiA ..Pla ,1101,01.0 cx,cs,
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supply in labot markets than is pros Wed by the
official BLS rate. Though the consept of a nanaurr
uI excess supply ur excess demand is nut .cry Nell
defined in economics tat either the operational or
theoretical lec cis,. and methods tot aggregating
mess supply measures fur indis 'dual kihno mar-
kets into a our summary measure for the
economy arc esen less Nell understood, it is still
approptiate to try to sharpen the notion or
aggregate labor market excess supply by making
reference to a more tightly defined concept. This.
in our interpretation, is uhat George Perry and
Michael Wachter attempt to do.

Perry adjusts a measure of lost hours for
estimated howls earnings (both expressed manse
to thc s alues applicable to porneage malts). Thus.
his unemployment measure (01 is closely related
(though not precisely equivalent) to a measure of
earnings lost bs unemployed labor. 'Though a
measure of thc economic loss due to unemploy
mem rs saluable. and may be defended as a better
measure for the purpose Petry puts it to. the
published 1115 unemployment ram has neser

economic loss due to ur,c t, sent. so
%se cannot use changes in Perry*s messure to
esaluale the comparabilits of changes in the
official 111S unemplos.f.o.., rate Off time. As
presented in Wachter. -.osed from .s in 19%
to 7 1 in 1974. but that does not imply that the
Nuts aim 111,5 unemploy mcnt rate ssas 7,1,,

Ikon's unemplos merit measure has been used as
a rocs for excess demand in uase eqrations of
the Phillips curse type. but it requires strong
assum,mons to argue that a urgeueighted Incas,
urc of mess labor supply Is the best construction
for this purpose Wachter's normalized 'Memphis.
Ment rate It sr Uas consuucted explicitly to meet
this need

SV.h:hters rate fif.4 is built up nom asescx
group: specific rates uhich are estimated !Rini a
stabstisal analysis, rather than from a %righting
scheme s regression Is used to edablish the
relation Nissen actual age -ses specific rates and
the rate tor printeagc males. at the %.1111C time
sontrollins t:ir diarist.. in the age distribution of
the population t7he OhjeCtOr lc to capture the
inipact on age us specific rates of factors such as
the postuar bah% boom cawing into the labor
market 1 then, on the mum assumptions that the
"noninflationary" or "lulbemployment" rate for
prtmeage males is 29 and tonuant met 111151,
"normals/es," unemployment rates arc computed
lot each asesex group in plugging the 2.9 %Alm
bask into the regression. The estimated agesex
eseis 1.1(C! are then aggregated into the coma!'
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Us figure. using surrent labor force proportions
for each year

The procedure hat been criticized, but a
detailed presentation of these criticism, mould
depait from the purrs's: of this article I tom es er,,

three points should be made
1 Wachter refers to h s Us as a "full emplits-

mem rinemplosment rate* in the sense that it
permits deseloping a figare which "denotes the
same labor market tightness ow tune." Such an
objectite to better measure 01 'labor market
tightness") undoubtedls ties behind other attempts
to adjust the unemployment rate in sonic fashion,
so Wachter's Us mas be regarded as a rciatitels
sophisticated attempt to get around the econitinit
inadequacy of mcchansal procedure, such as
lisemetghting scheme.

2 Whether the measure is successtul in doing
what Wachter intends it to tits it death, debatable
lie s. L11111. tal1110u. "Untortunatels to, of the
limitable, that are hkrh to affect to171e011/CLI

unemplosment rate san le exult quantified with
the presision needed to estimate their impast on it

Ilensc the Us measure tit this paper is a snide
prosy "s

3 though (s is deseloped as a nicasure to
determine a nonintlationars unemplos merit rate
frr anals:anz maw Inflatoon. there is no reason to
behest: that this measure defines uniqucis an
unemplosment rate that can be used to target
esonomis pins. cssentialls for the reason noted
earlier In this artiste and stressed so often bs
5.111ton i nediun 1 dinund Phelps ( apts
and other." the noinnllittonars nneuVoszuent
rate &Nfld. (Julian% on prise espestaiions as
well as other economic tastors

incrupti*iiient inslitatice
ans resrarshers fuse 6611.1 the onpast

the isnemplostnent Insurance a II .stem 111.
unemptoc matt partisularts duration of untin
phscrnent Ilanterniesh analsted empirical
studies on the lope and k.,noukd that 1. 111..4
,it.tION I I /km 66 %titration of iinciiiplostilcui as
longer his about 2 , west.. aud son, *hit the

I stem -induce, an VOla 0 l par,. mice
point. unentplossiitiii tilloU01 it. 04,1 oar
duration Other rtseatthes mac is mots, sntiu
son. In hi. .muds 101 the Jinni I town.%

Matiln 1 eitistelli eats Wahl' iii ti
total onpast of the I. I ...CM OIL
unemployment Cue hi 12s pusuoilu

75 a. a scut, of intieistd din Own
Ilowcsrt 101 ;VOL

litiCii.11 %% bi a vtlsst hiast batn...k in this t I

40

7441e 2. EttInt414 M Vii *Meta el clung,* In V* Un
senployoont 'nommen spawn on IN noneyelleal won.
p4trnont on.. 2124-77

w ilwi il.apo ssYa Or
to4114.4w4 .4

a+w
reobvi Pamir. No

a... r own wows)
41.rolitfleorii W.% no, M s 0

tai w, *Si

,-W a,* .0
*rig w.f.,. i.e.. 11,44ne

1,1

.'.stem had on the unemplos mem rate' and not.
"What is the total effect tit the UI ss stein on the
unemplos men' rate" Ihis is so because the 1956
unemplos mem rate was higher than it mould hate
been had the UI system not esisled then Since
1956, the ratio of aterage t'l bench's to as erase
%wells earnings ha. increased Its tints 2 7 persent
age point,, so that a mann part of the elks' of the
UI system on uncniplos mem rates probabls
oeturred prior to l'N)"

One studs that doe, intotigatc the chest of
Chaim es in the UI oisteni on the uncntplosment
rate is that of agati tsummarirest or table 21
01:km mutt/es the tolloming strange, in the ( I
.'.dent some 19*6 (It Insreass- in the pent:Wage
of 6olker in the labor Corse who arc tin ered
the I. I .'..tens Ile eale111.11es the Inete.0e 111

4.0% eted wodcts user the period applies it pita!
esanates 01 the sliest ( I has on duration, and
consludes that Ant:eased tot crap: intreised the
uticitip!ocznent tate his it 14 personage point
through its sliest on J10.111011 Ile nude no
allossance for ails ellett 011 1111e111r10Ineol ills
dens Intrtisr, an the magnitude of bench's
could atlest hoth the duration and insidence of
uneenp1osniutt 116 ins rcasc i t bsnclit el..inee
the late 19<it's has been tAlresitelt modest the
WO. tit crats cainini: ins o...0eLl 011h

psr,stuas points olocijaenth, (agars
nous this J. a .54055 of possible uUluetus obi
onsii,p1osinun Oa the Supplenienta1 Insoianct

ants 11rsgtam emitted in I'r` s mend
.soars it. Otani .011..is ill ,tasonat

IOC agars sue, Allred
I slla rstonas +fiat the progiam resulted in
a 11/0111i 14.15,5 tii this w+unplis
nnnl 4.115 141 1 Mall, stars /ples ills 19'4 and
19'1 sustc.consot ibis 101n. I. 1 ick11tilg
atitit: dial Ants ,16,11.011s 0%4..1 oih in
4.M, iiyhuiitinploolis to also sites* on the hats
stlit mem is 150,4 s« h>t 111.101
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lo summarize. Logan estimates that changes in
the 41 system ove, the past 20 'ems have
mereased the nuneyetwai unemployment WIC 0.34
percentage point I low es yr. as Casa n points out,
changes in the IA system may also increase the
incidence of unemployment. but there vents no
accurate estimate of how much they increase it.

Minimum stages

Among the large number of studies 01 the
economic effect of minimum wage laws. three
studies (Jacob Mincer, Ilyman It. Kaitz. and
James r. Ragan. k)t, have used similar methodoi
ogles to estimate the effect of changes in minimum
wages on the unemployment rates for demographic
groups (See table 3.) All bee explicitly allowed
for effects of withdrawal front the labor force (as
well as disemployment impacts) and all used an
"effective minimum wage" savable originally
constructed by BIS " '1 he ellectise niimmum
wage expresses the minimum wage relatise to a
measure of aserage hourly earnings which is
wetsh!ed lot the ploptution of emplos merit 50%
cred under the minimum wage law

Mineer's study found effeets tot strung woken
which substantially increases: their unemployment
rates ilargest impaets woe tot mcts age :11.:4 and
101 tcenagersr auk lode impaet ou toldt.I w.nkciY

organ used %lineu> nitration., 5./intnilcd wuh
ndue.1ot the elicettse nuurtnum Nat:* 1°1 14-4, is
estimate that changes in the M11.11171111 7% 41. if VIII
1956 to 1974 contributed 0 6A percentage point to
unemployment rates

Kane and Ragan Ian Ectoc,..uto. ot
to Mincer s tot MOM detailed eatceiiies %shims the

teenage ,coup. Ragan s Tutc dttoggregatcd testes-
mon> imply smaller estimates of unemployment
among teenageis rhan one would uhtatn hum
Mincct s *este...stuns (linen plugging Ragan%
nitrations unto the calculatiun performed by Cagan
would have decreased Cagan's, estimate of the
effect of minimum wage changes on the oeerall
unemployment rate to about 0.3$ percentage
point.) By comparison, the earlier study by Kaitz
found very little effect. We feel that the Kaitz
conclusion is probably less in disagreenient with
the others than may at lira appear because of the
following:

1. There was very little trend in the effective
minimum wage variable between the 1956 mini.
mum wage changes and those that went into effect
in 1967 and 1968 Therefore, the period studied by
Kaitz (1954-68) ends at about the time the effects
estimated by Ragan beg.n to show up.

2 Kaitz recognized that Government training
programs had an effect on teenage unemployment
that ollSet. to a great degree, the 1967 and 1968
minimum wage changes. Kant also recognized
nonometne problems with his approach. and we
benne Ragan s procedure Inn handling this mob.
tem is better than that set Kant. Accordingly.
Ragan s estimates ale preferable

3. Kau/ found huge wathdtaccat effects lattan
IWndieY pan set die Nttlidiaw.11 twat the .I71,Iht
1011.0 problem k running ,cpatatc rcgrcwon. lot
tecnagcts cm oiled in sehosil Again. Ragan s Wei
NotA is an intim ON emelt' on the pioneering ellon
by Kant,

Mu.. these three studies anc in rough agreement
tut the site of the ciket sii minimum wage changes
on the 4/11C1111110, mg,' tate. !hough C.tg.in sum-

IM. a. SW.. *I Ow tn.% of ow
Gw Y wagrm. NW *TAN

r.t; r
in the minimum iimett on Ote unomploymont Penedo ItS4-14

7 7:.,N P.0,17 .....trre
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raw .174-1. lows TTe. we (0 *11.41 NO" *ICSe
Y4 ONNIP IV eq.% . NS NON
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'14'0 T4 N.. peat
Po 47.5 VoNer**

II .04, .0 .454 occur...* GNAW** r* Nor
I Oen

PIP 'Sr* fitn, Mstrba,
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Wes 501 (1 4.01, ..It 414.rn
einar nt.. ter
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1111.111011 01 1hl butt& "II All 0.1.1.111 1.01, £11.11 Ira 01
1111II. 11101 111 all .1.11, 41141 his Unt "soold 1st,
beet, unallst had lit til,1401 la It.q.,111

CaCfill h,uas, lloi1a.111. lot alt .1 \hut tour
11091114We \111,1 111dilik. I ;Jitl wwnydt,lnwnl
a 1ICSI, 101 Malt at, .4. .1 0..1.1, 1161,11 ...v. 1101
sluded h% Ragan)

tffilstsit. Awd ",1 dodo N.1. dom. bs I dwagd
(..amil.i tab. a. .,..lad a ..161.11ctl aIltpla.,111a 111

.list hits 1.11101 111,01 Oka', 011 iii. ,1111.111r1.0-

mcnt tan II Anessi d psi..011. dissnip10,stl In lilt.
11111111111.111 Nast. Nuha61N 11,
etoplos meld elastisffie, sarong he used to cstim Ile
ths cleat 41. 1114 .10111116.a 111 1.11a \L,noaa1
(.11.111111ah's 1111111014111 mat, ...owl'', t Iha ...1110 01
the, statulutt otolitoufn I..1 pm. limasutt tat,a1
nuffoitailf ..,e.1; 1411141 than 11.141184. ail 110111111.11

nuninnan 10 01101 Ad 1111 OIL 00111 .... A..e.c
taus., substitutu.n .1 high 1%.1,.t, 1.4 lass Nap:
A..rker INlu,h (oanilis It% onit if.f....sstoos sus
ecstk Ihtn nocl, ths 111.114101M N.,ta .ht.taal ha.c
Peen raft"! h. IIICAull .4 ..hill oat, \
tireless taking all .4 his la t-10,11 'Rs ti C1103%
61.1111101 11111 111.11 ...Wt. 1% olkal AA Itll horn
imminum nage insrease, not primards besatise
they are disemplossd but iitatnt, hca rhea arc
resod into ran lime clupha,ment IIns ,,,,,d 11,,
tuber tinting, an. htonfls stnosiant oat ths
tuagnoude and thre..ifort, fb, ttGats ',Jun,' of
the Stoner studs sited cattier

A taw! and quits daft:ism studs 01 ths 1. last
minimum nage,, is one done to Slats in Kosters
and I too Welsh " N110 17111141,1,14 110 J0111011011
hC10CC11 a %a 11,11 1110111111,011311 and 41,1 IT, It
I, Ad! Ano%tl that sinplo,ffisu, it kchag,..., and

stalks1 norkel flustuate, mote 111411 &Vs 111.11
..1 dolled affidt male 0..4kcf K. 0%11.1. Jlid Lh.11

lound ittit the minimum nsq.c csassilsticd
ditlering ssclisal pattern,

roacntv malsalc, dot 1101,1, lit 110
*Jo. it. 1 1St pc. odi I iV (A

1,11, t.a 111C a11, am 111.4,"11 1, 4/7,l1.1t1111,
l111 01.100 111 ,114.1.,.../11 00 110 t I .1,1110,1

M.111C.11' nd .1
dor.r,41..nats tht, oplus
mad rtIttts appeals hate .,rued I. noro.htte
teenacers

Wising .111:11 a01011,1011, it, ilia .11.1 .Wall,
sited in table ssi,j,:ests that the minimum N.Ife
1111r.lal M1111.1101 1.0 c 4.01 /1,1% 1-..41 II

bet...111.: 1110m. %Wallas. alt. 1101 full. ...Itow do.
stasc .1 the insists,
Law, dia.. am. l.1111.11. .1114 i ....U111 "0.111
1la CI Jt:t. [Gal t,tl itttnt
UfictIli.10,114.11.1. 1.10, 411. /um, 11/t. La. 11.11 4110C

42

CalVlIcIlat31 Oat:1 the OM 72 period catered in
duos sloths,. Our !omits imply a substantially

tisiNst till the 192ti tinemphnient rare of
fitituntion o.lsc shanges. though also unply ins that
.0 law hoc. 01 ton all unemployment. the mini.
1111110 wage eldest on unemployment nould be
mush loner than ( agan's estimate goen in table 3.

nt. are sonserticti nob the somparabffity of the
11111 4m/40i/rum late, isomers and Ketch s hndings
uggest that ( agar's estimate is too high

At tills point it is north noting once again the
rife at the interastin chests emphasized at the
beginning of the artiste

I 11 minimum wage changes kallaC nohdranals
Iron the labor form this On lously allests labor
wise composition. the ellcsts of %Inch were
studied separately Resat:se in this saw minimum
nage0ntlincd withdrawal cents to reduce the
tabor force smptssition estimates beton what they
would otherwise be (because the %miter groups
1110%1 attested base gross n relattsc to other ',sputa.
tom groups,. we infer that the combined ettect of
,hinges m minimum nages and in labor force
so:111,0.1mm would probabls be greater than the
separately effiniated effects

2 Koster. and Vs etch argue that the minimum
nage woes to increase the syslical swings in
teenage tineniplos nicht I his Interaction bet., ccn
puffin polls% and business took desclopments
makes it difficult ni specify precisely %hat "cont.
parabilos in unemployment rates nould enconnr,,

"soother taster not considered in any of the
studies discussed thus lar is J Vs tlson Moon',
suggcsiittat that offsetting adjustments En lunge
briers and norking sondttions may reduce the
shiest cmplos merit &est% of the minimunt wage.
so that the ulttniate dell shows up in .1 more
simples wry through changes in turnover rates.
as one instant., than ens owned in other ecuting
.lutes Dfficrense, In tutnoser rate, among
ditisistit dcmogtaphis groups hate olden been
coca as the reasons for dillerenses in age and sec
spesitis onemplos merit rates,0 the :Amon Itypoth.
esis about the economic twat.% of the minimum
stage thus suggests an interaction effect nith the
slemographt, composition circa, Nun eyed earlier.

1, 101.-1,111 information on the magnitude
of this eldest

( tomtit:oils; results of all the nummuni wage
,tudics. plot probable interaction effects. ne
stunk& that there are both upward and down-
nai d Kos, opetating on the 0 npersentage point
csionate 01 the dress of the minimum nage that
t atmt st.mpticd. bacd on Minter's nulls Vs e can
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this leas. n,. t41,11 01111tIalla, eh 1114. .1,441.4,, 01
this gumbo 14CtA11.4. As .115 .111.4111, .1

T1.111141, thane 11* 01.1,1 10 4414. 111,114 1111.

a,soinit in the csuniatc

Other factors

p.111 It this 11.1co oe ned to 51155815 5,,rtaiii
Loam. milt,* II, me ,lianfes 1' the ..sk i.114 late inn
Lase been nichttonoki111., *4110, 441 44411,e,

1111/101.1,(44,1 /.011404 \ 11 wolupho,d tKt.oai ilia,
114,c lass hn.ta,.at II ttA, ,.1110.{ thus 11k5 11,11t1
.1,,,pt .11,A 4014 .1 0111,1 es hi. lama, .115
1.1141114,5I 11,.141, 1115 rots., .1.4..4 1111411115..ak1
totthlics has roan ..1,1 114. 21I .5.11. 111A 1.1,101

5.111111111.118 11, a 1, In
111e.1411CI 4111,111141.4./14,441 11, 11.t101DUgh A1,.4

I t'1, .4 dos sitssib, 5S.ulmatt 11, /46,1,
A 44111 1.111111, 111,1118X1,- L4111111,4, 011 .214 .warn
ptosed 1.1 ilak lob 5e ak It IN11.01441

In A 4-1/41.5181 IA 111% \I II.111011 mil! 'Asst..,
\ IOLA% ''' Oa,) st 141 1.1k4.11 1/0111 111. \1.1 197(4
( 014-,/11 1411.11A11 1.11( 541111111,011 014 111,

1414,,k4ilt Ihh4s,...4 Its, onsiorloss.1
11144,1..1 .114.1,0..4 .01114 114.11, 1401445

Ton 1,4..4 Iii ay.G I1111 110,11.1 01140.11. as
L44.04001., ..11/.11,1, .1,114.1.4.414111, ,11.41.1,11140.
ie./.11 Iii 011,11440AI it 111 0114.40.4,41401,

.s..11

I arias insoink ...hats pas mini ,A.,1
taming. .4 Louis iiiendit, it I. ,14144,4141
that 1411,1111410,4..1 Avik,1 1.44144141

.111.411,1 ust .11,1.10 010.1,11/
IeMei hsuut, pct Assk fio1kint:101 1,011,

1e hanslatt in oho. on 0111. rtni ssoisinq
ono in uncmplii.noni nenvasi, 455 Mad h.

II.A% tot, s,ua17 .tllcat. ilk
!wiling 15,0{, \ .01. 01414%.1 ,14111.1t, 1.
.1.514111, that t.t.o. it 1%1,10 11 110151.

Acsk .(Kul `,11.1.,,1 11'8 1,1,1 0111111, 411 ltil11..1
401 rttat.ant 1111101. ths 1 /./bab11.1. tO ht1111
tng ooploscd I hots ps1 Asst.
'pent xaishuis 111,4tA IA lit ptissut At asurnt
the prohabiliii, it *,,!me 111

is,eaeht 1/A,, shmots t4: esissiiiagt
poiiii I,1, LIK AnIp..1,1 111{10,,00.1 1.111011e,
.414 the 19'14 AnClArl..1114:11( rate

1111.,1 At A.4111 .I 4.4.+11,1, 0..181 s OA 01 411.
01944d /, t. ploisatwu at au,itos.olsst
1,01thcs 1,1 Ih. it It 1i1.A1 \..411 pol
non his mow.' nom IN 1 per, cm el knoll., *oh

1ahoi IA/ 4.4 Ill 1 114 1.4 S' 1 peoslit
iii re,, A, W.A.. IA 1: 11,01, I. du, 4.8144,
I 11i, OJ 1001111, 41111 0 1101, 1,1111
1,11,11,111 A 111A11.4,1., kali., 4,101,11"41,
101 1112 ran,n1,1,1, ptoot, 4 111, 114,11.1
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inrio, malt rate it 1976 1 Ints, thc nitiltmot kcr
habits ettsso on the 115cr,dl uncniplmincnt rate
appi..1, 4.1 he onskicst 4)1 ,oursc, thc Int rcasc in
multosorker tamales oicr (ht pcnod ma) has c
susteased the mi hien, I' 01 UnCniplosmcnt as ocll as
its duration 11.'1 /14'.e 1..s dirckt estden.c on this

S,siul pr,grarri, Nu-eased Aellarc pas mcnts of
Salons kinds ought make not .irkine more
attraktie thin ssoikinS 11155 pas hitt Ass, and
thsit litstsast thc nunitset tit pimple oho arc
iiiiiitud unt mpliocd 11 c Aims of no cstantatcs
of nit Acitatc provrants, as sues. on thc
tanstiploNott-nt tate Nlost ot the dts,usslon about
do unctliplosthcot rate Ode. t sit thew programs
has tokusca instcad on the Lot du A unlit 41 them
OM to l'anulics 151dt Ikpcndcnt t Inldren and
I ood Stamps) haw rckentis instituted mandatory
,soik IsEisitation .4 some kind tat least for sonic
pattRipant,1

11.1611,14tots ssoik tqlstration 'mein .hangs the
onutriploi,nicnt rate hcaamc it tome.

oh, ACM not inc.loush looking 114( oork
io 149.111 10.4.111E tin onail (.1C the change in the
111,4,41.4.,1 uo.iupl,onicnt WIC Is Wet (1.1..111110Uell
hi dm purr.... nit dtc picscut inquin oc ooutd
sun o.ni ti. china:law 1111 click* to maintain

oci 1111118 Alturnathc1), It misfit
foopi. oho 55 sic lint 11.111\ interested on

oorking , it-prt ilieniscises to the ( urrent
Nr.114:1011 Stit,C tt PSi as hooting for AM/.
11ta.111'A till'. Acre alLud that 5141151 rcprting
omila sonicho, teopardite their eligiti his tor

pas monis the latter oleo seems .. the root
.4 mom it 111, dissussion 01 the subjc.t. that is. the
oh:a th.i tcgitiation rcipmcmcnt lia,c not
pholio,d 11.111Ues in etotionio bchm. tor ilabor
lotty portisipahon), only a 111C.ISUICMCM CUM II
Ills onvtilintnniCnt ()n nohiA, CAJOI
anon 5,1 tins probabilih require. intormition on
;iiio ihailamin oink resistmtion intluenkes the

'./'omit to thi t P.S 514/%11.1M no studies
11.11 rrodused duct intortoation on sun e,),
vorinse

lu li 1976 tnnn,tf Mports thc (,anal of
onomi. Adsiscrs reported that obeli %senate

attothas *sac tcsiuttcd to register for ssork their
unstoptos nicht rate Int wascd h 5 h points

ittoni s 7 percnt to 11 5 pert,cntk,-i again
iranlaied this into a 112 in.rcaoc tri thc kocrall
titicnipho 1111111 rate

Ihr I.stuIu15 C011111.1tv, iton0Cf, %%tres tOnamcd
twin adtlislinti.nnc icsolds the ,Std to Nnuilcs
151111 Ikpcndctit hildrcn 111 IX) program and
iuhi to do amnion .4 ptograin rOt.trleins

ilton ton of niC labor tors to "uncno
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\1O \IIII.1 I AllOR 19:9 lumps lquoatcrti to Pau Llionplosnrnt Hato'

(nosed status bs Nchall atInimooattio
passage ol the %oak tC6141.11tott sciiiiiicineni. the
legislation owl' Applied ,..)late thilui.,Iimot to
determine which weltare recipients st ere tapable of
holding jobs one would expect this more tarelul
examination, alone. ,o result in transfers out of the
"not in the labor force" status. men in the absence
of wink registration itstliply because it focused
attention on making a more precise dehmtion 0)
potential eniplosabilits and labor market status)
In some eases. for example. mothers might has e
ahead% regarded themselses as looking for work
thence, unemploscd). so that the ..hinge in AFDC
records reflects more accuracs in recording labor
market status tn those records. rather than a
change in the %clime recipient's Own ralcrilon of
her status or am change in the measured uncut
plosment rate Morcitier, hating decided that a
welfare recipient was capable tit working and
!term should be totted to register for work, the
onls tonsistent )slot torte slassnitation for the
administrat to mak,. as -tinemplos ed

I hi iiiicstion tot the mia.used uncinplo.nient
rate him es et. o not the weliati administrator%
responst to mandat.ns w,.uk icgotration, but the

Ili. 14,1,1441.014 on thc IsCILut {CcArIcstr.
.4%0 rciLtpiion Pl his taken maiket tatus, and it,
elft-ct on her revolts, to Mc CPS pier,. It is

IC.4 ,onablt to presume that woik
(Iodine 1.11.111i, 111 11,,1 IC111.11Nl. that .1 ,N
iairemci Joubdul that,..; p<Iwns ti.itoittid ht
administtators w ill retlassils thcntscls es is hen tic s
sic included in the f. morn Popol don& Star., s
i I ndyttl. the II I pit sem aim mph,.
repotted in the Al IX ailinirintiatoy teitatis
avails a "punt .4 the 11U1171X1 .1 iiiiployabk. b.
mot wuuols winkint ul. hit A C ,,, %nit %I DC .
I tit th.s *t. btLt c that (at.,u
pclientagy 1.01111 c,0411,114 lot the ctlyi sot %1

work icituilessicno on uu wicliipiot Mc lit 1.1.
too high

In a uulcis titcttlalc-ct IttJS. IsctitIcItt
It Is, .11.1 Robb. I NIVIIR as alJ,11,1 a tat
highs hgutc t:4 riatclitati [wino, Iva Alm Olio
of -06 is citatc plOpattt solA. ttpsuauvn Cyttlt
mints Ili. auitivi csscnt.all% ittail(nct to tba
oinitusion ham oMu tint the son .4 ihaiigi in
the uncinmosment talc in Mc ,,J1
,scats in "huh wv:A ICE.4,11 .1.01 I c4ustctlicitiN
war Itislitts:Cill. Kati cssalt, the aigumilit wall
*mums at pcisns 111 ita ahead .$1.1111N I Ilia
data has, 11111C. d sunhat, to NJ, JNPY1 the
111CJAUtcd uncolpios norm fait:, acid ,ull ul.l to 1,111c

Molt than unstthst.inita spei.ula , Minh is.
shown an anal% se. hi the Iluteau of Labor

.14

Statism.. and the Longicsoonal Budget Me) Is
1.11 both Cagan ines the studs but
dots not use its results. a judgment %ha we

.4losv in the present article.

6.nernment tramtn$ program A training program
can have seseral impacts on the unemployment
rate. It is well know n that more highly skilled
workers base lower unemployment rates. so a
training program which succeeds in raising the skill
textl above what it otherwise would hase been
intdit he expected to lower unemployment rates of
participants throughout their lifetimes, thereby
p:oducing a permanent reduction in the aggregate
unemployment rate Ile lonyain Meet ol existing
and past gosernment training programs has been
the subject ol sonic debate, at we know of no
studies is Melt indicate %holier they have reduced
the long.run unetnplitnent rate.

there is also a short-run impact Sonic persons
who are .n training pmgianis tand, therefore,
lia,111Cll its out 0) the labor form would otherwise
has been in the labor force and those who did not
bind employment would raise the unemployment
raie Attempts to examine the short-run impact
hose been done hi Malcolm Cohen. Sylvia S.
Small. and Ralph L Smash, All take the protons
mho, smoky mints ot program partitipants to
define then pfobatsv trona were they not it. the
mogiain (though .snuth. as noted Liter, modified
inn approathr (when and Small iome up %sub a
decrease in the unemployment rate 01 about 0,1
pelt entage point.

I !owes cr. using this approath to estimate the
clicks on Mc oscraa unemplos mem rate assumes
that when .1 worker leases ins job to enter a
uanung program. IN mutter jobv pi The cotkopil
/alit c assume, instead. that the total number of
jobs tti the 0.0110 rn o determined h ionsentional
1114,10C1.1,1147011. tortes and is independent of
whyttivi .a group ist indisiduals enters into training
programs tot, put another way. that when a worker
yawl, into a training program his job Is taken h)
401,4-011C else who would otherwise hate been
unemploy. It I. bider too line of reasoning. the

of uocniployed .s reduced by the attar,
frttiN. n tomtit ipants %Ivo .sere promos', in the
tabor lise not just MAN, skito were preihmsly
uncruptoied with app ,priatc adjustments Id
snit lot mobable *flanges in forte participa-
non late. Ibis rei.altulation would rabic the
V11111.11Cd inipats or the unemployment rate
..Abstatittall% 1110,. 5. 1.1h s daownward adjustment
to small cstimaic to, otobablc, length of iinem-
plosnism t. inappopita i, and adjusts the esti-
mate in the is rung duo:non.
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(hanger in inea,ureinent and 1011011,1 ( flanges in
the t uncut Population Sun et in Obi and 010
hate been esmluated ht the Bureau 01 (abut
Statistics and the Bureau of the Paul 0
Haim fudged the ellet ts of the tut' thanges to he
offsettang, resulting in no net change in the oterall
unetnplot mot rate

Cagan quoted .% Inca 1 as arguing that
suites response error has changed utter time. and
that this talon has louvred the unemplot ment rate
ht. 0 I points 1 nut the net etics t of measurement
and response t flanges is or% small nab J possible
small dounuard emir being the best eshmate

Is there a current a:annuli:lir'

We hate catried out a t Ok.il renew of as ailable
iestawai on tat tins 1,s111%.11 allot tilt 01111%11.1i,1111,
tit 'sent uncniples Mein sates oh earlier
isvinwls II is it Illitkitit. it. .iiid up tht quantatatitc
results sloossed and a. iisai ills sum as an
estatiatt 11.111Ss m iht toil tmplosineiv
ontitiplotincin taw tuti the paw LA. dC.Itis,
111,1101 as bC111:ts lie width of
iliac. licit ate ultictitclidi is not talid
Loraine these retults to obtain an unemplot mot
fate -Luniparabir" to some earlier rate Present
itstaith *illikl, dm. not polio a wit plisse
estimate nit uillutnts of .111 Iht 1.R.101
111,1.4J,,Cd m this.111si. lilt it al, filet. unupelLu
seasons 10 an avioslis iNktiltkrk till till, te.11,11.,11
tla A !ask of tonhdentt in the piesolon td
estimated desk lid tits dish, litilat Lk lit' and
mai°, prohiculs uttlt lit ialiiitt$, of itodttudg the
separate estlinates maw 'dual Lions wrimarilt
unmeasured Imam. bon Mods among the tarious
separate commies)

Pt. o1,1 A111111111 I or must of the factor,
%Owl* hate been studied tic hat, resertahons
about the worm.% pies Whin or %Aldus tit
owing estimates I hese resertanons are 'W111111.1
rind In I SIIIBIt A which lists Mil suurtes of
impretision III tsuo %11 errors in at anable esti-
mates %Own tend to oterttte Inc cstamaiett cutest
ul the patmulat bum studied anti al important
aspros tit sotne lastots on the bane not been
insesireated in a Ktoilg uhisti perantts using
1,,C:16.1 IA 5.1.111.1M impaiabit uritnaphit
menu rates

s. A..., Airs., Ott 1 n 1...arnow A16.1orr.
aria Sasuai l'+v' es. 1.t,ta po If* 1,1kAtwn

41.1 Out %top. k */...r.,*
P. 3; 41AVAIgh. ,,r0*11.,+nOr =.
rus ',scut i> .pp A. ale PilitI 104,,E (h. e'*,
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Eihnill A. Sununry el bison in oslirrisitni e4 *nods II
noneyelies1 factors on the urnimotoinstint role

Illiedeol .1 mow lir 'OW.;WM
611 WV *la

~lot
(alloVa nionivi wit

1.1..1
1.4.1"olso rat **a*
**koll .501,

Kw *Olt Is Von

Itcsausc tie hate no CStlaklICS t I the NliC of the
tuts., not ,i1 the estent to sstuth then ma, oh ma
not ottsct cash other tie do MA know the sign of
ills aggregate ow or bus, We fed that adding up
the rusting Latin estimates Irani the sepaiate
parts of this ankle uvula produte an aggregate
figure in %hose pretation tic uould hate little
tontidoce

117/.11001 ,a111111tal 101111,. its hale algttcil
ttitouEhiiist Ibis attti.h that number of tattors
Mai hats bet' identified as Mkt ling unenlplo)-
uent rate tomparabilit) intrrati with C44. h other.

hus. for e \ample. it the nunitnum stage affects the
unrmpitwinent tale parnallt through the eflevIt it
has on the Libor forte for impacted groups, then it
l proper to include those circus if the ohjeetit e is
to rstankite milt the minimum urge ellett: it
mould be quite improper, hots cm. to odd mach an
estlinate to an estimate of labor force composition
effects obtained independentlt, because simple
summation would in this Lase count part of the
Meet of the minimum stage rate tuice

We fed that labor market interactions are
pert atite among the factors discussed in this
artiste so that worli itimmation of the &eparateh,
estimated ethos mould lead to serious error.
I I,Aocr. use do not rule out some form of
sonibination if the nctessar) information %ere
....Habit on the site sit intelattatin &cu.. h is not
at the present time 0

JelitViity ikakkirc, tr tilt Sit.. a iicentinoticid OW. ,thAtVir
Vats* Pf or. Minn 1979m, ri It

slAtuo Wairati ill iknivaisisA gnomon Ceinpiosmcni
Pin tapingnseit*Itke Wtrte /...1 the hauft lkmytAvAk 1,06111
J., his Loy...kw...ft }phut tiwt is Oininiqwes

15
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